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ABSTRACT

This teacher research study gave me an opportunity to
examine how my sixth grade classroom learning environment
changed over time to support students' responses to literature
across sign systems, and to develop collaboration among adults and
students.

Specifically, it looked at the ways in which stUdents made

mathematical connections in informal discussions as part of class
read aloud experiences and how they used mathematics to
communicate responses to literature.
Over the course of a year I gathered data primarily by audio
taping as I read to the class and the following total class
discussions.

I video taped presentations of literature groups.

literature groups

These

responded to the read alouds using multiple sign

systems which reflected and further developed their understandings
of the texts.

I also kept a reflective teaching journal and field notes

throughout the year.
The data analyses included a description of the classroom over
the year, a re-creation of journal entries between me and
collaborative others involved in the Holocaust study, and a
qualitative analysis of the mathematics talk, "math talk," generated
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in the classroom.
talk as well.

Math talk was present in my talk and the students'

The students' math talk showed that mathematics is

used as students respond to literature in informal read aloud
discussions and subsequent literature presentations.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Teachers are looking to their classrooms to conduct their own
research (Cochran-Smith & Lytle,1993).

Although many teachers

have participated in studies in their own classroom, their role is
often secondary to the university researcher.

Karen Smith (1992)

participated in research in her own classroom in Phoenix.
research enabled her to grow as an educator.

The

I am interested in

better understanding the theories underpinning what I do as a
teacher and in what ways my students are affected by my
application of the theories.
As the teacher of the classroom in which I am conducting
research, I have insights that an outside researcher would not have.
These understandings affect decisions about creating the study.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990) maintain that teacher research is
"systematic and intentional inquiry carried out by teachers" (p. 3).
I seek answers to my own questions by assessing issues and
concerns in my classroom, particularly in relation to mathematics
as a way of creating and sharing meaning. My study may encourage
others to look at the connection between mathematics and literature
differently.
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Thinking Mathematically in My Life
Thinking mathematically affects the way in which

view the

world and impacts how my students and I connect our lives to
mathematics.

I am interested in knowing what mathematical

connections children make, given a rich literacy and mathematical
environment.

I believe mathematics is so much a part of my

classroom that it is not possible to separate it into its own time
slot; its own part of the day.

In many classrooms mathematics has

taken a back seat to literature for many reasons.

For example,

teachers recognize the different elements of literary discussion and
see its value.

Mathematics is seen as paper and pencil tasks, which

do not lend themselves to further engagement in mathematics.
Fortunately, I have been able to change my perceptions of
mathematics and its role in my classroom.

I have looked at my me

as a mathematician to help explain the ways in which my classroom
functions mathematically.
While I am living my daily life I am constantly engaged in
mathematics; wondering what something will cost when it goes on
sale , looking carefully at buildings to see how they are designed,
analyzing tile patterns on floors to determine what the next set of
patterns would be if the room were enlarged.

A hobby, perhaps a
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habit, mathematics occupies my mind with an endless stream of
symbols, in words and pictures.
In elementary school I did well in mathematics, but by the
time I reached high school, I found that I could no longer understand
mathematics as it was presented in my classes.

Though I had had

the same teachers as my friends, I could not compete
mathematically.

Somewhere along the way, I had gotten confused,

and new concepts fell on deaf ears.

My initiative faltered, my self

confidence failed, and I found that I needed a mathematics tutor.
Fortunately, I could go to Ralph Lishansky, a neighbor, to get tutored
and by the time high school was over I had begun to participate in
mathematics classes.

High school mathematics, like elementary

mathematics, was so structured that it prevented my wondering
about mathematics within the broader scope of the world.

I still

felt intimidated by school mathematics and in college I took the
barest minimum to graduate; one course through an independent
study.
My engagement in mathematics developed after college
graduation

in a more personal way.

My group of friends tended to be

in the mathematics and sciences fields.

By nature, I have an

inquiring mind and I could wonder aloud with my friends about
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geometry in nature, or aspects of space in literature,
concerns, or the way machines worked.

environmental

Whether they knew "the

answer" or not, we were dialoguing; puzzling out our world to have
it make sense to us.

Over time these discussions helped me connect

the mathematics around me with the way mathematics is expressed
on paper, through formulas and diagrams.

My environment allowed

me to overcome my fears, work out my mathematics anxiety and
involve myself with mathematics when the opportunity presented
itself.
My experiences enabled me to be comfortable with
mathematics in the real world, unencumbered by school dictates.

As

my comfort grew, I began looking for educational experiences that
would allow my mathematics knowledge to grow with my interest.
By attending mathematics conferences and workshops, multiple
opportunities to learn with colleagues supported my thirst for
knowledge.
Mathematics in My Classroom
My new understandings in mathematics led me to try new
ways of exploring mathematics with my students.

The more

interested they became during our discoveries, the further I pushed
them.

I used students' interests and motivations to look at some
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subjects both broadly and deeply.
large geometry program.

The manufactured world is one

So, we discovered geometric shapes in

buildings and the shadows they cast, in classroom furnitures and the
design of cars and hubcaps.

It was natural to share and exchange

discoveries and it became a normal part of the everyday prattle.
This kind of talk opened up mathematical discussions as a
class norm.

All questions were encouraged and discussed.

The

classroom had become a community similar to one I shared with my
adult friends.

Mathematics was a vehicle for creating a shared

vision of the world.
The understanding that mathematics might be the lens through
which one learned about the world affected my curriculum.

Until I

participated in a study group at Warren Elementary School, though,
had not realized how differently I treated mathematics and language
arts.

Reading and mathematics were two separate and distinct

subjects.

Whereas mathematics was explored at every possible

opportunity, the language arts were sanctioned only at specific
times.

Accordingly I made a transition from basals to using

literature in my classroom.

I began to broaden my understanding of

reading to include learning about oneself and
about life.

as a way to learn

Language arts paralleled mathematics.
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I began to allow myself to make mathematical connections
while reading children's literature.
encountered

While I mused about a book, I

mathematical themes; "How did the use of space look

and how much time passed?"

I realized that mathematics was found

in books that portray real life, especially fiction.

Literature

describes life which, in turn, includes mathematics - from the most
basic arithmetic to the more complicated thinking involving time
and dimensions.
Literature is one way of exploring mathematics.

I am

interested in the integration of mathematics and literature, because
it will help my students be successful.

The more able they are to

connect through literature to mathematical ideas, the better able
they will be able to see mathematics in their world.

My

understandings and questions about mathematics and life were
further developed as I took courses at the university through which
read and talked about reader response, sign systems and critical
thinking.
Thinking and Responding Critically
Through Multiple Sign Systems
The transaction between the reader and the text, Rosenblatt
(1978) claims is the process by which meaning is created.

The
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transaction is not a linear process, but an ebb and flow between the
reader and the text.

Through this transaction "a poem" is created, a

new piece that is more than the text and the reader alone.

When

readers approach a text, they bring their past experiences in life to
the text.

The personalities and the experiences of readers at that

point in time is reflected in their transactions with the text.

If an

event in the life of a reader changes the reader, then the transaction
with the story changes and so do the responses to it (Gaida, 1988).
Engaging in dialogue while transacting with texts helps
readers make meaning and explore each other's meanings
(Barnes,1982).

Through discussions with others, students articulate

these responses to

literature which may include feelings, thoughts

and/or personal connections.
Through discussions with Dr. Kathy Short I have become
interested in the ways in which students explore their responses to
literature through engagements in the alternative communication
systems of language, art, drama, music and mathematics (Harste &
Short with Burke, 1988).

Sign systems serve two functions,

societally; they provide a structure to look at a topic of study and
they can be the topic of study themselves.

Carolyn Burke (1992)

indicated that each sign system, which also includes sign language,
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provides the means through which we can better understand the
world.

In mathematics, for example, it is through the making and

sharing of meaning that we grow mathematically.
By considering a piece of literature through the sign systems,
children communicate outside of themselves.

While some literature

may encourage expression through a particular sign system, art for
example, other pieces of literature may offer a wider range of
avenues to explore.

A lack of opportunities to experience different

sign systems might prevent children from using these forms of
communication.
Students might expand their awareness of all that is included
in a sign system like mathematics by learning to be reflective
thinkers.

Should they choose to respond to a piece from a

mathematician's point of view, they would experience the breadth of
mathematics (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM],
1989).

Thinking and communicating mathematically is similar to

skills needed to communicate in any language (Gawned, 1993).
I believe that children need to be critical thinkers familiar
with all communication systems to explore the interrelatedness of
actions within our world.

Frank Smith (1984) claims that schools

neither foster critical thinking, nor encourage students to be
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independent thinkers.

A teacher might provide the environment

necessary for students to think independently enough so that they
may experience the natural scope of mathematics in a novel.

Though

many people see the beauty of mathematics in the real world, most
would not recognize it in a novel (Paulos, 1992).

Perhaps students'

first responses could be to have a sense about something
mathematical being revealed that is embodied in the story.

Then

they could be encouraged to pursue their idea further.
Mathematics, when integrated throughout the curriculum,
offers students an opportunity to make a variety of connections in
understanding the world and as a means of expressing their thinking.
Mathematics can naturally emerge as a topic bridging understanding
to the text while the students pursue their responses to the
literature.

"Alternative communication systems ... allow language

learners the opportunity for triangulation as they take a new
perspective on their knowing" (Watson, Burke & Harste, 1989, p. 34).
Educating children in these broad communication paths encourages
exploration that positively impacts on their

ability to think

critically, and to create their own inquiries.
Further, I believe that by using mathematics as an alternative
communication system a child may experience the literature more
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deeply.

By experiencing literature and possibly creating

connections to mathematics the children can find new ways to
discover themselves.

I am interested in exploring the ways in which

children connect mathematically to literature.
To explore responses to a story through mathematics, students
must consider mathematics broadly.

The transaction between the

reader and the text includes responses in which the reader attends
to written numbers and creates a mathematical problem to solve
with these numbers.

However, mathematical responses to literature

also includes solving problems only alluded to in the text.

Students'

mathematical understandings stimulate their understanding of the
text.

Processing mathematics aesthetically and efferently may let

students know that mathematics is more than a search for the right
answer.

It is a search to create meaning and the process which that

entails.
Based on my experiences in the classroom, my education and
professional readings, I wanted to focus my research on the
following questions:
Given a rich mathematical and literacy environment what kinds
of mathematical connections will students make to literature?
a.

What kinds of mathematical connections will children make
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in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
b. What kinds of mathematical connections are shown in their
literature logs?
c. When children plan extensions at the end of the book to
share with others in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate? What sign systems do they use to communicate
about literature?
d. How do these connections change over time?
However, as I analyzed the data I collected, my questions
changed and became:
Given a rich mathematical and literacy environment what kinds
of mathematical connections will students make to literature?
a. How does my classroom learning environment develop and
change over time to support response to literature across sign
systems and with collaboration among adults and students ?
b. How does the teacher support mathematical talk during
whole class discussions following read alouds?
c. What kinds of mathematical connections will students make
in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
d. When students plan presentations at the end of the book to
share with others, in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate?
Exploring My Questions Through Research
Based on these questions, I decided to engage in teacher
research in my own classroom.

Through this teacher research,

be adding to the information available to educators seeking new

will
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ways of looking at literature and mathematics in their classrooms.
Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1990) have determined that teachers
involved with research in their own classrooms "will alter, and not
just add to, what is known about teaching .. .it will prompt
reexamination of many current assumptions about children's
learning, and classroom practices" (p. 8).

I am interested in

mathematics and literature as they pertain to my classroom of sixth
grade students.
This teacher research study is based on a qualitative research
design using methods and techniques borrowed from ethnography.

As

the researcher, and the teacher in the classroom, I kept a reflective
teaching journal.

I audio and video taped myself and the students as

I read aloud to the class and we discussed the chapter or picture
book.

I refer to this combination of reading aloud and discussion as

a read aloud experience. This study focused on three read aloud
experiences.

Two were novels, and the last experience included two

picture books from a Holocaust text set,
(Voigt,1984),

Building Blocks

Journey of the Sparrows (Buss, 1991) and Hiroshima

No Pika (Maruki,1980), and The Boys Who Saved the Children
(Baldwin,1981) (see Figure 1).

On some of the days, the children

also responded in written form in their literature logs.

During that
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FAMILY STORIES
TOUGHBOY & SISTER
BEARSTONE
THE NOT-JUST-ANYBODY FAMILY
I/::iE...WAR WITH GRANDPA
A FAMILY PROJECT
STQNEWORDS

JOURNEY
OF THE
SPARROWS
HOLOCAUST NOVELS
SNOW TREASURE
THE UPSTAIRS ROOM
THE CAY
SADAKO AND THE THOUSAND PAPER CRANES
SUMMER OF MY GERMAN SOLDIER
ESCAPE FROM WARSAW

THE GIRL WHO LOVED CATERPILLARS
THE CHILDREN WE REMEMBER
HIROSHIMA NO PIKA
BOYS WHO SAVED THE CHILDREN
TERRIBLE THINGS

HOLOCAUStEHE
TEXT SET FAITHFUL ELEPHANTS

THE FRIENPSHIP
ROSE BLANCHE
AN ANGEL FOR SOLOMON SINGER
LET THE CELEBRATIONS BEGIN
THE GREAT PEACE MARCH

Figure 1. Literature Circles:
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time I wrote in my reflective teaching journal about the students
and classroom life in general.
At the conclusion of the year I compared the transcripts and
literature presentation artifacts from six powerful discussions
from two novels and two books from a Holocaust text set.

I looked

at the literature presentations of these books to determine whether
or not the students use of sign systems differed from the beginning
of the year to the end of the year and whether students' connections
to various sign systems became more apparent.

I particularly

focused on mathematical connections made during the school year.
The data was collected from multiple sources including field
notes on whole group discussions, teacher journals about the
classroom learning experiences and students' responses, literature
logs, webs and other written artifacts produced as part of the
classroom activities, and audio and video tape recordings of
literature discussions.
I analyzed the data by continuously comparing the oral and
written comments throughout the three read aloud experiences to
determine possible categories and to look for mathematical
understandings. Standards set forth by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for
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School Mathematics were used as one reference.

To better

understand the mathematical and literacy environment of the
classroom I analyzed the year through descriptive analysis as well.
As a teacher researcher, I developed this study to inform my
thinking about the relationship of literature to mathematics.

In the

study I focused on the talk of the students as they came to
understand the literature through class discussion groups, literature
logs and presentations.

The data collected included audio tapes,

video tapes, and written work by the stUdents and myself.

I am

hopeful this study will add to the existing body of knowledge
concerning the relationship of mathematics and literature.
Conclusion
Mathematics is everywhere in our world and because literature
portrays life, it is similarly found throughout literature.
a

Reading is

transaction with literature where the reader and the text act on

each other to create a new text, "a poem", (Rosenblatt, 1938, 1983).
The creating of the poem is through responses to text which may
include mathematical connections and/or may be shared with others
in mathematical ways.

Based on my interest in children's literature

and the way mathematics is presented naturally in books, I designed
a teacher research study to determine what, if any, mathematical
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responses students had to three read aloud experiences and through
literature presentations.

This teacher research focused on students'

responses to literature through mathematics particularly, and
included drama and language responses as well.
My teacher research is presented in the next five chapters.
Chapter 2 is the a review of the professional literature and
methodology.

Chapter 3 is a descriptive analysis of the classroom

throughout the year.

Chapter 4 is collaboratively authored and is a

more in-depth look at a portion of the year.
of the math talk.

Chapter 5 is an analysis

Finally, Chapter 6 is the discussion and

implications of the study.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE AND
RESEARCH MEfHOOOLOGY
Based on my .interest in literature and the connections
students make to mathematics in responding to literature, this
review reflects the professional literature that supports reader
response theory, literature based classrooms, written response,
literature across the curriculum, sign systems and mathematical
thinking and talking.

Because I conducted the study in my own

classroom I needed a research design to assess this connection
between mathematical thinking and responses to literature and
created one by engaging in teacher research.

This chapter begins

with the professional literature which provided a foundation for a
classroom environment in which literature and mathematics were
equally valued.

The second section of the chapter describes the

design of the study, the data collection, and the data analyses.
Review of Related Literature
Reader Response Theory and Research
Many teachers are inviting students to take an active role in
the process of constructing meaning from the text.

The underlying

rationale for this type of engagement is the transactional theory
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(Rosenblatt, 1938, 1978, 1983).

One of the main theorists, Louise

Rosenblatt (1938, 1983) proposed that reading is a transaction,
where the reader and the text act on each other.

The words in print

and the reader have equal value, and in this transaction a literary
work is created,

"the poem", a piece that is more than the reader

and the text alone.

The text is no longer perceived as knowledge in

and of itself, but determined through the transaction with a reader.
Whether the text is read "efferently" or "aesthetically"
(Rosenblatt, 1978, 1991) is determined by the reader's stance during
the reading.

One can read "efferently", for example, to gain

information from the instructions on assembling a toy,

or

"aesthetically" to have a lived through experience with the book, one
that evokes feelings, thoughts and ideas.

As the reader changes, the

transaction changes, because the reader has experienced more of life
and brings new insights to the literature.

In The Reader. the Text.

the Poem, Rosenblatt (1978) describes how this transaction is
affected by events in the reader's life.
The poem, then, must be thought of as an event in time. It is
not an object or an ideal entity. It happens during a comingtogether, a compenetration, of a reader and a text. The reader
brings to the text his past experience and present personality
(p.12).
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The active reader does more than interact with the text, she
connects meaning in her transaction, "The text does not embody
meaning but rather guides the active creation of meaning" (Gaida,
1983, p.1).

Langer (1990) identifies meaning making as the readers'

processes of "envisionment-building".

The meaning making process

involves a series of relations or stances that change with the
transactions that occur between the reader and the text.
Rosenblatt further argues (1978) that teachers of literature
should "help specific human beings discover the satisfactions of
literature ... improving the individual's capacity to evoke meaning
from the text" (p. 26).

She asserts that an appropriate stance to

reading literature is the aesthetic stance, yet acknowledges that it
is often taught from an efferent approach.

Wiseman, Many & Altieri

(1992) maintain that paying attention to the aesthetic quality of
literature enables students to have a lived through experience with
the literature, but they also note an approach that combines a
teacher-guided aesthetic discussion with an analysis of the literary
elements or artistic elements provides similar results.
Acknowledging that literature plays an essential part of
classrooms, Purves and Monson (1984) discuss the many types of
research involving children's literature.

Further, they speak of the
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importance of children's literature and reflect on the many ways in
which literature is used in schools.
Literature has an important place in the schools as a means of
bringing children to terms with their heritage and the culture
that surrounds them and shapes their thoughts, as a means of
developing the powers of their minds, and as a means of
stimulating the imaginative transaction with what is read.
(p. 18)
Short (1992) suggests literature in the curriculum provides
many opportunities for discussions and growth beyond its use to
teach reading.

She describes the roles literature plays in

classrooms as a way to learn language, learn about content from
other disciplines, critique social, political, and cultural issues in
the world, as well as its own way of knowing.
Using the reader response theory, classroom environments
have been created which encourage transactions with many texts,
where students spend time fully engaged in exploring literature
alone and with the support of interactions with each other.
Literature Based Classrooms
Literature based classrooms use literature as a cornerstone of
the curriculum, especially the reading program.

Giddings (1992) in

her analysis of literature based reading instruction, relates that the
theoretical foundation for literature based classrooms includes the
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work of Goodman (1986), a proponent of the whole language
philosophy; "instruction should keep language whole and involve
children in using (it) purposefully and functionally". The classrooms
include literature as the primary material used in reading
instruction.
Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) describe literature based reading
programs as having the following commonalities within programs
that

include "the use of natural text, self selection of materials,

meaning oriented with skills often taught in meaningful context, and
process writing and other output activities" (p. 475-476).
Wells (1990) emphasizes that literature needs to be used to
"empower action, thinking, and feeling in the context of purposeful
social activity" (p. 16) in order to create communities of literate
thinkers.

Hade (1991), in research conducted for his dissertation,

noticed that literature based classrooms in which he has
participated involves the actions of the students and the attitudes
of the teachers.
Methods of teaching must involve not only what teachers do
but also the perspectives teachers have toward what they are
doing. Being literary consists of ways of looking at literature
and how literature can be read, of ways of viewing children as
readers of books, and of ways of looking at classrooms as
places where children and teachers read and share books. (p. 1)
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Hall and Cunningham (1992) note in their study involving six first
grades from two schools that teachers who participated in the study
changed their beliefs about ability grouping, because teaching using
a multimethod, multilevel approach was so successful.
Oldfather (1993) affirms that students invited to participate
in a

study about their fifth-sixth grade combination classroom were

highly motivated to read, write and express their understandings
through drama, music and the visual arts.

In this whole language

classroom four essential aspects of its success were described as
"the motivating power of self-expression, the motivating power of a
rich broth of meaning, the motivating power of self-expression, the
motivating power of choice, and the motivating power of the
responsive teacher" (p. 671).
Skolnick (1992) a teacher researcher found in her second grade
class that many relationships existed between and among the
teacher, the students, and the curriculum.

By analyzing her reading

habits as an "enthusiastic reader" and comparing them to her
students she developed a literacy program which left students "with
a substantive legacy of literature and reading" (p. 125).

The readers

in her class chose what to read, knew how to choose, understood and
remembered what they read,

talked with other readers and read for
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a variety of purposes.
Literature Discussions
Many literature based classroom offer students an opportunity
to meet with each other in small groups and talk about their
understandings, questions and feelings about books (Short and
Pierce, 1990).

In a study conducted with fifth and sixth graders,

Eeds and Wells (1989) found that students used literature groups to
share their understandings of literature and adjusted these
understandings as meaning was negotiated in the group. Also, these
conversations included students' personal stories which provided
connections to the literature and invited other students into the
conversation.

Peterson and Eeds in Grand Conversations (1990)

discuss the value of using real books in the classroom and the
students' role and contributions to the discussion within the
literature group.
The way in which literature is used in the classroom varies as
greatly as the kinds of discussions found within the literature
groups. Crowell (1993), a teacher researcher, used fiction and
nonfiction books about war and peace to provide a lived through
experience that was facilitated by the use of literature groups to
process and explore the texts.

Through this literary experience her
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second and third graders explored their understandings of war and
peace. Raphael, McMahon, Goatley, Bentley, Boyd, Pardo & Woodman
(1992)

support the use of literature groups as a part of a broader

reading program.

Approaching the use of literature in classroom

instruction from an efferent stance, Raphael, et al focuses on
developing the students' abilities "in both what to share about the
literature they read and how to share it" in the group.

However,

Anzul (in Wiseman, et ai, 1992) claims students do not need these
kinds of directives.

In her study, students were more engaged when

questions were posed that were "less didactic and more deductive".
Though narrowly focused questions hinder students' abilities
to respond, it is more limiting when discussion is not an accepted
part of a response.

In a study of the written responses of over a

thousand students in kindergarten through the sixth grade to The
Butter Battle Book by Dr. Seuss (1984), Barone (1993) discusses the
changes she found as the students progressed in the grades.
However, she believes that had discussions accompanied the
reading/writing activity, the responses in the younger grades would
have included "the more general message about the history of
warfare and world peace" which were found in the upper grades.
This is not to say that putting students together in a literature
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group will ensure success.

Close (1992), a teacher researcher,

describes the environment in her classroom.

The success of her

students was facilitated by the structures taught to them to support
their talk in the literature groups and in large group discussions.
Written Responses
Writing responses to literature is another way in which
students reflect on their interactions with the literature.

Dialogue

journals and response journals denote a communication between the
student writing the entry and another person who reads and responds
to the entry. Literature logs may be a place where students can
write their responses though not necessarily to share with others.
Nancy Atwell (1987) used dialogue journals in which she responded
to the thoughts and feelings of her students about literature, and in
this way she encouraged them to think about their literature more
complexly.

In a case study of the response journal of "Amy, an

introspective sixth grader", connections to the books were made
that were insightful and demonstrated the strength of maintaining a
literature response journal (Hancock, 1992).

Martinez, Rosen,

Hoffman and Battle (1992), in a research study which involved three
elementary classrooms, noted that response logs used "to nurture
the book conversations of young children" enhanced classroom
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discussions.

When the parameters are wide enough real

communication can take place. However, de la Luz Reyes (1991)
found that with a group of bilingual students writing in their
literature logs in English, standards set by the district, inhibited
those students' abilities to the "development of complex ideas".
The bilingual students in the study did use the dialogue journals in
their primary language and gained more from the experience.
Literature Across the Curriculum
Literature based reading classrooms offer students both the
support of learning how to read and a wide opportunity to read to
learn. In a study by Guzzetti, Kowalsinski and McGowan (1992)
students in sixth grade classrooms used trade books to meet district
and state requirements in a theme study on China.

A control group

followed the standard path of learning about China through a
textbook and textbook instruction.

In this study the experimental

group "showed significant differences (gains) in concept
attainment".

The students had learned more than those in the

traditional social studies program through their immersion with
literature.
Short & Armstrong (1993) used children's literature to explore
cycles and ecosystems with second graders.

Using the framework of
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an inquiry cycle, the students were invited to pursue topics of study
that interested them (Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988).

An

important aspect of the inquiry was that within this authoring cycle
framework students pursued other areas of interest as a result of
their initial interest.

The initial ideas generated other ideas.

The

students worked with each other, shared information and moved on
to explore new interests together.
Sign Systems
Within the curricular framework of the authoring cycle
students are provided with opportunities for deep engagements in
literature and avenues to respond and know text in many ways
(Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988).

Through the use of multiple sign

systems - drama, mathematics, art, music and language - students
explore their understandings of literature in ways that reflect the
special properties of each system.

Sign systems provide a unique

way for students to examine their responses to literature.

Each

system offers different ways of knowing the world and in doing so
students have more avenues of response and ways of knowing than
through language alone.

E. W. Eisner (1982), a proponent of students'

opportunities to work in a variety of fields of study, challenges
educators "to foster the student's ability to understand the world,
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to deal effectively with problems, and to acquire wide varieties of
meaning from interactions with it" (p. 27).
Through the use of sign systems, students access different
understandings of the text in which they are engaged.

By providing

many and varied opportunities to present their understandings to an
audience, readers become more articulate about their responses
(Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988).

Presenting, part of the

authoring cycle, enables the audience to experience the readers'
responses to literature through their connections, their
interpretations, and their understandings demonstrated through a
selected sign system.

Kauffman and Yoder (1990) claim that

"Through engagements with art, music, math, drama, language, and
movement, children not only share their ideas with others, but
reflect on their understandings and, in the process, invent new
forms to express themselves and permit growth in their current
selves" (p. 139).
Presentation plays a powerful role in helping students
articulate what they know, and this learning is facilitated by
engagement in the different sign systems.

Presentations appear to

be the final product, but in actuality they perpetuate inquiry,
maintaining the authoring cycle.

Using different sign systems
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encourages students to understand their responses in many ways.
For example, a response to strong emotional characters may be best
understood through drama.

However, if a student's response includes

comparing the feelings between two characters in the story, then
engagement in mathematics could also cultivate that understanding.
By experiencing the story mathematically, student connect their
understandings differently, transact with the text differently and
therefore respond differently.

Presenting pushes the students to

spend time exploring the alternate sign systems of language, art,
drama, mathematics and dance, because these are the ways in which
the students' voices can be heard most clearly

(Harste & Short, with

Burke, 1988).
Mathematical Thinking and Talking
Reading is a transaction in which readers engage with text,
and through the transaction create a new piece, a new creation.

To

read mathematical literature, one must be able to allow the
aesthetic responses to surface.

Siegel, Borasi and Smith, (1988)

suggest more " ... stories and poems which illustrate some of the
aesthetic, affective, and value-laden aspects of mathematics ... 'rich
mathematical texts' "(p. 4) be used to provide a wider array of
responses to text.

By beginning to talk about and look for these
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"rich mathematical texts", educators acknowledge the potential
that exists in the transaction.
Whitin, Mills and O'Keefe (1988) emphasize that reading,
writing and mathematics are "tools for learning" and that "Children
do not learn an abstract system of mathematics first and then
attempt to apply it to various situations;

instead, they learn about

mathematics as they use mathematics flexibly" (in Jongsma, 1991,
p. 442).

Susan Ohanian (1992), reflecting on her year visiting

classrooms nationwide,

commented that students were engaged in

mathematics in variety of ways that related to their lives; students
posed questions and solved problems. The classrooms she saw
exemplified the ways in which mathematics can be used in natural
ways to solve problems.
When people think of mathematics, they often think of
computation,

instead of mathematics as a language that reflects

a

"process of inquiry-asking questions, gathering information, making
connections, working to make sense of the information" (Siegel and
Fonzi, 1991, p. 5).

Atkinson (1992) regards the teaching of language

to be similar to the teaching of mathematics because both are
thinking processes.

Mathematics may be used to find solutions to

problems and to pose questions.

Another way of seeing
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mathematics, however, may be as a way of thinking to initially
frame a problem so that it may be addressed.

Meaningful dialogue

around a problem to be solved provides a powerful way to pose
questions with one's peers (Barnes, 1982).
Recently new goals were set for students which reflect the
movement toward mathematical literacy offered in the Standards
set forth by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
The K-12 standards articulate five general goals for all
students:
(1) that they learn to value mathematics, (2) that they become
confident in their ability to do mathematics, (3) that they
become mathematical problem solvers, (4) that they learn to
communicate mathematically, and (5) that they learn to reason
mathematically (NCTM, 1989,p. 5).
Movement toward these goals is reflected in a study
conducted by Sheedy (in Borasi, Sheedy & Siegel, 1990) in which a
group of secondary students read a story exploring non-Euclidean
geometry, "Moving Around the City."

By transacting with the text,

the students' responses included a process of problem posing and
solving.

These responses represented a move away from the

immediate application of mathematical techniques and toward
broader responses to the text.

In approaching mathematics "as a
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story", the students had more ways to access the information than
in traditional "word problems" which leave out the contexts which
promote understanding.

Bickmore-Brand in Language in Mathematics

(1993) discusses the teaching of mathematics as involving "not only
contextual but also predictive components, so the children may
grasp the model as a reference for future text situations" (p. 6).

She

also explains the role of the teacher,
"The teacher will need to jointly reconstruct a situation
where the new concept can be used in a way that is relevant to
the child, and together they can generate the underlying rule
which accompanies that concept or operation. Later, with a
gradual release of the scaffolding and subsequent context, the
child will be in a position to comprehend and operate within
that genre at a more abstract level. Mathematics can only
present decontextualised problems/exercises when the student
has been sufficiently immersed in similar problems within a
context, to the point from which the student in able to
gradually have the context less specified and finally to cope
with the decontextualised problem. (p. 7).

Mathematics too often is presented in decontextualised contexts
whereas, in reality, it needs to be kept within a context to have the
greatest meaning for a student.

Cordeiro (1988) and her students

explored the concept of infinity, playing with ideas and using
strategies to help her
of infinity.

and her students develop their understanding

The classroom became a rich context within which she
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and her students could

grow.

Whitin and Wilde (1992) in Read Any Good Math Lately?
explore the many ways in which literature can provide the context
that children need to understand mathematical concepts including
sections on "celebrating mathematics as a language, addressing
humanistic, affective elements of mathematics, and restoring an
aesthetic dimension to mathematical learning" (p. 1-18).

Their text

continues with different chapters offering literature to support the
broad mathematical concept.

Larson (1990) also offers support of

the use of literature in encouraging the development of language in
mathematics.
Summary
In the reader response theory, Rosenblatt (1938, 1983) claims
that the transaction between the reader and the text create a new
piece, "the poem" that is more than the reader and the text alone.
Further she asserts that readers take on a stance and set a purpose
for their reading, "efferently" to gather information and
"aesthetically" for the pleasure of the literary experience.
Literature written to elicit "the aesthetic" response may in fact
elicit mathematical thinking, because literature is about life and
mathematics is a natural part of our lives.

Mathematics creates
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feelings, ideas and thoughts and may be explored in literature
circles as one of the many responses discussed when students are
involved in meaning making; as a way of knowing the world, through
connections to one's life and to clarify understandings.

The

mathematical ideas may be the result of the dialoguing between
students, and/or it may be the result of tangential connections of
the student to the text.

Chapter 5 includes descriptions of

mathematical talk and categories of the students engaged in
literature discussions.
As students engage in responding to literature, acknowledging
that their responses may include mathematics or be explored by
using mathematics gives stUdents the opportunity to have rich
mathematical literary experiences.

Students are reading greater

amounts of literature in classrooms and experiencing mathematics
in more relevant ways.

By providing experiences for both, students

will have many opportunities for exploring mathematics and
literature in ways that are important for them.
Drawing on these theoretical beliefs, I explored the research
methods which would support my questions and allow me to explore
and understand the use of mathematics in my classroom.

By

engaging in teacher research I maintained my position as a teacher
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and yet developed a design to collect and analyze the data as well.
This next section addresses the reasons I chose to be a teacher
researcher, describes the data I collected and the ways this data
answered the research questions that I posed.
Research Methodology
In this section

J

will define teacher research, state the

questions that I originally planned to research and note how they
changed as I collected and analyzed the data.

I will describe the

setting of the research and the participants. (See chapter 3 for a
detailed description of the classroom curriculum.)

I will discuss

the data I collected and how it addressed the questions that I posed.
I begin with background information on teacher research and why I
chose to become a teacher researcher.
Definition of Teacher Research
Teachers and their classrooms have often been the focus of
university led research, with and without the teacher as a
participant in the study.

Teacher research differs from research

carried out primarily to answer questions posed by people other than
the teacher.

Teacher research provides a view from within the

classroom, not as a visitor spending a specified amount of time at
the school site to explore questions from a more distant
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perspective, but as the teacher who lives and works- in that
environment.

It gives the teacher an opportunity to understand some

aspect of her life as a teacher in a more intimate way.

Teacher

research impacts on the lives of our students and our classrooms in
a positive way.
Teacher research is defined by Marilyn Cochran-Smith and
Susan Lytle (1990) as "systematic, intentional inquiry by teachers".
By systematic they refer to the ways and means of "gathering and
recording information, documenting experiences inside and outside
of classrooms, and making some kind of written record" (p. 3).
Teacher research is planned and its direction is determined before
the start of the teacher research project.

The research stems from

questions teachers have about their classrooms, their students and
their teaching in general.
Teacher researchers are observers, questioners, learners and,
by engaging in these processes, more complete teachers ( Bissex,
1986).

Teacher researchers reestablish the role of a student,

actively seeking answers to their own questions.

McConaghy (1986)

"found that researching as a way of knowing became an adventure in
learning" (p. 724).

By looking at her classroom, and recording what

she experienced with her students, McConaghy was able to find
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connections between what she was seeing and what her students
were doing.

More importantly, she found doing teacher research was

a way to own her own knowledge.

It empowered her as much as

students in her class who were engaged in inquiry.

Cochran-Smith

and Lytle (1993) claim that because "the research process is
embedded in the practice, the relationship between the knower and
the known is Significantly altered" (p. 43).
Teacher researchers use various methods of data collection in
the classroom such as field notes of student interactions,
interviews with students and teachers, acquiring student artifacts,
and taking audiotapes or videotapes of small group and large groups
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990).

The multiple data sources can be

used to understand the events more clearly.

Teacher reflection

journals also provide an insider's view of what happens on a daily
basis in the classroom.
The questions I asked reflected my desire to look at students
in the process of talking mathematically while transacting with
literature.

By engaging in teacher research I was able to address my

questions, and develop my own inquiry.

Moreover I was able to

believe that I was "creating rather than borrowing knowledge"
(Bissex,1986, p. 718).
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Research Setting and Participants
This teacher research took place in a sixth grade class with 16
boys and 14 girls in an elementary school within Pima County_
school's enrollment hovered around 420 students.

The

Situated just

outside of the city limits, it has a rural atmosphere to it.

Many

times physical education balls are lost over the school fence,
because they land in the horse corral on the other side.

The school

grounds include natural desert vegetation and the students are adept
at playing in the desert without getting cactus thorns embedded in
their skin.

The students are from working class families and a

majority of them are of Mexican American descent.
The first semester the class had a student teacher from the
University of Arizona and the second semester a graduate student
spent four mornings a week with the class.

Additionally,

of drama, and other fine arts, spent time in the classroom.
3 describes the classroom and curriculum in greater detail.

a teacher
Chapter
Chapter

4 is a reflective article looking at a Holocaust inquiry more in depth.
Initially I posed the following research questions:
Given a rich mathematical and literacy environment, what
kinds of mathematical connections will students make to
lite ra tu re?
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a.
What kinds of mathematical connections will children make
in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
b. What kinds of mathematical connections are shown in their
literature logs?
c. When children plan extensions at the end of the book to
share with others, in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate? What sign systems do they use to communicate
about literature?
d. How do these connections change over time?
As I collected and analyzed my data, my questions changed,
because I had become interested in additional areas that could be
addressed by the data.

These are the questions which I addressed:

Given a rich mathematical and literacy environment, what
kinds of mathematical connections will students make to
lite ratu re?
a. How does my classroom learning environment develop and
change over time to support response to literature across sign
systems and with collaboration among adults and students ?
b. How does the teacher support mathematical talk during
whole class discussions following read alouds?
c. What kinds of mathematical connections will students make
in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
d. When students plan presentations at the end of the book to
share with others, in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate?
Data Collection
Throughout the year I maintained a reflective teaching journal,
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audio taped whole class read alouds and discussions, video taped
literature presentations and collected the students' literature logs,
mathematics logs, and artifacts from literature presentations.
also obtained colleagues' reflective journals.
Primary Data Sources
Reflective teaching journal.

I kept a reflective teaching

journal and, though I did not write a full entry daily, I jotted notes
in the classroom constantly in the form of field notes.

I wrote my

thoughts and observations on the class once a week and more often
when I needed to reflect on something that had happened. My
reflective journal and field notes proved to be invaluable in
reconstructing the year.
Colleagues' reflective journals.

Dana Pitt and Paul Fisher kept

journals about their experiences in the classroom.

In their journals

they reflected on class activities, student interactions and general
classroom life.

These journals provided a collective voice with

which I looked back when reconstructing the year.
Audio tapes. Audio tapes were made while I was reading aloud
and during the discussions that followed.
transcribed.

Some audio tapes were

These transcriptions provided the majority of the data

for the research.
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Literature and mathematics logs.

The students kept literature

logs in which they responded to the literature that was read aloud.
Further they used these logs when they met in small groups to share
ideas and ask questions.
responses to strategies.

The literature logs also included their
Each student was given a log at the

beginning of the semester.

At the end of the first semester, I

collected the log and gave them a second one which was collected at
the end of the year.

The mathematics logs were disseminated and

collected in the same manner.

The mathematics logs included

mathematics that students learned throughout the day and during
periods of time that were set aside to explore mathematics
specifically.
Literature presentation artifacts.

The literature presentation

artifacts were collected after they were used by the literature
group in their presentation.

The artifacts that were collected

included water color panels in the form of story boards, circle
graphs, posters, letters and maps.

These artifacts provided a way in

which I could compare the talk of the students with the artifacts
they made to support their talk.
Secondary Data Source
Video tapes.

Video tapes were made of all the presentations in
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which the students were involved.

Also some presentations were

video taped during the students' initial presentation and at their
final one.

A cursory look at the video tapes helped me with the

descriptive analysis.
Time line
The intense data collection periods centered around three read
aloud experiences.

Following each read aloud experience the

students engaged in literature presentations based on the read
alouds.

These were video taped and the artifacts produced in each

was collected.

In between each read aloud the students were

engaged in literature groups centering on a book and completed
presentations on those novels.
In the following lists, the bold faced titles are the books read
aloud and the rest of the novels were read silently by the students
for small literature discussion groups.

The bold faced titles also

indicate that the transcripts from these selections were used in the
analyses.
September 13 - October 12, 1992

Building Blocks (Voigt, 1984),

Toughboy & Sister (Hill,

1990), Bearstone (Hobbs, 1989), The Not-Just-Anybody Family
(Byars, 1986),

The War with Grandpa (Smith, 1984), A Family
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Project (Ellis, 1986), Stonewords (Conrad, 1990).
January 5, 1993 - February 15. 1993
Journey of the Sparrows (Buss, 1991),
(Marie McSwigan,1942),
(Taylor,1969),

Snow Treasure

The Upstairs Room (Reiss, 1972), The Cay

Sadako and the Thousand Paper Cranes (Coerr,1977),

Summer of My German Soldier (Greene,1973), and Escape from
Wa rsa w (Serraillier, 1990).
March 24 to April 14. 1993
Hiroshima No Pika (Maruki, 1980), The Boys Who Saved
the Children (Baldwin, 1981),
Faithful Elephants

Terrible Things (Bunting, 1980),

(Tsuchiya,1988),

Rose Blanche (Innocenti,1990),

The Friendship

(Taylor,1987),

The Girl Who Loved Caterpillars

(Merrill,1992), Let the Celebrations Begin!

(Wild, 1991), An Angel

for Solomon Singer (Rylant,1992), and The Great Peace March!
(Near,1993).
Data Analysis
In this next section I will address each question by analyzing
data in specific ways for each question.
Classroom Environment
a. How does my classroom learning environment develop and
change over time to support response to literature across sign
systems and with collaboration among adults and students ?
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To answer my first question on how my classroom learning
environment develops and changes over time to support response
across sign systems with collaboration among adults and students,
reconstructed a history of the year and collaborated on writing a
reflective article that reflected a more in depth view of the the
Holocaust inquiry in the second semester.

Chapters 3 and 4

respectively provide these data analyses and implications or
conclusions as appropriate in their entirety.

The descriptive

analyses and interpretations of the classroom history of the year
and the reflective piece on the Holocaust inquiry required that I
analyze primary and secondary data sources.

The two analyses

provided a complete look of the classroom and enabled me to analyze
the data differently to describe the students' mathematical talk.
History of the Year
To reconstruct the history of the year, I reviewed field notes
taken in the classroom and during discussions with others in
planning to plan sessions about the class.

I read my reflective

journal and those of my collaborators, viewed video tapes, and
listened to audio tapes.

Through this means of revisiting these data

sources I was able to determine the order in which the literature
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presentations occurred, the members of each literature group, and
began the process of organizing the information into broad
categories which spanned both semesters.

The categories used in

representing the first semester were creating community, sign
systems, first read aloud and literature groups.

The categories for

the second semester varied slightly in order and content from the
first.

They were drama and mathematics, second read aloud and

literature groups, inquiry groups and third read aloud and literature
groups.
Reflective

Article

The discussions with Dana Pitt, a lawyer, and Paul Fisher,
director of Tucson/Pima Arts Council, were the primary data
sources used in this second descriptive analysis.

To look at the

learning environment more closely and address the issue of change
in the classroom I invited Dana and Paul to share their perspectives
with me.

We had numerous extensive conversations about our

experiences in the classroom during the second semester.

We shared

our journals and compared and contrasted the student's reactions to
the events in the classroom from our individual perspectives.

We

provided each other with copies to reread and reflect on before
scheduled meetings.

These discussions were the basis for the
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intense analysis of the Holocaust project.
Mathematical Talk
b. How does the teacher support mathematical talk during
whole class discussions following read alouds?
c. What kinds of mathematical connections will children make
in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
d. When children plan extensions at the end of the book to
share with others, in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate?
To analyze the questions on the mathematical (math) talk in
the classroom surrounding literature experiences, I used both
primary and secondary data sources.

Audio tapes provided the most

significant contributions to this analysis.

In the analysis of the

transcripts from the audio tapes, I focused on the student math talk
and used the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967)
to develop categories within which talk related to math could be
placed.

I read and reread the transcripts to see what patterns of

talk emerged.
With other colleagues also interested in stUdents' math talk,
Gloria Kauffman and Terri Tarkoff, I talked through transcripts of
class discussions and a literature presentation to determine in what
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way statements reflected broad math concepts.

Finally I looked at

all of the transcripts and applied the potential categories to the
transcripts to determine which statements best represented the
categories.

Out of the numerous statements which included math

talk, two categories emerged:

math vocabulary and constructs, and

problem solving strategies. Within each category many subthemes
exist.
These fellow teacher researchers also interested in "how math
talk might look in my class", supported my initial observations of
the transcripts.

However they were surprised by the number of

times I had made comments during the class read aloud discussion.
This observation caused me to look at my talk in class discussions.
It seemed natural to examine my comments, because taking the
students' talk in isolation, without the classroom context, would not
provide as complete a picture of the mathematics in my classroom.
Therefore, I also looked at responses that I made which used math
and created broad categories for my math talk.
Further, I invited two colleagues, Janice Weichert and Don
Holp, who currently teach math, to join me.

In looking at math talk

with them I became aware that even the wording of sentences
signaled mathematical thinking.

I also returned to the professional
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literature on mathematical thinking to determine the ways in which
math talk was demonstrated.
Summary
The transactional theory (Rosenblatt, 1938, 1983) provides for
the theoretical underpinnings for the reader response theory.

In

literature based classrooms teachers provide support for students
to engage in meaning making with texts.

Some of the support is in

the form of classroom structures such as literature groups and
written responses, while other support is found in curricular
frameworks such as the authoring cycle (Harste & Short, with Burke,
1988) that focus on meaning making.

Students explore their

understandings through sign systems which serve to expand their
knowledge of the world and represent their understandings in
different ways.
By engaging in teacher research my classroom provided the
forum through which I could explore the classroom learning
environment and the mathematical (math) talk.

To better understand

the environment and math talk I analyzed the data in two ways,
descriptively and through the constant comparative method (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967).

The first was a chronological history of the year,

the second was an in depth look at the collaborative Holocaust
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inquiry, and the third was an analysis of the math talk of the
students and myself.

In this document Chapter 3, 4 and 5 present

the aforementioned analyses.
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CHAPTER 3
HISTORY OF THE YEAR
a. How does my classroom learning environment develop and
change over time to support response to literature across sign
systems and with collaboration among adults and students ?
In my classroom I worked to create an environment that would
challenge my sixth grade students.

My goal was that the children

would want to attend school and learn.

Furthermore, I wanted to

work with the students and my student teacher, Kathy Karczewski to
form a community of learners.

I knew that I needed a community to

foster my own learning, and so I believed that by offering the
students a chance to work together it would enhance their learning.
Lastly I wanted the students to develop their creativity and ability
to think critically.

I felt my aspirations would offer the best

opportunity for a successful year.
Several co-existing structures guided the class and directly
reflect my belief that students learn best by working with each
other.

Much of the time the students thought and learned together by

participating in literature circles and authors circles.

We had many

discussions following and during books as I read them aloud which
served to make our opinions public and helped us learn to listen to
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one another.

During math talk, we examined our thinking by stating

our predictions and explaining our results.
Developing the ability to effectively present their thinking to
others gradually became important to the students.

To maximize the

students' learning, I drew their attention to mathematics, language,
art, drama and music as tools to understand the world and as
vehicles for sharing their learning.

The students especially spent

time developing their abilities in knowing the world mathematically
and through drama.
Because I was interested in creating a community of learners
in my classroom, the curriculum needed to be developed with the
students.

While I had planned possible topics of study and

experiences, the students moved the curriculum in directions that
best suited their needs.

Before the students arrived, I had thQught

that each student might create their own country by the end of the
school year.

The first semester focused on looking at the broad

concepts of family and community, which I hoped would enable the
students to develop a population for their imagined country.

What

happened in actuality was that these concepts provided an in depth
look at people and culture. The year did not end with an imagined
country, but an understanding of society and culture.
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The sections that follow are a reflection on my year.

They are

a look into the many layers that made up my sixth grade class and
the ways in which these layers supported growth and learning.

This

description of the history of the year answers my research question
on how the learning environment developed and changed over time to
support student response across sign systems and with
collaboration among adults and students.
into two semesters, the fall and spring.

The sections are divided
The categories used

developed from the broad structures that cut across the semesters.
The categories representing the first semester were creating
community, sign systems, first read aloud and literature groups.
The categories for the second semester varied only slightly in order
and content from the first.

They were drama and mathematics,

second read aloud and literature groups, inquiry groups and third
read aloud and literature groups.

In the section on the first

semester, I begin by introducing the class in general and continue
with the other categories.
First Semester:

Becoming a Community

Sixth graders are at an interesting point in life.

In an

elementary school they feel too old and too large for the building,
but in a middle school they seem too young and too small.

I enjoy
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sharing that moment in their lives when they are experiencing rapid
growth and attempting to better understand their world.

At Warren

Elementary School, this was the last sixth grade class to
matriculate, because all future sixth grades were to be located in
the middle schools.
When they were first graders, these sixth grade students had
concerned the faculty because they appeared behind academically,
unable to recognize letters or make sound symbol relationships, and
had difficulty relating to each other.

The teachers created a half

day "transitional first" to give them the extra attention they needed
to succeed.
provided.

It was the only group for whom this program was

By the time they entered sixth grade, I already had an idea

of the academic and social issues involved with these students,
because they had been a topic of concern and discussion for six
years.
The class began in the fall as a combination fifth/sixth, but
after the first two weeks of school the population of sixth graders
had grown so large that it was necessary to separate the two grades
and so the sixth grade once again came together in my room. The
year seemed to start twice.
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Building a Sense of Community

The students in my classroom had so many different abilities
and personalities that it was important to create an atmosphere
that would encourage both independence and interdependence among
the students, my student teacher and myself.

In planning and

thinking about the first semester,1 included broad structures that
would demonstrate and encourage an openness in the classroom to
sharing, thinking, and planning with one another.
other's growth academically and socially,

To support each

it seemed vital that we

function as a community. Creating a community takes more than
time.

It takes a commitment to constantly work towards this goal.

In this next section I will share the path I took toward moving the
class to create a sense of community.
Connecting to a Broad Concept
One of the ways we moved toward creating community was by
looking at the broad concept of cycles in our lives.

I wanted to

encourage the students to think of themselves differently as people
by stepping outside of themselves to look at different perspectives
of a world they thought they knew.
began to think with each other.

By introducing cycles, the class

The students discovered

that the

cycles in their lives included more than those relating to life and
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death.
We started a list of their discoveries about cycles as they
emerged and continued to acknowledge their connections as they
We looked at growth and death cycles,

appeared throughout the year.

cycles in feelings, water cycles, recycling and cycles that involve
people.

We used cycles to examine prejudices and attitudes and

applied them to the way in which the students responded to previous
incidents in their lives.

We

also looked at cycles involved in

racism, because in the beginning of the year I heard many racist
comments among the students.
Racism, most often displayed in times of anger, in school and
out of school, came up over and over. One of the students, Eric, was
able to explain how the broad concept of cycles might be applied to
racism.
Racism is when a person doesn't like another person because of
their skin color. A cycle is something that happens in certain
order and then repeats itself in the same order. I think that
racism and cycles fit together, because if a family teaches
their children that blacks are no good, those kids will
remember that. When they get bigger they will teach the same
things to their kids, and the cycle will repeat itself again and
again (Eric, age 11).
Gabe, another student explained the connection between racism
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and cycles and then went on to an incident marred by racism.
Cycles and racism fit together because
numerous events happening in the same
again. Just like the Rodney King case,
The jury was all white and they let the
cause he was white (Gabe, age 11).

it's a cycle of
way over and over
it was an unfair trial.
cop get away with it

Based on this preliminary look at how the children understood
racism, I began to think that it was a topic worth exploring in more
depth.

The students seemed genuinely concerned about unfairness

they had experienced and were interested in discussing this topic.
They seemed unaware of the ways in which their comments affected
each other.
Getting to Know Each Other
During the first few weeks of school, we spent time
interviewing and writing about each other.

We used the strategy

"Getting to Know You." as a vehicle to find out about ourselves
(Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988).

The students chose a partner to

interview and then wrote these interviews for publication in our
first class book.

I expected everyone to take an interest in each

other and gave students ample time to sit with each other, take
notes and create a piece of writing.

During this time the structure

of authors' circle was introduced (Harste & Short, with Burke,
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1988).

The authors' circle fit perfectly into our exploration of cycles.
Small groups of students and I gathered to share our interviews.
When we got together initially, it was obvious that the students
seated near us were listening to the way in which we commented on
each other's interviews.

I believe that they had not experienced an

atmosphere where writing was treated as a process and were
surprised at the support the authors' circle offered.

The students

partiCipating in the authors' circles were encouraged to revise their
writing to make it clearer for the intended audience.

The students

could see that the creating of their writing was in fact part of a
larger cycle of getting a piece published.
We used the strategy, "Getting to Know You" to further our
knowledge of each other and the students decided to create a survey
to pursue the questions they most wanted to have answered from
their classmates.

They asked about favorite sports, pets, shoe size

and free time activities.

We created numerous graphs and other

recording devices and displayed our results in the "Math Matters"
section of the wall to wall bulletin board.

It was also understood

that this section of the bulletin board was available to anyone who
had something to share that could best be expressed mathematically.
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To further our sense of community, I worked with the students
to think of the classroom as an extended family, one that would be
together for the year.

I used every moment we had together to

reinforce our class as "family" and the idea that families work and
play together.

The students sat in groups of four for two weeks.

At

the end of every two weeks the groups of four were recreated by
each student's random selection of a playing card which determined
group members and location in the room.

By creating groups in this

way, everyone got to know one another more easily.

I also began

each two week period with a group activity that necessitated
working together.

For example, the students shared information to

answer questions on surveys that required more than one student.
Even in physical education, we played games that fostered
working together, not competition.

In the first month I chose

parachute activities, because it was essential that we a" moved
together cooperatively to succeed.

To play "the wave", for example,

a large nerf ball was rolled around the outer edge of the parachute.
It was only successful if a" of the students moved the chute in a
coordinated effort up and down in rhythm with the ball.
The students later practiced vo"eyball for a month before
attempting to playa game competitively.

When they did finally get
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to play and keep score, the only comments I would tolerate were
those of praise and encouragement.

Often I only kept score when

necessary and minimized competition whenever possible.

At times

the sportsmanship was so poor that I canceled physical education
for the day and returned the class to the room.

Once the class was

resettled in the room, we tried to look at what happened to
determine if we could avoid it in the future.
My journal entry on 9/12/92 reflected the difficulties we
were having:
Well this week flew by. The biggest issue is the kids' poor
sportsmanship. That permeates and encroaches on our
classroom. If you're a poor sport outdoors, then you're egocentric and a poor reflector indoors. For 3 days in a row, 3
consecutive experiences, we've discussed, replayed and
fostered communication. It's really quite difficult to play
games let alone read and respond (Kahn, 1992).
Examining the Neighborhood Community
The class continued to find ways to work together.

From our

work on getting to know each other the students saw the many ways
in which they were similar.

Using their understanding of themselves

as a group of sixth graders, I pushed them to look at themselves as
part of their neighborhood and community, discussing how
communities are similar.

We

discussed social issues, but the
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students were unsure of the discussion's relevance to school.

Their

understanding of social studies included the pages of their textbook,
not the broader concept of social sciences that I offered.

I initiated

a cycle of learning in which new ideas could lead them to different
kinds of learning. We began by wondering about issues and concerns
the students had about their neighborhood.
The students generated a list of concerns over a few days.
Initially the students considered surveying their neighbors to work
out solutions to one of the problems on the list.

The problem of

stray animals in the streets especially led to this possibility.

We

went through the process of creating a questionnaire for the
students, but did not do the field work in the community.
In developing the list of issues, many of the students
expressed a lot of frustration.

They were aware of many problems,

but were unable and unwilling to trying to change their neighborhood.
They expressed a distinct lack of belief in their ability to affect
changes.
The questions the students posed were very broad in scope.
Some of them were specific to a particular student, while the others
were broader societal concerns. They asked questions such as:
What can we do about stray dogs?
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Why don't we have any bike paths?,
What about the man on the corner who's always with the sign
"I'll work for food?"
When we have so many homeless people why are we sending
food abroad, and Where does tax money go?
By acknowledging the students' concerns we were able to
create an educational plan together.

What I did not realize was the

ways in which voicing these concerns impacted on the classroom.
First, it created an atmosphere in which the students looked at
themselves as a part of a larger community, a shift from themselves
to others.

Second and more importantly, _it laid the groundwork for

genuine inquiry in our classroom.

We addressed the list when we set

up a food drive and tackled getting a bike path later in the year.
Homelessness, one of the issues from our list, brought out a
wide range of opinions and that presented difficulties.

The students

often only identified their own feelings, and were unaware of others
in the society at large or in the classroom in general.

Some of the

students, steadfast in their opinions, refused to listen or
acknowledge those with whom they did not agree.

The range of

opinions created loud, often uncomfortable, dialogue among the
students.

The students did not listen to each other's voices.

The discussions involved in creating the list of social issues
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mirrored problems we had when we were sharing opinions in general.
Often a loud, negative voice could silence the rest of the room.
Following the reading aloud of The Wall, (Bunting, 1990) illustrated
by Ron Himler, one of the students, Gabe, shouted out;
was boring and I never looked at illustrations."

"The book

We continued the

discussion of the book, but at that time I didn't react to the
comment.
The following day, however, I addressed the comment
specifically because it hindered communication in the class.

While

valued the comment, the style in which it was delivered made it
difficult for others to offer their opinions.

We created the guideline

of listening to each other's opinions, regardless of agreement,
thereby giving even those who wanted to shout out a way to speak
their mind appropriately.
The students gradually saw the classroom as a place where
each person's opinion had value.

Everyone was encouraged to enter

into these discussions, and interruptions lessened.

Some of the

discussions took place during the creation of the neighborhood
issues and concerns list, and many others took place following read
alouds or in literature circles.
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Using Sign Systems to Think About the World
At the beginning of the year I wanted the students to believe
that art was not just a subject, but a vehicle for expressing ideas.
To do this I focused on the illustrators Ron Himler and Ted Lewin and
read aloud some of the books they had illustrated.

Their use of

watercolors in a broad range of literature provided many
opportunities to talk about the text and its accompanying
illustrations.

This valuing of art also provided a reason for us to

learn how to watercolor.
I wanted my students to feel comfortable using various sign
systems such as art to create and share meaning, because I believe
that finding ways to express ourselves is vital to becoming critical
thinkers.

My understanding of art had been greatly expanded in a

summer class taken at the University of Arizona where I had
sketched, colored

and painted frequently.

By giving time to various

forms of artistic expression, the students understood that I valued
all types of communication and expected them to do so as well.
During these early weeks of school, we also explored ways to
use other sign systems besides art such as language, drama, music
and mathematics.

These systems provided ways for the students to

communicate broadly.

To use sign systems, the students needed to
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see how mathematics, for example, was used to communicate with
others.

They saw how the graphic representations from the surveys

of the first few weeks of school were tabulated mathematically.

To

continue their move away from the idea that mathematics was to be
used only during mathematics time, we engaged in mathematics talk
(math talk) whenever possible.
math talk.)

(See Chapter 5 for a detailed look as

If a student brought up a situation that happened over

the weekend, we would discuss the mathematics involved, confident
that there was mathematics in everything.
In December, for example, the students finished a

food drive

for a local community center that gave them a feeling of success.
We analyzed the food can collection to determine how many of the
different categories we collected.

This let us know if we needed to

get anything else for the community center.

It provided an

experience that required team work, a dedication to succeed, and an
opportunity to use mathematics.
Looking at sign systems was new to my students.

They were

unfamiliar with looking at their world using these alternate ways of
communication.

We didn't discuss them as sign systems, but as

reliable ways to communicate our thoughts to one another.

We also

acknowledged that the sign systems could be learned as subject
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matter itself.

Mathematics, while a tool to convey concepts, may

also be explored as a subject.
Because communication is often more broad than language
allows, I wanted my students to have the opportunity to value the
different ways in which we can best communicate particular
meanings.

The different systems had equal value in the classroom.

Therefore, I hoped all of the sign systems would be used equally.
By considering a piece of literature, for example, through the
different sign systems, the students had an opportunity to
communicate outside of themselves.

Although some responses to

literature may encourage expression through art, other responses
may need a wider range of avenues to explore. A lack of
opportunities to experience all the different sign systems might
have prevented the students from using these unfamiliar forms of
communication.
As part of exploring the concept of cycles, we looked at
patterns in mathematics.

Mathematics was not conducted, but

constructed with the students.

We spent a significant amount of

time daily talking about mathematics, discussing what the students
thought about mathematics.

Mathematics became a topic that would

appear in and among a variety of places.

In physical education
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patterns and rhythms were counted.

While listening to a story we

thought about time and distance concerns:

"How long did the

incident take? How does the book handle the passing of time? How
did the physical space affect the characters? If the character is lost
in a book, could you reread the passages to see how that happened?"
We discussed shades of color and other natural continuums and
progressions.

We hypothesized problems that might come up for the

character and discussed ways the author might resolve them.
discussed forced choices:
money?"

We

"What would you rather have time or

The students routinely explored topics that were

previously dismissed as nonessential.

This math talk allowed them

to think as mathematicians in nonthreatening ways.
Slowly the children's views of mathematics changed.

They no

longer asked for a textbook, because it had been used in previous
years.

They found themselves proving their math understandings to

one another and to the class more easily.

They were more willing to

take risks and make predictions based on what they thought was
happening mathematically.

The students asked questions, where

before they would not have thought to engage in questioning what
they had read or heard.
During the time we set aside for understanding mathematics,
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the class often shared their mathematical thinking with one another.
We began the year using a lot of manipulative materials to create
connections among children and to allow students to understand
patterns.

Although we began the year looking at patterns in

mathematics using tiles and blocks in geometry, it also became
apparent that patterns were in fractions and other areas of
mathematics.

The students debated with each other ways to find

answers to problems.
their findings.

They

used the overhead projector to explain

By the end of the year they openly challenged me as

well as each other to better understand their thinking about
mathematical concepts and processes.

Literature and read aloud

experiences were one critical way in which we explored
mathematical thinking together.
Learning About Literature and Life Through
Read Aloud Experiences
Literature offered a variety of ways to engage the students in
school.

We began our foray into literature by reading a wide array of

fairy tales.

Some of the fairy tales were different versions of well

known tales, while others were variants (altering a fairy tale by
placing it in a modern setting or in some way changing the original
story).

In looking for patterns or cycles, the students categorized
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and organized the books into the different sets of Snow White,
Cinderella, etc.

Then they decided which text set interested them

the most and read all of those books. They looked across the books
and found connections among the books within their set.
To create the first of many visual representations during the
year, students shared their understandings of their sets with the
class.

While the class was reading the books, we also spent time

learning the organizing strategies of webbing and charting.

When

they were asked to share, they naturally chose to web or chart.
These first sharings looked like presentations, but they were
not. They were so structured that they only minimally pushed the
students' thinking.

The students laughed and seemed to enjoy the

books in their discussions, but their presentations did not reflect
any of this.
lackluster.

Many of their students' voices in the presentations were
It seemed as though they were giving book reports in a

different format.
presentations.

The class did not respond well to these
They were inattentive and chatted among themselves.

As we moved into our first chapter book, I looked for ways to help
students create more effective presentations.
The first chapter book that I read aloud, Building Blocks
(Voigt,1984), was chosen to encourage students to look more closely
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at family.

Building Blocks is the story of Brann, twelve years old,

who travels back in time to visit his father, Kevin, who is a ten year
old at the time of the visit.
and understand his father.

Through this visit Brann begins to like
Their relationship changes and Brann

carries the newfound admiration and understanding back to the
present.
Every day the book was read, we engaged in a discussion.
Sometimes the discussions were to clarify what had happened in the
book.

More often than not, however, we talked about experiences the

students had that reminded them of the situations in the book that
involved Brann and the father, Kevin.

Often this was a time to share

with the class a family story or incident that had happened in the
not too distant past.
Reading Building Blocks was important to me and the class.
Rather than wait until later in the day or before or after lunch,
chose to begin our day with the read aloud.

By using our only

uninterrupted time of the day, the whole class could participate
fully.

Each read aloud session lasted for about thirty minutes.

Sometimes I read straight through, while other times I stopped
periodically to discuss issues the students brought up.

I also would

stop to discuss parts of the book that seemed unclear or offered an
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avenue for exploration.
The class talked to each other and I listened and facilitated
the discussion.
the class.

I attempted to share my opinion as one member of

This format provided an opportunity for everyone to have

a chance to respond together and create meaning as a class built on
their personally constructed meanings.

This book gave all of us an

opportunity to discuss as a whole group the ways in which people of
the same family talk to each other.
Our discussions were very broad in scope and range:

siblings

having to spend time taking care of the younger ones, the problems
of creating privacy in a small house, parents going back to school,
adults being abusive physically or emotionally, child labor laws and
other protections, the possibility of time travel, the Depression,
fighting between parents and how that affected the students,
parents making decisions that affected the students but didn't
include them, allowances, solving the characters' problems, and
predicting how the story would turn out.
Sometimes our literature discussions led us to talk about
situations at school.

Part of this book dealt with the issue of

family discipline and our class talk reflected on school rules and
how they were created.

The students saw many rules at school as
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arbitrary, such as playing with school equipment rather than their
own, walking in lines, leaving radios and tape decks at home, eating
lunch food that they found unpleasant, and needing to be quiet in the
cafeteria.

Their list went on and on.

We discussed how difficult it

was to run a school to everyone's satisfaction, but it didn't really
change their minds about the rules being arbitrary.
In the book, the grandfather uses a belt to discipline his
children.

This incident led us to talk about the differences between

being punished and having consequences. As a classroom we
discussed how consequences seemed more fair than punishment.
When we reflected on some of the rules and consequences in the
school, the children saw the difference between consequences and
punishment.

Although I had fostered the idea of the classroom as a

family, I drew the line with discipline.

I pointed out that I tried to

be fair in how I treated them, because personally and professionally
it was important to me.

Throughout the year, if I did lose my

temper, I apologized. When they treated me or a class member
unfairly,

we negotiated consequences together.

The book also provided an opportunity to think with each other
about our knowledge of mathematics and whether it would have
helped us if we had been trying to escape from a cave.

An important
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part of the change in the relationship between Brann and his father,
Kevin, took place when the boys couldn't find their way out of a cave.
Kevin reasoned and used his logic to reconstruct where he first saw
Brann when he came looking for him. He used his voice and
As

remembered how the shadows were cast from a weak flashlight.

a Class we spent some time trying to figure out if we had the ability
to use shadows and echoes. We wondered: "How do echoes work?
Were there other ways to get out of the cave.

Would our visual

memories serve us as well as it served Kevin?"
Each of us also had a literature log to reflect in privately.

I

did not collect the logs or add my comments to them. They became a
place where the students and I could get our thinking down on paper
once or twice a week.

Our entries were helpful in that they could be

reread to continue lines of thinking that may not have come up
during our discussions. They also became a place where we could
look back after finishing the book and see if our predictions came
true and if the questions we asked were answered in the book.

The

log was invaluable as we prepared to go into small group discussions
of the novel.
To prepare for the small group discussions, we used our logs to
help us brainstorm a list of connections to the novel.

Some of the
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connections were remembrances of favorite parts, while others
were ideas and questions that we had in response to the book.
Because the list was generated over two days,we could look at the
list a second time, read through our literature logs again and add
what we missed the first day.

This became important as we

searched for a way to present our understandings of Building Blocks.
Students referred to their entries as we discussed the book as a
whole group, during the brainstorming sessions, and in small groups.
To record the responses of the class, I used acetate sheets on
an

overhead projector.

Initially I thought we would create a small,

concise web, because I had never tried eliciting comments from a
class.

The students, however, had a lot to say and generated more

than five sheets of comments and questions about the book.

Their

statements began as comments on the book and progressed into
questions about the story.

They hypothesized what might have

happened if the story had continued or taken a different direction.
I believe that within the classroom everyone's voice should be
heard equally.

The difficulty lies in putting this belief into practice.

By encouraging the students to develop a framework within which
we could look at the book more closely , I clearly valued and
accepted them in the process.

Having participated in the initial
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process, I believed they would be more willing to talk about Building
Blocks in a more intense way in a small group discussion.
The following day I brought the students to the front of the
room and had them sit on the floor in a semicircle. They could see
their comments and questions were written on butcher paper.
to put the related comments together in an informal way.

I tried

I also

wanted to make sure that I had accurately recorded all of their
thinking.

We clarified thinking on the butcher paper and added to

the general areas when something was missing.
Then the students and I critically looked at a web that I had
copied on another large piece of butcher paper by putting the
comments into categories.

They moved comments, added to the web

and combined two of the categories.

I appreciated their critical eye.

I left the final web hanging in a place where the students could
look at it more closely (see Figure 2).

The students chose the three

categories that most interested them for further discussion in small
groups.

When I created the groups I attempted to create groups of

students that could mutually support each other.

The student's

choice and gender seemed to be the distinctive deciding factors.
Having less girls than boys, I asked the girls' permission before
placing them in a group of all boys.
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Caves:
still there?
force Brann and Kevin to change
inside of cave-scary talk, put downs, echoes

Fighting:
levels
different reasons
how they started/ended
no argue = no time
travel
worries

Family Connections:
Dad-farm, drawing, blocks, son Brann
Mom-law school, bike
Time Travel:
Brann's Aunt Rebecca
dream-soul go?
Brann's kid?
What if he was late 24 hours: one hour real time?
generation to generation or skip
Relationships:
block designs of a castle- What if you lost some of them?
to my family
See who? believable?
a son and father
uncle and nephews (young and old)
Different
Places/Times
brothers to sisters
happy and unhappy times
Brann changed
work and play
if Mom and Dad traveled
Suzanne

Building Blocks

Pollution:
river
smoke

by Cynthia Voigt
Brann in the Past:
affect Dad, other things,
affect people

Disappeared:
affect his birth
Brann's birth
different structures and different place and time
What happens to your family?

Figure 2.

Pain:
real-lip
spanking marks in the future
feet
feelings
spanking other people's kids

Categories of issues for Building Blocks

The group dynamics during the first semester were
problematic.

The students wanted to create their own groups,

sticking closely to friends who would support their ideas, refusing
to work with others that were not part of their social circle.
acted offended when I assured them that diversity in groups
provided for more topics to talk about and a broader range of

They
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opinions.
Seven small discussion groups formed from this process of
working together to better understand the book.

Two groups looked

at issues around Caves, two looked at Time Travel and there were
single groups on Pain, Fighting and Disappeared.

Initially these

groups got together and talked in general about the category they had
selected and the topics within that category.

Some groups were

more successful at this type of talk than others.

Some groups talked

about their daily lives, and just chatted, not focusing on the novel,
others speculated about their lives and possible time travel.

Still

other groups reflected and responded in a more personal way to their
category as my field notes for a group discussing disappearance
indicate:
What if she forgot about you? (referring to Willie's mom
if he disappeared or was assumed dead.)
Willie: Well at first she .. .
Gabe: She'd kill herself! ... And if you had a kid?
John: And you lost him .. .
Gabe: It'd be like losing a part of you. I'd have another kid.
Seth: Would it matter?
(Kahn, 1992)
Gabe:

asked each group to continue their discussions, but also
asked for a specific record or web of the topics within the category
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that interested them.

Each day, following the literature discussions

I asked the groups to share with the class where they were in their
discussions and what they hoped to talk about the following day.

By

asking them to state their focus or issue, a need for negotiation
developed within the small group.

This served a larger purpose later

when each group was asked to share with their class the
understandings of their group, specifically what they wanted others
to know about the group's discussion.
Each group looked at particular issues. The group looking at the
category "Disappeared" continued to focus on disappearing and
death. The Caves "A" group focused on how the cave forced a change
in Brann and Kevin, while the second Caves group, "B" discussed
what would have happened if someone had been in the cave to help
with the rescue.

Within the time travel groups, students discussed

passing blocks from generation to generation, and changes in
designs, as well as Kevin, Brann, Mom and Dad. The group that looked
at "Pain" focused on the spankings the children got, and the group
exploring "Fighting" considered the levels of fighting that happened
in Brann's family.
After they had discussed these issues for a few days, they
presented their issues to each other.

Each group was very different
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in how they presented their understandings to each other, although
more than one group met on the same category. Because everyone
had heard the book read aloud, students did not need to make a "book
sharing" presentation.

It was almost as though we encouraged an

attitude of "the less said the better" about the book's plot in our
anticipation to hear each group's presentation.
At this point in the year, the children did not see the
presentations as a way to clarify thinking or as an avenue to pursue
other sign systems when they explained their ideas.
brainstormed a list of ways to present.

We

This list included an art

project, make pictures, blocks design, cave diorama, obituary,
graveyard, group drawing, diagram of inside of cave, a map, group's
web, acting it out, and poetry.

The need to express themselves,

however, was really not their own.

It was mine.

As a result these

presentations showed potential, but were not in actuality great
works.

These presentations were more varied than the fairy tale

presentations and showed some creative thinking, though only some
of the groups pushed their own thinking.
The first Caves' group provided an explanation and diorama of
the cave.

Their cave included a light which cast an eerie glow on the

inside of the diorama.

The second Caves' group developed a skit
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which introduced a new, female character, into the cave who had a
map and could show Brann and Kevin the way out. The skit's stage,
the cave, required a third of the classroom and much cooperation
from the other students.

This group requested to do their

presentation a second time the following day to practice.

They made

the skit better and improved their map. The "Disappeared" group
produced a web of their thinking, and poetry to show their responses
to the death of a pet or a grandparent, and how their own death
would be perceived in their families.
The "Time Travel and Brann in the Past" group created a
chalkboard rendition of a cycle involving Brann's trip back.

The

cycle explored these questions; "What if Brann never came back?,
Would Brann pass something to his son?, What if Brann went to the
past with his mom?, What if Brann's soul went to the past and never
came back?, What would happen if Kevin came to the future?"

They

shared their questions and some of their thoughts about these
questions in their presentation.
The "Pain" group drew a large picture which showed Kevin's
house and where Brann got spanked by his grandfather. The class
reacted to this picture because the perspective was simultaneously
looking from above and looking straight on.

It confused them.
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The "Fighting" group also used pictures to show how they
would visually represent different levels of fighting that developed
from Brann experiencing his parents' "level two" fight.

They

created a fighting scale with the pictures and labeled levels that
would also apply to kids (level one- mad,
three-fighting,

level two- arguing,

level four- fighting really bad,

level

level five- where

blood spills).
The "Time Travel" students used kinder blocks to create the
house that Brann may have crawled into before he traveled back in
time.

They also built the house that Kevin described to Brann and

explained their structure to the class.
These presentations showed more of the students' potential
for expanding their thinking about literature and using the sign
systems to express the meaning they wanted to convey to the class.
The class watched and listened with attentiveness.

They offered

comments about the presentations and asked questions of the
presenters to clarify meanings.
While the presentations looked fine, they only pushed the
students' thinking to a certain level.
deepen their thinking.

Presenting didn't seem to

By using a mode of expression other than

language - art, drama and mathematics- I thought we would see
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more creativity and less literal representation of their category.
wanted more than I had gotten, but I could see how far they had come
from their initial presentations.

The students also saw their growth

and acknowledged that the beginning of the semester was in fact
very different from the end.
Literature Circles with Various Forms of
Literature in the Classroom
In addition to the class read aloud, the students had many
opportunities to engage with literature.
our own personal choice of literature.

Daily we spent time reading
Sixth graders, social beings,

often wanted to spend time reading alongside a friend or with a
small group of friends.

There were times that the classroom

resembled a living room with the students reading their books on the
floor.

Though the time period was often referred to as Silent

Sustained Reading, it was not silent.

The students had the option of

reading during many times of the day, apart from SSR.
The students simultaneously participated in the class read
aloud, other literature groups, and, at certain times, were also
involved in small research projects that required reading nonfiction
materials.

The literature groups had 4 to 6 students who usually

read the same text.

The text selection closely incorporated the
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general themes of the classroom, while the research groups were
more tangential to the themes.
Kathy Karczewski created a research strand on biomes to
further the students' knowledge of the world.

During the first

semester we were still moving toward the students creating their
own countries by the end of the school year.

Kathy led this project

and it appeared to fit well into the overall structure of the year.
The students worked individually, in pairs and in small groups to
research selected biomes.
The students offered the findings about their selected biomes
to the class in oral reports and visual displays.

Some of the

research was well done while others were less so.

Those that were

done well presented their information in a clear and organized way.
They shared what they learned with the class.

Students who had not

engaged in the research, by contrast, did not have a lot to share with
the class and were at a loss for what to say during their
presentations.
The presentations for these projects allowed for the students'
critical stance about presentations to be further developed.
the groups produced the barest frame of a presentation.
information offered was scant and poorly expressed.

One of

The

The students
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listening were angry about the presentation.

I allowed one student

to criticize the group and closed the discussion.

Although more

students wanted to voice their opinions, further discussion was
unnecessary.

In reading the students' critique of their own project,

I could see that the group was angry with itself. The class benefited
from this negative experience.
The first semester's literature groups represented a broad
array of novels with characters from diverse cultural backgrounds
involved in family situations.

My students had made it quite clear

that they wanted to read action novels.

Realizing that the reading

abilities were diverse, the books ranged in reading levels. The
literature groups developed out of the students' selections: Toughboy
& Sister (Hill, 1990), Bearstone (Hobbs, 1989),

The Not-Just-

Anybody Family (Byars, 1986), The War with Grandpa (Smith, 1984),
A Family Project (Ellis, 1986), Stonewords (Conrad, 1990). One of
the choices, Racing the Sun. (Pitts, 1988) was not selected by any of
the children to read.
One of the ways in which the children looked at their own
thinking was by participating in literature circles.

Literature

circles encouraged the children to participate in discussions within
a small group with other classmates.

The discussions were very
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broad in scope.

Sometimes the students talked very generally about

a book; what they thought about it, what they liked and didn't like,
and questions to better understand the book.

Following the more

general discussions, the children chose to focus further discussions
on a topic the group decided was particularly relevant to them.
In reflecting on their reading, through discussions and writing
in their literature logs, they further personalized their reading
experience.

As they made connections to the literature, their

experience was heightened.

Certainly not all connections to their

books were positive. However, when the characters experienced or
participated in racist attitudes or behaviors the student did not
ignore these behaviors, but reflected on them and added their voice
to that of the character.

The literature helped them define their

views on social issues.
In Toughboy & Sister, for example, Toughboy and Sister were
abandoned at a fishing camp on the Yukon River because their
alcoholic father died.

One of the issues that came up for the kids in

the literature group was alcoholism. Although alcoholism was not
the central theme of the novel, it played a role in these students'
lives so they chose to spend some time talking about it.

They also

repeatedly came back to the issue of how the characters responded
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to being abandoned through death by the mother giving birth, and
then the father through death by his alcoholism.

Miguel, for

example, attempted to have the group focus on what would happen if
his parents died.
The students spent a lot of time talking about how the children
survived that summer without adult supervision.
pattern of the characters' meals.
one food until none of it was left.

They discussed the

Toughboy and Sister chose to eat
They began with bannocks (biscuit

mix and water), then beans, boxes of macaroni and rice, bags of flour
and sacks of potatoes.

The students in the literature group talked

about choosing a different pattern to their eating had they been
forced to survive without adults.

They discussed rotating the meals

to have something different for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

They

decided what to discuss and set their agenda accordingly.
Anthony: What were we going to talk about today?
Diane: The death and the food.
Anthony: What?
Miguel: We're going to talk about the food. Did you know that?
Anthony: Are you deaf?
Miguel: She's (Kahn) recording now. They should of ate the
bear.
Anthony: You said that already.
Miguel: I know. I just like saying it.
Kahn: (joins group.) Well, certainly you're not really waiting
for me?
All: giggle
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Diane:

Well, we were going to talk about the death and the
food. (Kahn, 1992)

Without realizing it, the students were putting themselves in
the place of the characters and problem solving for them. In
mathematics, discovering patterns is a skill that allows learners to
find solutions more easily.

Their focus on these discrete items was

part of many of their discussions.

It was a way to make sense of the

story.
They spent a lot of time talking about the characters' survival
physically, but more importantly, emotionally.

The stUdents could

not believe that the characters didn't respond more emotionally to
the deaths in their lives.

They had many discussions about loss in

their lives, speculating about parents dying, and discussing the
reality of grandparents who had already died.
In focusing on the difference between the characters'
responses and their own responses to death in their lives, they chose
to produce a short skit that represented the part of the novel where
Sister thinks back to a time when her mother was alive and for that
moment really wishes she could talk with her again.

In this small

skit Sister discovers the photos that her mom had been looking for
but had not found before she had died.

The skit had very little
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dialogue and the class really didn't know how to respond.

The group

felt sure of their presentation but there was too much left unsaid
for the class to get drawn into the book.
The children were always given an opportunity to respond to a
book in the way that best suited them.

In the beginning of the year

and for much of the first semester, literature group presentations
did not show what the group thought about or how they had come to
an understanding of the book.

Their presentations looked more like

small group oral book reports.

It did not matter that the class did

not understand the skit, did not appreciate the web or chart created
for the class, or sat quietly but uninvolved in the presentation.
As the students presented more often, the types of
presentations changed and the role of the listeners changed.

The

classroom moved toward becoming an audience. As an audience,
their role changed from one of being passive to one of being engaged.
When they did not understand what the presentation was trying to
say, they commented on it.
make the presentation better.

They worked with the presenters to
They also looked for changes within

the presentation the next time it was offered to the class.
Presenting became a way to crystallize thinking.
In many ways, the presentations took on the form of an
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authors' circle.

The students were used to sitting with one another

and commenting on each others' writing.

They listened to the

comments and took them seriously enough to make revisions because
they had begun to value each other's opinions. Just as some people
in the class were known for wonderful writing, some students
demonstrated an ability to

create great drama.

These children,

often uninvolved with academics, later were sought after to provide
depth of characters and to create scenes that would engage an
audience or to provide other artistic strategies.
Some students never got past making dioramas that were
literal translations of a scene from a book.

Yet, towards the end of

the first semester, the dioramas included hypothesizing about
different aspects of characters' lives depicted in the diorama.

This

slight move toward a more carefully thought out presentation was
also demonstrated when a group used the kindergarten blocks to
recreate Brann's block house.

Their foray into using another medium

and way of explaining their responses enabled the class to broaden
their thinking into noticing other sign systems, ones that might
better suit their presentations.
By the end of the first semester the students had begun to
work together and began to look like a class that was involved in
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learning.

They had begun to see the strengths within their

classmates, but still found ways to point out weaknesses and
differences as well.

The initial presentations on Building Blocks and

within different literature groups helped the students became
slightly more articulate about their understandings of the literature
they had read as well as explore peer relationships.
Second Semester:

Becoming a Classroom of Learners

This section looks at the second semester in my classroom,
describing the many layers of experiences that engaged the students
in

learning.

It is my intent to recreate the classroom in this

section with enough depth to describe how this group of students
became a classroom of learners engaged with inquiry.

The broad

categories that frame this section are drama and mathematics,
Journey of the Sparrows read aloud and literature groups, inquiry
groups and the text set of read aloud on the Holocaust and their
subsequent literature groups.
In the second semester the class was involved in a study about
the Holocaust which extended their look at family and cultures from
the previous semester.

The Holocaust study involved more than

learning about the events surrounding World War II.

The class

explored issues of prejudice and discrimination, culture, and rules
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and laws set forth by governments.

Through this study, the students

explored areas that most interested them.

It helped them define

who they were and yet question who they might have been had they
lived during a different period of time.
The students continued to take part in read alouds, authors'
circles, math talks, and literature groups.

The class's immersion in

these structures provided many opportunities for students to
strengthen their ability to listen, dialogue, and negotiate.

In

addition, giving presentations and responding to literature became
an important process which strengthened the students' thinking.
Presenting gave the students an opportunity to develop their use of
the sign systems of mathematics, art and drama while developing
specific knowledge within these sign systems. The students were
better able to use the sign systems as tools in the second semester
to create opportunities for learning.
Building Professional Community
The second semester at Warren, I shared my classroom with
Paul Fisher and Dana Pitt.

Using funds from a grant awarded to the

school for use with "at-risk" students, our classroom was fortunate
to work with Paul Fisher, Arts-In-Education director for the
Tucson/Pima Arts Council and an accomplished theater arts
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specialist.

Paul brought with him a wealth of expertise in working

with the students.
create drama.

He had the ability to bring the class together to

He referred to it as creating "the ensemble" in which

students working together produced better products than those
working alone.

Paul's notes reflect his thoughts.

In the world of performing arts, an ensemble is a group
of artists, who create in collaboration, meeting regularly
and working for extended periods of time, in terms of
both hours per day and months per year. An ensemble can
be an autocracy or a democracy. However, in the act of
creation, the ensemble has a spirit that nurtures and
encourages the individual, finds consensus and shares
success. As the classroom is transformed, the ensemble
is created. It becomes the culture of the classroom.
(Fisher, 1993)
Paul and I met at the Arizona Teacher's Academy during the
summer of 1991 and worked together at Warren on an after school
project during the spring of 1992.
again.

We decided to work together

So in the fall of 1992, we met to discuss ways the students

could understand different cultures engaged in war and conflicts.
Our discussions reflected our beliefs that today's students are often
insulated and isolated from war and conflicts, thus making them
less understanding of people in other countries going through these
troubles.

We agreed that students need to be made aware of the
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world and their place in it by closely examining a past event, the
Holocaust.
I had met Dana Pitt, a lawyer completing her masters at the
University of Arizona in the Department of Language, Reading and
Culture, in the summer of 1992.

During the course we were both

attending, she expressed an interest in exploring students'
interactions with literature. I was interested in Dana's perspective
of my class and so I invited her to visit the class.

Following the

visit, Dana developed an independent study that allowed her to
participate in the class four mornings a week throughout the second
semester.
Paul, Dana and I spent a lot of time before we began to work
with the students trying to understand the most significant aspects
of the Holocaust.

We spent time talking about the children who lived

during the Holocaust and today's American children.

We were in

agreement that they were protected from the realities of war, the
effects of war, and that their protection produced indifference.

We

wanted to pierce this shell of indifference and bring the pains of
war and racism close up and personal.

We spent time creating a web

of issues that were relevant to us and we thought would be relevant
to the students.
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We tried to develop a time frame which would be realistic.
thought probably a couple of months would be plenty.

We decided to

start early in the second semester, because one of my goals for the
year was to end with the students each creating their own country,
and I wanted enough time to work towards that goal.

We decided we

would finish in the beginning of April, but in fact the Holocaust
study concluded at the end of the school year in May.
Working together with Paul and Dana changed how I viewed the
classroom.

As part of a team, I began to understand the value of

collaboration.

Paul and Dana's opinions and attitudes impacted on

me and through their support, I was able to think more broadly of the
students' abilities and potential understandings.

Chapter 4

describes our collaboration and different perspectives on the
Holocaust focus in more depth.
Our discussions were in great depth and although I knew it was
impossible to duplicate the conversations in the classroom, I had a
broader sense of possible ideas the students might bring to the
discussions.

Much of what happened in the classroom surrounding

this study of the Holocaust occurred because of this shared
"planning to plan". Dialoguing, reading the same novels and
nonfiction works, attending a lecture by

Elie Weisel, all became
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part of a powerful experience for Paul, Dana and me,
my students.

and ultimately

As a collaborative team we were living the kind of

experience which I wanted for my students.
Through this collaboration I felt empowered to take risks and
trusted that the class would benefit by my having done so. I was
afraid that studying the Holocaust in sixth grade and our insistence
that the students question government's decisions in times of war
was going to be misconstrued as teaching students to be antiauthority.

I worried that some parents might see this study of the

Holocaust related to my being Jewish and not value the focus on
discrimination and prejudice.
Building the Classroom Community
Over time, the classroom environment developed into the
support the students needed to learn together, take risks and develop
relationships among each other that fostered growth.

Following the

winter recess the students got along better with each other.

I did

not hear the complaints about the incessant teasing that I had in the
fall.

However, tension between the students still existed and

erupted during recess time.

The students controlled themselves

physically, but not

Their anger was often the result of

poor sportsmanship,

verbally.

or other frustrations and at times ended in
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their use of racial slurs.

While I did not want the students to deny

their feelings, I often looked for ways to improve their
communication of their feelings so we could create a positive
environment conducive to taking on challenges.

We talked together

as a class about incidents that caused disruption and I conferred
with groups of students privately.

Also, we shared events in their'

lives that held meaning for them such as celebrations, graduations
and important family gatherings.

The students' ability to

communicate increased naturally and continued to develop as they
negotiated presenting with each other.
Some of their growing ability to directly communicate their
feelings brought about a change in me and my relationships to them.
Initially this direct communication was hard to

accept, in that

felt as though they were challenging my authority.

However, I

realized it was necessary to our development as a classroom of
learners. When Gabe asked, "Why do I have to study this? It doesn't
have anything to do with me?", it was difficult to change from my
perspective of the teacher as decision maker to teacher as
negotiator.
My journal entry on January 31, 1992 portrayed some of my
uncertainty.
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Some thoughts on the problems and concerns in my classroom
and how I might deal with them.
Daniel wanted to know why we couldn't read Escape to
Alcatraz Island (Bunting)? He had seen it in the
teacher's section of the library and wanted to read that one
now. I promised him we would do survival stories, again
actually, the last quarter. I also let him check it out
singularly from the library.
I am delighted he's starting to
read this book that the class will be picking up later. But he's
pretty obnoxious with his 'I don't want to read any of this
stuff, It's boring.' routine. (Kahn, 1993)
I challenged his indifferent attitude and encouraged him to
keep an open mind.

As a member of the community and still their

teacher I was constantly trying to balance their desires and my
educational goals for the classroom.

It wasn't until the students

generated their own questions for which they wanted answers that
they became interested in learning.

The students' move towards

community was encouraged by presenting what they had learned to
their peers.
Mathematics and Drama
My intent in creating a powerful context for learning through
and with the sign systems included involving the students in many
presentations which used mathematics and drama.
The students were involved in many broad experiences with
using mathematics to solve problems in everyday life.

They had
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guest speakers from the community including a representative from
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Sharon
Foltz of the United Way, and Margarita Johnson from Merrill Lynch
who challenged student thinking on controlling animal populations,
managing finances by understanding money and mathematics, and
exploring reasons for volunteerism.

Their projects and interactions

with the guests provided varied sources of information.
The second semester involved the students in working on a
project that brought them a larger role in their community.

This

project involved corresponding with the county to request that a
bike path be provided in their area.

The students surveyed other

students at Warren and created pie charts that demonstrated how
the path would be utilized by the students.

The students were

familiar with mathematics as part of their lives.
analyzing charts throughout the year.

We had been

This gave us an opportunity to

put into practice what we had been studying.
The students also chose mathematics to present their
understanding of novels they had read.

In the first semester some

students had used mathematical responses to create their
presentations of Building Blocks.

In the second semester, circle

graphs were used to demonstrate their comparisons of the lives of
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the average American family with the lives of the Salvadoran
refugees, in Journey of the Sparrows (Buss, 1991). Also in the
second semester they used mathematical symbols to represent how
they viewed the racism after having read, The Cay (Taylor, 1969).
The following conversations below shows how prejudice was able to
be looked at using geometrical symbols.

The discussion began with

the students' discussion of the relationship between Phillip and
Timothy.

It continued the students' exploration of prejudice.

This group spent a lot time discussing how Phillip became less
prejudiced towards Timothy in The Cay.

They saw Timothy slapping

Phillip as the primary reason for this changed attitude and they
wanted some way to demonstrate shifts in feelings of prejudice.
Originally they had chosen to create a puppet play.
puppets never materialized.

However, the

The conversation below portrays their

decision to use geometric shapes.
Below, the group is explaining to Mical, who had been absent,
why they abandoned using puppets in their presentation.
Well the other day we decided to work on small cartoons.
Instead of the puppets? What happened to the puppets?
Well, we decided to do the small cartoons.
We could draw a square and a circle but then the square
becomes the circle. [More points on the square the closer
it is to a circle.] Well it's going to be hard to do.
Jeff: Well we could do a rabbit and a bloodhound.

Eric:
Mical:
Eric:
Gabe:
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Gabe: That's going to be hard to draw.
Kahn: Well, it could be anything that's different coming
together and then changing.
Eric: Like a circle and a line. You· know the line could be like
this, (bends finger), and become a circle.
Gabe: Or night and day. You know how the sun takes over the
sky from the moon in the morning?
Eric: Well maybe it could be a squiggley line and a circle.
(Then Eric puts a square onto a circle that Gabe had
drawn and cuts the corners to make an octagon.
As they were designing the five panels for their presentation
on The Cay, their thinking further developed and in fact changed.

The

four students' panels in this presentation ranged from using the
shapes to reflect less prejudiced relationships to using the shapes
to create prejudice and ultimately death.

The panels were put onto a

large bulletin board and the students talked about their
understandings of prejudice to the class.
examples.)
Kahn:

(See Appendix A for

Following is an excerpt from the students' presentation:

Jeff, you're first because I haven't really heard you
before, because you didn't have your stuff ... Stand over
there. Introduce yourself. Remember all I want to do is
listen to how you talk about it. OK? Go ahead.
Jeff: The book we read was The Cay. We were trying ... These
drawings represent like prejudice and what we think
that might prejudice might mean to us. But instead of
using human people and drawing figures like that we just
decided to use shapes.
Eric: I did it like for prejudice to each other in the book.
That's all it was a boy and a man were prejudice against
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each other. We were going to make puppets, but no one
brought puppets. So we decided to do the shapes.
Kahn: OK. Would you now talk us through all of your panels
please?
Eric: OK. In the first one circle and line don't get along and in
the second one circle and square, the circle likes square
better than the line so the line starts getting jealous.
So he makes a triangle and then the line makes another
triangle and it makes a star. So then circle likes line.
And circle and line become good friends because he has
different patterns.
Gabe: I did this one right here. And I did my idea with what
prejudice means to me. And what it means to me is that
like if two things are different and if they look the same
it doesn't really matter. It's still prejudice, because it's
the way you act. And this one says circle does not get
along with the zigzag. And zigzags gets mad and
straightens out and straight line that was once zigzag
starts to curve. And then straight line looks like circle.
And then they stopped ...... each other. But they can't get
along even if they look the same.
The class continued to use mathematics as a way to
understand literature more deeply by presenting throughout the year.
A group of students chose to explore a set of picture books and short
novel read alouds on death.

Rather than center their thinking on the

emotional aspects of dying, they analyzed the killing during the
Holocaust.

They created a chart that compared quick deaths with

few people dying to the methods used to kill masses of people.

This

analytical view allowed them to experience the Holocaust from a
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different perspective.
Presenting through art, mathematics, language and drama
played an important role in my classroom as it was a part of an
authoring cycle (Harste & Short with Burke,1988).

The students

learned from each other by participating in authors' circles with
their classmates.

Through this process of dialoguing, revising,

publishing and generating new pieces of writing they became better,
more critical writers, dramatists and artists.

Their published

pieces were their presentations.
In literature circles the students created presentations of
their responses to the literature, their understandings, their
feelings and thoughts about a book.

The ways to share what they had

learned were as varied as the books they had read, but more often
than not, in the second semester, the students chose to use drama to
present.
Paul involved the students in nonthreatening ways of getting in
front of the class.

For example, they used their bodies and voices to

portray characters from television.

Paul led them in discussions

about incidents in which they may have been discriminated against.
He encouraged them to connect discrimination and feelings of
prejudice.

We developed ways for the students to think about and
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portray people involved in the Holocaust.

They problem solved with

Paul how characters might be witnesses, victims, perpetrators and
bystanders (Block & Drucker, 1992).
risks they took in front of their peers.

Paul supported them and the
He helped them become more

assured of themselves and, therefore, better presenters.
Through drama, the students found a way to become articulate
in front of their peers.

Even students who presented their responses

mathematically, learned how to present well.

The students thought

critically about their presentations and chose carefully the ways in
which they wanted to present.

The students' access to learning

about the sign systems and through the sign systems supported both
their decisions and abilities to present.
Read Aloud Experiences: Journey of the Sparrows
In the section to follow, I will be focusing primarily on the
often overlapping interactions with, and responses to, literature
that occurred in the classroom.

While the students were often

engaged with the literature concurrently, it was presented to them
in this order: I read Journey of the Sparrows (Buss, 1991) aloud
and small literature groups began and developed on novels about the
Holocaust.

Inquiry groups on conflicts met while I read the

Holocaust picture books and short novels aloud.

The students moved
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toward collaboration with each other and that provided a fertile
environment to engage in inquiry.

It was imperative for this group

of students to generate their own questions and have each other's
support to find the answers.
Returning from the winter recess, I began to read the chapter
book, Journey of the Sparrows aloud. Dr. Short recommended this
book and I was immediately taken in by the power of the story.

An EI

Salvadoran girl fifteen years old and other family members were
sent in crates from the border of Mexico to Chicago, Illinois.

They

struggled to survive in a country where they did not speak the
language, or have any reasonable way to get money or even go to
school.

Maria, the main character used

her skill as an artist to sell

paintings to bring a small income to the family.
the Sparrows

I chose Journey of

because the conflict in EI Salvador and the plight of

the Salvadoran immigrants reflected a great struggle.
For this novel, it seemed that many of our discussions
explored the story details.

Though the references to Hispanic

culture were familiar, this part of American life, the reality of
undocumented families, was unfamiliar to the students.
certainly intrigued my students.

However, it

Thirty pages from the end of the

book the students demanded that I tell them how the story was going
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to end; they told me they would take the book off my desk and read it
for themselves.

I did read some of the ending to them, and

appreciated their drive to take control for themselves.

This journal

entry reflected a similar experience I had shared:
I told the kids the Watchers (Koontz, 1991) story to help them
understand that it's really OK to read the end, [as I had] but
sometimes it doesn't pay 'cause you think the book ended one
way when really it ended another. Suspense is hard to handle
though. (Kahn,1993)
We finished reading Journey of the Sparrows in the middle of
February.

By that time we had discussed the book in many ways. We

talked as a whole class about their personal reactions and their
"wanderings", those questions that could not be answered within the
scope of the book.

The students also kept literature logs in which

they reflected on the ideas that came up during the discussion or
their own responses. The discussions were broad in range and
included such topics as freedom and treating all people justly,
helping others that are not your family, redefining "family",

taking

risks that could endanger your life or the life of someone you loved,
parents being killed and separated by acts of war, never having
enough food or money, falling in love anyway, and wondering what
happened to missing people.
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After I finished reading the book, the students explored their
responses to the book in depth in literature circles which were
formed using the same format as the Building Blocks novel. To help
the students decide what was important to them about the novel,
asked "What do you think?

What are the connections, issues or

concerns about this book?" and wrote their ideas on the overhead
projector. They generated a large list. On the second day I showed
them the list and asked if they wanted to add any more comments.
The list included general observations, connections to their lives,
and questions that remained unanswered.
From the list I placed the comments on butcher paper in a web
under the following categories:

Family, American Agencies, Risks

and Choices, Surviving, Faith, Economy, and Relationships.

With the

students' chairs pulled close to the butcher paper, I invited the
students to make any changes they saw as necessary. We discussed
all of the categories and they added to some of the categories and
combined others (see Figure 3).
Following this discussion, I asked the students to choose the
three categories they were most interested in discussing.

Having

experienced this type of decision making with Building Blocks, some
of them let me know that they "really only wanted their first
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Economy:
supporting a family
buying food
rent
health care for Oscar
transportation
education
$

American Agencies:
La Migra, Immigration
activists for EI Salvador
deportation

Jail
freedoms

Relationships:
Extended family
Tomas' and Maria
Alicia, boarders and husband
Tomas' and Oscar
Father Jonathan
Maria and Julia

Journey of the Sparrow!

by Fran
Faith:
visions
doubting the Virgin
Quetzal Lady
Sparrow
Risks and Choices:
stories
Coyotes
factory job
crossing the river
almost caught times
the baby, Teresa

Figure 3.
choice".

Leeper Buss
Surviving:
being hungry
stealing
forging papers
abuse
Fa mil y :
$75.00 for 1.0. helpers
Mom-what happened to her?
Did she get to Chicago?
Changes in the family.
Larger family than relatives
Latinos
Dark Skin

Categories of issues for Journey of the Sparrows.
This led me to create groups with more than one category:

1. Risks and Choices, 2. Survival, 3. Risks and Choices with Faith, 4.
Risks and Choices with Family, 5. Risks and Choices with Faith and
Economy. and 6. Risks and Choices with Family and Faith. Most of the
students were

interested in talking about the risks and choices that

involved Maria and her family.
These literature groups kept track of what they were
reflecting on through webs and lists in their lit logs.

After several

discussion periods, the groups decided which responses they were
willing to share with their classmates.

They also had to make the
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decision about the form that their response might take.

Some of the

groups' responses naturally led to using drama or art, while others
required mathematics to be used as a form of expression.
The students had been involved in mathematics in a wide
variety of ways throughout the school year and some groups used it
to present.

For others, art became the more viable option.

Their

prior experience and explorations in art enabled them to express
themselves more fully.

For others, they chose to express their

responses through drama. This seemed even more natural, because
by this time Paul had begun the Holocaust study and drama became
more familiar to the students.
The presentations from the literature of Journey of the
Sparrows were very broad within the students' choice of categories,
although the groups seemed to be talking about very similar aspects
of the book.

In the Risks and Choices group, students created a diary

Maria might have kept, and invited students from other groups to
participate in a scene they narrated from "the factory" chapter.
They also dramatized Maria crossing the Rio Grande while holding
her young sister, Teresa.
In the Survival group, students created a circle graph which
compared the average American's family expenditures with what
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they thought Maria's family might have spent.

They also developed a

small skit on the necessity of stealing to survive.
Each individual in the Risks and Choices with Faith group, drew
and colored a risk they had experienced and compared it to one of
Maria's risks.

The Risk and Choices with Family group used a thin

strip of paper attached to a large spiral of flexible wire to depict
how the path to Chicago was almost insurmountable.

A list written

on the spiral's paper reflected the risks they thought were the most
dangerous. The Risks and Choices with Faith and Economy group used
English and Spanish to create letters from Mama in a Guatamalan
convent to Maria in Chicago.

Through these letters the students

made plans to end the separation between the mother and her
children.

This group used the nonfiction books I had provided on

refugees and Central America and were able to label the currency,
colon , in their letter.

They also created a map that showed Maria's

route returning to Chicago after getting Teresa.
In the Risks and Choices with Family and Faith group, students
expressed their displeasure at the way the novel ended by writing
their own ending.

They also developed a detailed skit using the new

ending in the voice of a narrator.

This group invited many students

from other groups to participate in the skit.

Although their ending
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was more tragic, it did successfully tie up loose ends answering the
question of what happened to the characters after the book ended.
Holocaust Novels and Literature Groups
The students' involvement with the Holocaust novels began
while they

listened to Journey of the Sparrows read aloud.

As they

listened to a family in a life and death struggle, the students read
novels which focused on the Holocaust.

By reading .novels with young

characters who struggled to survive emotionally and physically, the
students experienced a deeper understanding of the Holocaust.
Shared book set groups of 4 or 5 students began meeting to engage in
literature circles as the presentations of Journey of the Sparrows
were finished.

At times students were involved in two literature

groups and presentations at the same time.
The shared book sets consisted of novels related to the
Holocaust and World War II. They included Snow Treasure by Marie
McSwigan (1942),

The Upstairs Room by Johanna Reiss (1972), The

Cay by Theodore Taylor (1969), Sadako and the Thousand Paper
Cranes by Eleanor Coerr (1977), Summer of My German Soldier by
Bette Greene (1973), and Escape from Warsaw by Ian Serraillier
(1990).

The literature group reading Sadako and the Thousand Paper

Cranes finished first while the others kept reading and so Dana met
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most mornings with this group.
In selecting the novels, I chose fiction and historical fiction
with varied reading levels.

The students perused these books and

other nonfiction books for a week in January before finally choosing
a novel to read in a literature group.

They initially did not realize

that they would have to choose a book and were
idea.

Essentially, I was not asking them if they wanted to read, but

what they wanted to read.

The question of "choice and voice" was a

big one throughout the year for me.

I wanted the students to read

literature within the theme of the Holocaust.
to

resistant to the

I further wanted them

have the support of the literature circle to discuss the novel they

had chosen.

In the fall the literature groups that were the most

successful were those following the read aloud.

Some of the

students still hadn't experienced powerful discussions in groups
where the books were read individually and so were reluctant to get
into these literature circles.
them to experience

However, I felt it was important for

the structure of literature groups again and I

reflected this in my journal:
There has been a shift in attitude in my class towards learning
about the Holocaust. The shift has been towards engagement.
Prior to beginning the inquiry surrounding issues of the
Holocaust (H) and WW " the kids were very blase and resistant.
It had nothing to do with the H itself because they didn't even
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know what it was. It had more to do with getting into
literature groups again. There's that element of "choice and
voice" that I am struggling with. (Kahn, 1993)
Prior to beginning looking at the Holocaust I asked the
students what they knew and what they wanted to know.

Most of the

students did not know about the Holocaust and so did not know what
Our initial web on World War II even included Napoleon (see

to ask.

Figure 4).

I had them look in their social studies textbook for the

few pages that covered World War II and the Holocaust to help
themgenerate questions.

However, the web held little meaning for

them and we ended up setting it aside.
I also had them respond to four general broad questions to help

WHAT?
What were Nazis?
What were concentration camps?
What propaganda was used?
What did religions have to do with the war?
Allah?

Government:
Kids enlisting?
Hitler?
Napoleon?
Army Warfare?
Communism?
Policy changes?

Figure 4.

WHY?
Basis for war?
Why did the
U.S.A. get
involved?

WHO?
Was the whole world
involved?
Who was?
Who started it?

Studying the Holocaust
WHEN?
When did it start?
When was Pearl Harbor
bombed?
When did it end?

WliERE?
In what countries
did it take place?
Espinoage?

Civil War:
British ...

T.V.
deaths
Many were killed
Rations/kids

Categories of issues for the preliminary web for studying
the Holocaust.
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Paul, Dana and I further develop a picture of the students'
knowledge.

We thought we could use these same questions to assess

the students in April.

The questions were about freedom and what it

meant to them, what law was and how they felt about it, their
attitudes towards racism, and what they thought of America.

We

thought the questions would generate information that we could use
to plan total class sessions with Paul.

However, many of the

students answered these questions as they had answered previous
questions with little personal relevance.

Their responses were

narrow in scope and they put little energy into them (see Figure 5).
Some of the students became more intrigued about the
Holocaust following two speakers.

1.

1936 Olympics:
U.S.A. agreed to keep the Jews home.

Although both speakers did not

2. Where did people go to escape the Nazis?
America

3. What role did the Russians play?
4.

How did America and the military act to Jews and other minorities?
Now, present time
during WW"

5. Kids in times of war.
Brown shirts
kids' army - Japan

Our Class Issues and

6. Survivors of
concentration camps
cities occupied by Hitler

Concern~

7. Governments.
Can you sue a government?
laws; How do they change?

Figure 5. Categories of Class Issues and Concerns.
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appear to interest the students, they remembered much of what had
been said. They began to generate questions and develop an opinion
about what they had heard. The Holocaust seemed to become more
real to them.

Following the two speakers, the class generated a

second web that was more informed.
The students' initial resistance to forming literature groups
ended as they found importance in sharing their feelings and
understandings about what they had read with each other.

The

students discussed many things within their literature groups.

The

students reading Snow Treasure discussed the parts of the book that
were important to them, how the children (main characters) risked
their lives to save others' lives, how the children were protecting
the nation, and that it was a true story.

Generally, though, they

discussed the risks the characters took.

The students' focus on the

children taking risks to save other lives prompted them to do a skit
about risk taking.

With Paul's help, they were able to create a scene

in which children smuggled gold from Arizona to the California
border to get it out of the country.

They used military type

personnel to intimidate the children and simple props to represent
changes in the scene.

They presented their skit many times, and

used the advice from the other students to strengthen their
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presentation.
The students involved in the Sadako and the Thousand Paper
Cranes literature group had very broad conversations about this
book:

life and death, how the book represented the failure of Sadako

because she lost the race and did not live the rest of her life, the
passing of time (a whole life), people who suffered during and after
the bomb with diseases, radius of the bomb's effect, the Japanese
language, and changes in lives. This group also decided to create a
skit to let the class know what they wanted other people to
understand about their book.

Their skit developed into a re-creation

of the novel and included Japanese signs and imagined dialogues
between important characters of the book.
The group reading The Cay used mathematical symbols, a line,
a square and a triangle on a paneled cartoon strip to portray their
understandings of prejudice and racism in the world.
pictures about their concept of prejudice.

Each created

Sometimes within the

cartoon strip the prejudice abated and there was a coming together
of symbols, but sometimes it did not.

Each panel also included a

caption to explain what the audience was seeing.

The caption

allowed the artist to explain their thinking about prejudice, briefly,
to the audience. The Cay became the vehicle through which they
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could explore issues surrounding prejudice in their lives.

The

mathematical symbols were the way in which they could represent
it to others.
The Summer of my German Soldier group drew the father's
violence towards his daughter Patty, his betrayal of Patty, and color
and religious racism.

The Upstairs Room group listed all of the

things that scared them on butcher paper.

They organized these

entries and presented them in a poetry form with some in choral
voices and some read by a single voice. The Escape from Warsaw
group created a large jigsaw puzzle.

The pieces represented the luck

or skills the characters used to reunite with their family.
The students grappled with their presentations of these novels
differently then they did in the first semester.

In the first

semester they did the presentations as retellings.

In the second

semester they reached for deeper understandings.

Their

presentations were more reflective.

Further, the students became

more concerned about the quality of their presentations and the
opinions of the other classmates and adults.

It was another step for

the students to become involved with each other as a community.
Paul became a central figure in the classroom by this time.

He

pushed the students to reflect on their dramatic presentations and
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improved the presenting style of all of the students.

Drawing from

his expertise in the performing arts, he worked with the students on
articulation exercises and stage presence.
helped them develop their ideas.

Most importantly he

The students turned to Paul for

advice.
The students put more effort into their pieces and took more
risks, because they had access to an artist, who helped them
improve.
better.

Paul's presence fostered the desire in the students to do
Their presentations were more visually compelling and

engaged the audience more fully.
One of the ways the class came together and the presentations
became more powerful was our use of the class as an authors' circle.
The class was invited to participate in talking to the presenters
about their piece in constructive ways, and to give them feedback
that would help them think about ways to improve and get their
message across more strongly.

The students were comfortable with

this format having participated in helping each other in small groups
throughout the year.
Through presenting, the students became more willing to learn
about the Holocaust, because they could not present in a vacuum.
Some of the presentations from the Holocaust novels required more
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information than the novel provided.
their characters and setting realistic.

The students wanted to make
By using the class as a

collective group to think with and process the presentations we
moved the? students towards collaboration and inquiry.
Inquiry
By reading the novels and participating in the presentations,
the students realized they needed information to answer specific
questions they had about the Holocaust.

This need to inquire

developed naturally and the presentations helped to create this need.
As they presented, they were deeply engaged.

They carefully

reflected on their classmates' responses and worked hard to improve
with each practice session, adding information as they gathered it.
As they observed each

other's presentations, they also thought

critically about their own.

This cycle of presenting and reflecting

individually as a small group and as a class helped to create a bond
between the students.

They became a community, an ensemble.

Furthermore, it led to inquiry apart from the original
literature group presentations.

The students began to explore the

Holocaust and generate questions for themselves.
of the Holocaust novels provided questions.

The presentations

The answers provided a

springboard into further questions and inquiry.
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The inquiry projects developed from the students' interest.

As

the students finished their Holocaust novels, it became obvious that
they were far from finished exploring the Holocaust and issues of
starvation and war.

At the beginning of the Holocaust study I asked

them what they were interested in studying and they had no opinion,
because it was out of their realm of experience.

By the time they

were finishing their literature presentations of Holocaust novels,
however, they wanted to pursue their own line of inquiry.

For some,

inviting the class to continue looking at what interested them was
the tacit "OK" they needed to keep going or begin exploring
something else.
Dana, Paul and I became important in the resources we could
provide for the students.

We supported their research by getting

them materials to read, videos, and art supplies.

Much of the

nonfiction literature was written too densely for them to
understand.

So any adult that came into the room during our inquiry

block of time was pressed to read and process the information with
the students.
We invited a teacher to our classroom trained in teaching the
Holocaust, Melanie Auman, with whom the students could discuss
their inquiry projects.

Melanie told a story vividly describing a
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brutal incident depicting the dehumanization of the Jews.

This was

rare, because for the most part, Paul, Dana, and I were unwilling to
tell aloud many Nazi atrocities.
recognized her as an expert.

The students immediately

She asked about their inquiry projects

and was able to offer guidance to some of the students.

Daniel

continued to question the relevance of the Holocaust to him.

When

she asked him what he was interested in studying he told her the
gangs back then.

Her reply was that the gang back then was the

Nazis.
Melanie had startled Daniel into making a connection that he
was previously unwilling to make, that the Nazis and gangs promoted
violence that had harmful results on children.

His thank you note to

Melanie reflected his discomfort.
Thank you for telling me and the class about the World
War II and about what happened to your dad back when he was
a kid. And for telling us about what happened to the kids and
what happened to them. I think you told all of us too much
because people can't stop thinking what happened to the kids.
From Daniel. (Daniel, age 11)
The students followed their own line of questions for their
inquiry projects.

They spent great amounts of time pouring over the

books that Dana and I brought to the classroom.

They joined with

each other when their topics were similar and helped each other to
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make their presentions as powerful as possible.

Their inquiry

questions show the breadth of their wonderings.
Daniel pursued the question of comparing the Nazis to the
present day gangs.

His original inquiry involved these questions:

What were the mobs like back then?,
Were there drugs back then?

Were they fearless of people?,

Did they do drugs?

The other students' inquiry questions included the following
areas of interest:
Kids -What did they do for art and music? And if they made
any? What did they do for fun? What age did/could they
become Nazis? How could they stand seeing all those
deaths?
Somalia - How do people get so skinny?
Hiroshima - Why was the bomb dropped on Hiroshima?
Concentration camps - How did the people survive in the
concentration camps?
Power -

How did Hitler get all the people to come with him?

How long can the people from the Holocaust starve and
survive?

The students used many different media and sign systems to
present the results of their inquiry.

They included displays, posters,
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tables and graphs.

Some students collaborated with each other to

place models beside each other to create a more powerful contrast
between Hitler's house and the inside of a concentration camp.

Two

boys presented reports on the bombings of Hiroshima and Pearl
Harbor side by side.

Students used charcoals, for their dark shades,

to sketch eerie pictures of concentration camp victims and bombed
cities.

Another student used mathematical graphs to show how

much food an average person got as compared to the Holocaust
victims during that time.

Others wrote letters, diaries and stories

incorporating what they had learned into their pieces of writing.
Some students who in the previous semester relied on a group of
students with whom to create dramas, developed their own pieces
and presented alone.

Each student or small group was able to clearly

explain their presentation.
Picture Book and Short Novel Read Aloud
While the students developed and finished their presentations
of their Holocaust novels and began their inquiry projects, I
continued to read aloud to them.

This third read aloud consisted of a

text set of picture books and short novels.

The picture books and

short novels reflected a broad look at conflict:

ghetto police,

conflict in America, resisting conforming, hopefulness, and world
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peace.
The text set included Hiroshima No Pika by Toshi Maruki
(1980), The Boys Who Saved the Children by Margaret Baldwin
(1981),

Terrible Things by Bunting (1980), Faithful Elephants by

Yukio Tsuchiya (1988),

The Friendship by Mildred Taylor (1988),

Rose Blanche by Roberto Innocenti (1985), The Girl Who Loved
Caterpillars by Jean Merrill (1992), Let the Celebrations Begin! by
Margaret Wild (1991), An Angel for Solomon Singer by Cynthia Rylant
(1992), and The Great Peace March! by Holly Near (1993).
Following each book that was read aloud the class discussed or
reflected in their literature logs.

Our discussions were very broad

and related to issues on the broad effects of war, the world as the
war ended, and families struggling to survive.
I asked the students to think about all of the books as one set
and to generate a list of words that would describe what they knew
about the set.
books?

My question, "What connections do you see across the

What words come to mind when you think of these books?"

led to a list that was very comprehensive.
Whereas I had wanted the list to reflect only their
understandings of the picture books and short novels, I know their
list was broader in scope.

It included their thinking, their inquiry
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projects, and their understandings of the Holocaust over the course
of the semester.
Following the completion of the list, the students, not me,
decided on categories that they thought represented the ideas on the
list.

They then placed the words on large butcher paper within the

categories to see if most of the words could be placed in the
categories (see Figure 6).
In this last set of books read aloud the students claimed more
responsibility.

They chose their own groups of classmates with

whom to work and the category on which they wanted to focus their
discussion.

In their literature groups, they discussed the issues in

broad terms and made webs or charts to chronicle their reflections
on the read aloud set.

They focused on a particular response and

efficiently negotiated a presentation.

However, it was May, and the

year was abruptly coming to a close.
Their responses again were varied and interesting,

Some

groups made connections across the books, while others pulled back
in their thinking to reflect on truly personal responses within their
category as shown in Figure 6.

Abigail, in the Death I group, thought

about exploring the death of her dad in a response for the class.

We

discussed this privately and although I appreciated her initial ideas
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Holocaust Text Set of Read Alouds
Children and Babies during the Holocaust:
suffering
hurt
pain
skinny
sad
stealing
childhood
missing
kill i n g
death/dying
unforgettable
friendless
friendship
Hope:
dreams
future
toys

sickness
Anne Frank

military
Army
remembering hopeless

Navy
faith

The War:
military
death camps
Brown shirts
Japan

Germans
bombs
torture
gas chambers

tanks
soldiers
blood
fir e

Army/Navy enemies
guns
violent
hate
cruel
the ambulances

Power:
Nazis
dictator

Hitler
Neo-Nazis

Kristal Nacht rescuers
destruction
racism

Jewish Police

Jews:
the people
junky
like a bum
yellow star

too cold, hot
smelly
crazy
scared rags

sick
victims
bald
weak
looks
help one another

dirty
separation

Freedom:
hurt (pay the price)
hate (feelings come back)

Liberators
wishes

traditions
freedom from starvation

Death:
death camps
slaughter
awful

gas chambers concentration camps death/dying
time
all kinds of religions scared
Jews

Time:
sneaking
death/dying

no time to kill or it did take time to plan out - to kill
Neo-Nazis

Figure 6.

children
family

Student Generated Categories from Text Set of Read
Alouds
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and risk taking ability, I encouraged her to share a less personal
connection of the Death group.
The other groups' discussions and presentations were quite
varied.

The War group discussed the military.

Mical's literature log

notes the conversation around a web entitled "The Military".
The Military is the heart of the war ... because of the military
they killed a lot of them ... people start wars ... good because it
protects the people so that they don't get bombed ... not always
good to drop bombs ... saves people ... Tokyo ... Hiroshima No
Pika ... middle of a war Rose B.... battlefield ... Nazi soldier. (Mical,
age 12)
Their presentation was a small skit about the Americans taking a
battlefield.

They couldn't seem to resolve the conflict in their

discussion about the bombing of Hiroshima and how it ended the war.
This was not brought up in their final presentation either.
The Death I group of four girls split up into two pairs because
they could not come to a mutual understanding of the difference
between death camps and concentration camps.
discussed time passing.

Two of the students

They talked specifically about how

incredibly boring it must have been in the ghettos and the camps.
Also about how torturous it must have been to always be thinking
about food. They decided that time must have been an enemy unless
living one more day got you to the end of the war.
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In my field notes I commented that the girls compared having
fun, "going to FunSpot Amusement Park", with what it must have
been like to have never had fun.

They discussed how slowly time

passed when you waited for fun to begin, and how horrible. to wait in
a concentration camp for death.
would not want to suffer.
It's horrible.

"You would want it to go short.. .. you

Time in a concentration camp is suffering.

The time that you're in there you have nothing to do

... starving ... You want to die next."
This other pair of girls, of which Abigail was one, moved from
death to surviving death.

They constructed a chart about what made

them happy and thought of what would give them the strength to go
on after their family had died.
The Death" group focused on the time it took to kill.

The

group looked at the difference between a quick and painless death as
opposed to those who were killed slowly, through starvation.
didn't take time, but made the Jews suffer first.
have used bullets, but didn't.

and they died of hunger on the train.

power.

A half hour.

The soldiers could

There were other ways of killing.

Being forced on a train with hardly any room.

than bullets.

"Death

People were puking

Gas chambers took more time

Nazis made you suffer ... it was a signal of

Mom put her kids out of misery ... Iess painful.

Death doesn't
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take time.
This group made a chart, "Time to Kill".

The left side was

entitled "LESS TIME" and the list included babies being thrown from
windows, people stabbed in the heart, hanging people, bombs,
blindfold, poison, and

shooting.

The other side, entitled "MORE

TIME" included camps, experiments, starvation, trains, gas
chambers, burned, and beat.
The last group that looked at death produced a skit that dealt
with resistance fighters.

It depicted the capture of a resistance

fighter and his eventual death.
The Hope group made a wall chart comparing the books to one
another in the following self·selected categories:

toys, faith,

hopeless, remember, future, military, liberators, wishes, dreams and
hopes.

The group on Children created a skit within a ghetto where

the children were starving and had to resort to stealing food and the
group on Power created a skit about Hitler using what they and
others in the class had found out about Hitler to portray him
realistically.
These groups were over just a few days before school ended.
With the ending of school rapidly approaching the students' energy
shifted to enjoying their last days at an elementary school and
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thinking about their summer vacations.
Summary
Through the students' presentations I was able to see how
much they had become a community of learners. The class had
evolved from being individuals with more needs than I, as their
teacher, could meet to classmates who helped one another and
addressed each other's needs. The students learned how to respond
to literature and later how to respond through the sign systems of
language, mathematics, drama, and art.

The students developed

relationships which supported collaboration among them and other
adults in the class.

Finally, the teacher and the students

participated equally in each others well being and education.
Chapter 3 has given a broad overview of the students, the
curriculum and the classroom, to address how the learning
environment changed over time to support student responses to
literature.

Chapter 4 focuses on the collaboration among the adults

and the students in the classroom and how sign systems were
explored as the students responded to literature.
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CHAPTER 4
TEACHER, ARTIST, LAWYER, KIDS:
CYCLES OF COLLABORATION AND THE HOLOCAUST
This chapter is a second analysis of the question on how the
classroom learning environment developed and changed over time to
support response across sign systems with collaboration among
adults and

students.

This chapter, coauthored by Dana Pitt, Paul

Fisher and me, represents our different perspectives on our
participation in one specific inquiry on the Holocaust in my
classroom.

Another version of this chapter will appear in S. Steffey

and W. Hood's Social Studies in the Whole Language Classroom:
Changing Teachers. Changing Curriculum (in press).

"Teacher, Artist, Lawyer, Kids:

Cycles of Collaboration

and the Holocaust"
by Leslie Kahn, Paul Fisher, and Dana Pitt
We are going to tell a story, here--the story of our exploration
of the Holocaust which, in turn, is one chapter in a bigger story,
world history.

There are three parts to our story.

First we

introduce you to ourselves, our plans for the Holocaust study and the
nuts and bolts of what we actually did.

Next, because we believe
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that the development of the study is as important as the study
itself, we show how we built the unit through constant meetings and
private musings, how creating the unit impacted our ideas about the
Holocaust and education, and how the unit impacted the students and
vice versa.

We show you this through a series of journal entries

which have been recreated from the journals and notes that we
recorded during the course of the study.

And finally, we conclude by

examining the key role that collaboration played in both the building
and the results of the unit.
Introduction
Leslie Kahn has been an elementary school teacher in Tucson,
Arizona for 15 years.

Paul Fisher is the Arts Education Program

Director for the Tucson/Pima Arts Council and a performing artist
and poet. And Dana Pitt is a lawyer and a student in the Language,
Reading, and Culture masters program at the University of Arizona
College of Education.

Leslie asked Paul to join her in planning and

implementing the Holocaust study for the spring of that school year,
because she knew that Paul's involvement would allow the class to
effectively use drama.

Leslie invited Dana to become a part of the

unit as well, because of Dana's interest in children's literature.
Leslie's class was, literally, a challenging group; the students
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were big on questioning authority and refusing to become involved in
what was going on in the classroom.

They did not enjoy reading,

although by the beginning of the second semester they loved writing
stories.

The class was composed primarily of Hispanic American

students, with some Anglo, African American and Native American
children as well.
The Holocaust study was planned as a unit which would
intertwine

four related social studies topics and concepts:

discrimination, law, civic responsibility and culture.

We envisioned

the Holocaust study as a three pronged unit interlacing literature
circles (the students would select a book about the Holocaust, read
it, and meet in a small group to discuss the work and to plan a
presentation sharing their ideas about the book with the class),
drama/role playing events with Paul, and individual or small group
inquiry projects in which the kids would do research and prepare a
final presentation on a Holocaust related topic of their choice.
We expected to ease into the study through the use of a book
read aloud that would not overtly deal with the Holocaust, but would
put the class in the right frame of mind to begin the unit.

As the

class read the book, there would be discussion. Once they had
finished, Leslie would place the kids in groups to explore one issue
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in greater depth and prepare a presentation on the issue for their
classmates.
Paul would use acting techniques to elicit discussion and
exploration of surfacing topics.

Characterization/role playing

methods would be used to explore personality types and then to
relate them to the books that were being researched and read.
Improvised dialogue methods would be used to create conversations
about the issues lIin character ll (students select characters from the
literature or from history and talk through them).

Scene building

and performance methods would be used to make statements and
comment on what had been learned.
Dana would be with the class four mornings a week.

Her role

would be that of observer and participant, with a primary focus on
the use of literature throughout the study.
In our early planning sessions we established three goals:
1.

We wanted the kids to absorb the basic facts about the

Holocaust and WW II,
2.

We wanted the children to become aware of themselves as

members of a community (local, national and global) in which they
have both responsibility and a voice,
3.

and

We wanted to ease racial tensions in the classroom and give
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the kids a chance to explore issues of racial and ethnic prejudice in
a non-threatening, non-confrontational, creative atmosphere.
In addition to our meetings, we all read extensively about the
Holocaust, including both fiction and nonfiction works. This exposure
through literature was a major catalyst in our thinking.
Our original plans for the study served us well as a guide, but
we did alter them as the unit progressed.

The journal entries that

follow will chronicle the changes we made and the events leading up
to those changes.
Our Journal
January 31

Leslie

The kids have rifled through but not engaged with the
Holocaust books I've set out around the class.

Several of the books

that Paul, Dana and I feel would make the greatest impression on the
students (The Devil's Arithmetic, Friedrich and Anne Frank: the diary
of a young girl) are too difficult for most of them to read on their
own.
Books they can read are being passed around the room to
ensure that everyone will have a chance to look through them in a
more organized fashion, and I told the kids that they must each pick
a book to read.
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Last year the books pulled the kids into the study.

Perhaps

this year I need a different catalyst because the class isn't into this.
For instance, when I was explaining to the kids that they needed to
choose a book to read, Gabe asked why welre studying war in the
first place.

My response was that in the 6th grade we study the

world and that looking at war is one way of understanding the world.
The answer did not satisfy him. Gabe chose a book, but only because
he felt that he had to do so.
As I was justifying our study to Gabe I began to see his point;
war does seem foreign and unimportant to him because it is not
within his range of life experiences.
There is hope however.

The class is completely caught up in

our read aloud selection, Journey of the Sparrows which tells the
story of a family of political refugees from EI Salvador--their
struggle to reach U.S. and to survive here as undocumented aliens.
Through this read aloud experience we have begun exploring some
issues central to the Holocaust (separation of family, death,
difficult living conditions, political oppression, having to flee one's
homeland).

I hope our discussions will pave the way for the

Holocaust study.
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February 4

Dana

The kids haue just begun reading their Holocaust books.
They are reading The Cay, The Upstairs Room, Summer of My
German Soldier, Snow Treasure, and Sadako and the Thousand
Paper Cranes. This morning, for the first time, the students
discussed the Holocaust as a group. Leslie organized the
dialogue by hauing the children prepare, ahead of time,
questions to share with the class. (The students used their social
studies teHtbook, which prouided a fiue page couerage of the
topic, as a resource in deueloping their questions.) Leslie listed
the questions on a large piece of butcher paper under the
headings: Who, What, Where, When, Why. R few good questions
were raised, but the thing that really struck me was how little
the kids knew; they brought up Napoleon and The Ciuil War,
thinking that these topics related to the Holocaust.
I n the afternoon a guest speaker from the Jewish
Federation gaue an oueruiew of the Holocaust to the class.
Although the speaker tried hard to engage the kids, many
students appeared bored.
Paul attended the talk and after class he met with Leslie
and me to discuss the study. Our major concern is the obuious
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lack of enthusiasm. Paul noted that the kids need a good dose of
terror. The class did show a bit of interest in some aspects of
the presentation--how Hitler killed himself, the difficult liuing
conditions in the Warsaw ghetto, and how the gas showers
worked. Ht least it's a start.

February 5

Dana

Well, we thought the kids weren't listening, but they were.
Leslie put up a big piece of butcher paper to record all the things
the class could remember from yesterday's presentation, and
the kids recalled euerything the speaker told them.
The session moued from recounting to discussing as Leslie
questioned the students. She particularly challenged kids who
attempted to disengage from the conuersation with" I don't
care" comments. For instance, while talking about the "no Jews
allowed rule" in the 1936 Olympics, Leslie asked the kids what
they thought about this. Derrick replied, "I wouldn't care."
Leslie didn't let the moment pass, but instead personalized the
euent for Derrick (a Hispanic Hmerican child), creating a scenario
in which he had trained and qualified to be an Olympic
competitor, but was denied the chance to compete because he
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was Hispanic. Derrick: grudgingly confessed that if this
happened, "I'd be mad."

february 10

Dana

On Tuesday a second speak:er, a Holocaust suruiuor, talked
to the class. The k:ids again appeared restless and bored. "fter
school, Leslie and I met with Paul who had again come to hear
the presentation. We were still uery concerned about the low
interest leuel of the class. Paul is toying with a number of ideas
about role playing with the kids, including instances in which
the laws or rules change or are unfair as they were for Jews and
other minorities under Hitler's regime. I n addition, Paul would
lik:e the kids to understand how Hitler used his oratorical skills
to gain power.
We decided that the children don't really haue a good
enough grasp of the basic facts about WW II and the Holocaust
to begin in-depth role playing at this time.

February 10

Paul

After talking with Leslie and Dana this afternoon, I
realized that getting information to the kids is imperative
to the success of my work with the class.

I don't want the
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children to simply "act" like Holocaust characters, but
rather I hope that they will "be" the characters, that they
will identify with them.

Such identification cannot exist

unless the students bring knowledge to their role playing.
For instance, children can superficially say the words "I'm
hungry" and hunch over for effect, but when they have
identified with starving children through inquiry, the
posture and the words become knowledge expressed.

February 11

Dana

Once again, we were pleased to learn that the kids had
picked up almost euerything the speaker said. But this time
leslie did not haue to prod them for thoughts and questions;
these were now freely and sometimes forcefully offered.
The first class comment was actually a uery interesting
complaint. The class felt that the speaker was in some sense
not a qualified Holocaust suruiuor because she had not spent
time in hiding or in a concentration camp or ghetto. She had
been sent to Sweden from her home in Hustria by her parents
(who did die in a camp). Darcy said, She wasn't there for it all.
II

She just told what she heard. She didn't go through that much.
The students' rather gruesome lust for the real thing
II

highlights the ualue of primary sources in teaching history.

II

II
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Leslie is uery concerned about this issue as it relates to the
Holocaust. Rs she puts it, "What happens when all the suruiuors
are dead?" How are we going to preserue or recreate the
immediacy of their first hand, oral accounts?
The kids' wish for a more authentic speaker also pOints out
a change in the atmosphere of the classroom. The students are
now truly curious about the Holocaust. They want more
information. During the discussion, there was a request for
books" with dates and stuff about the war," and a demand for
books on Nazis.
The questions were also starting to flow, ranging from
factual, "What did Nazis 1001< like?" "Rre there Nazis today?" to
moral,

"How could the Nazis become so strong?" "Why would

anyone want to be a Nazi?" "Why would people want to kill
other people?" to political "Why did Rmerica get inuolued so
late? "
Rnd the kids euen began trying out answers to their
queries. For instance, Simon suggested that people might haue
been willing to become Nazis in order to get power and guns and
"because there was nothing else to do." Rnd Gabe eHplained to
Rudrey that the Nazis killed Jewish children" so they didn't pass
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down their genes to the neHt generation."
Jewish children were a major concern during our
discussion. The kids focused intently on how the Nazis treated
the children and how they suruiued in the camps. The students
are finally beginning to personalize the study.

February 11

Leslie

Paul is coming tomorrow to work with the class for the first
time.

and I am concerned that the childrenls difficult relations

among themselves will hamper his program.

The kids are more

comfortable with one another than they were in September.

And

group work (like role playing) can be particularly tough because
often the students refuse to function cooperatively and are unable to
arrive at mutual decisions.

February 12

Leslie

Today Paul met with the students for the first time.

It's still

new to me to have him in my classroom, but we have done a lot of
planning and hels very natural with the kids, so 11m fairly
comfortable letting him run things.
The session went very well.

Paul focussed on stereotyping and
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racial and ethnic tensions in an extremely effective manner; he had
the kids relate these issues to what they know best--themselves.
He shared a story about himself in which he had been stopped by a
policeman simply because he had long hair, and the students in turn
offered incidents in which they or family or friends had been singled
out by the authorities because of their appearance.

This sharing felt

safe because the class was not simply repeating racial slurs, but
rather was exploring how all types of stereotypes develop and how
they affect our treatment of other people.
Paul found an ingenious way to introduce the children to
genocide on a personal level; he had them play an ethnic cleansing
game.

He first reviewed with the class the Nazis' beliefs about

race, then he had one child play the Nazi and the rest of the students
told the Nazi about their ethnic and racial backgrounds.

The Nazi

next compared each student's background with the Nazi criteria and
determined which children should be sent to a concentration camp.
About 90% of the class was sent to a camp.

February 12

Paul

When I met with Leslie's class this afternoon, I
originally intended to move from our discussion of
stereotyping and current events to some basic two person role
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playing. But as I talked with the kids, I realized that they
were not ready to dramatize the events of the Holocaust ln
that manner, because they had not yet thoroughly compared the
troubles of those persecuted by the Nazis with the troubles
in their own lives. So I improvised and came up with the
ethnic cleansing game.
When I'm in a classroom, I have to be prepared to revise
my plans on the spot to fit the needs of the moment.

February 14

Leslie

The kids are now engaged in the Holocaust study.
But have I forced the students to look at the Holocaust?
Is this bad?

I donlt know.

This is good.
Probably.

Am I stepping on their voice when I

decide that we should explore an event which many of the children
have never heard of, even though the issues surrounding the event do
influence the students l lives?

Or is it enough that once I pick the

general course of study, I let the kids develop their own fields of
interest within the broader topic.

How can I steer the kids toward

subject like the Holocaust instead of feeling like 11m dragging them
toward it?

a
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February 17

Dana

Yesterday Leslie mentioned that she is worried about how
parents will view the Holocaust study.

Her comment caught me

totally off guard as I had not and still do not see how the unit could
be controversial.

I told Leslie that from my vantage point as a non-

teacher, teachers often seem overly concerned about how the public
perceives their work, although I realize that this concern has its
roots in reality.
Leslie and I discussed her thoughts further, and we determined
that although the Holocaust is a major event in Jewish history, it is
also a major event in world history and the broader themes of
community involvement and racial/ethnic tension should be of equal
value to all groups.

So, we will continue as we had planned because

we believe the project is a good one.

February 19

Leslie

I finished reading Journey of the Sparrows to the class. We
have had two big discussion sessions in which the kids offered all
their comments about the book.

I organized these comments into

categories and the students chose which categories they wished to
explore further.

All the kids picked the categories relating to the
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risks that the characters took to gain freedom and to help others.
In addition, two of the Holocaust book groups, The Cay and
Sadako have begun meeting to talk about the works; the other groups
are still in the reading phase.

February 19

Paul

After school today, Dana, Leslie and I met at a
bookstore to purchase a signed copy of Rescuers: Portraits of
Moral Courage in the Holocaust, a book recounting the stories
of individuals who helped Jews in Nazi dominated Europe
during Hitler's reign.

While thumbing through the book in

the store, I was struck by the authors' use of four terms to
categorize the participants in the Holocaust:
victims, rescuers and bystanders.

murderers,

I realized that most

Germans and members of other Nazi occupied countries in
Europe had been bystanders, and I thought we could perhaps
explore with the kids what it means to be a bystander.
do people remain bystanders instead of taking action?

Why
What

kinds of risks are involved in breaking out of the bystander
character?

February 19

Dana

Paul's idea about bystanders and taking risks ties in
perfectly with the kids' interest in risks and choices in Journey
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of the Sparrows. The students are captiuated by the notion of
risking one's own security to help another, but they don't all
think that the risk is worth taking. For instance, Gabe noted
that he would not haue gone out of his way to help the
undocumented family in Journey.

March 1

Leslie

The kids really enjoyed their sessions with Paul last week.

He

had them act out emotions, as well as physical states like cold and
tired, as a precursor to role playing Holocaust related characters.
One problem is that the students are inexperienced with drama.

So,

before Paul's next visit, although I don't know a lot about drama,
am going to work with the class on things like speaking clearly,
staying in character and not giggling (the biggest problem).
I really feel like Paul and I are teaching well together now.
I'm more comfortable interrupting when I think we're headed the
wrong way and I think that Paul welcomes my input.

March 2

Dana

Hn interesting eHchange took place today. It seems that
some of the kids haue been breaking the rules at lunch by
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playing tackle rather than flag football. UJhen Leslie asked the
children about this, she was told that Derrick conuinced them to
play tackle. leslie, without mentioning the Holocaust, noted
that it's amazing how one person's uoice can sway others to
follow him in something they know they shouldn't do. Ht this
point, James interjected, "It's like Hitler••.. It's like you kind of
want to do it, but know you shouldn't, and then someone pushes
you to do it."

March 5

Leslie

All the Holocaust book groups have finished reading and
discussing their books and they are now preparing presentations, as
are the Journey of the Sparrows groups.
I used to view presentations as simple sharing sessions in
which the kids tell their classmates what they've learned. Recently,
however, I have come to place a greater value on such offerings.

change in thinking is twofold.

My

First, I believe that presenting allows

the kids to utilize the sign systems--math, music, art, drama, and
language (Harste & Short, with Burke, 1988).

I think that the use of

multiple sign systems provides the students with options to explore
the topics we're studying through a variety of channels.

And this
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enlarged scope broadens the children's ability to expand their
thinking about the concepts they're examining.
Second, I have determined that presenting is not just an end
but also a means of making continued connections, connections with
both the material and with those observing the presentation.

The

presentation is not an explanation of an idea or concept, but rather
an exploration.

This exploration is begun by the presenter and built

on through the responses of the observers.

I now view presentations

as part of a learning cycle, rather than summations of learning ..
Paul has also affected the way that I (and the students) see
presentations.

His emphasis on dramatic skills and creating a

coherent dramatic character and story format have caused us to
focus on the presentation of the presentation as well as its content.
In fact, the kids are beginning to accept the idea that just like the
stories they write, presentations can be shown to the class,
critiqued, and then reworked and shared again.

For instance, the

Sadako group put on the play it had created, and Paul stopped the
group a number of times to offer suggestions.

James, one of the

group members said, "We messed up, but I think Mr. Fisher made it
(their play) better. II
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March 9

Paul

Leslie recently shared her interest in sign systems with
me.

I believe that this concept ties into my thinking about

art and the artist as learning tools in the classroom.

It

seems to me that within the classroom, art can function as a
tool to foster creativity, as well as being the end product
of creativity.
I view art and the artist (someone like myself who
shares artistic expertise with a class) as catalysts.
Artistic endeavors, like our role playing and dramatic
presentations, promote change in the classroom through two
routes.

First, they provide the students with reasons to

inquire about issues and facts related to the art.

For

instance, in preparation for the Sadako presentation, some
members of the group went to the library and researched the
atomic bomb because they needed to know more about it in
order to create their drama.

And second, such artistic

adventures engage the children emotionally, and provide the
students with a safe medium through which they can express
and explore their feelings about the subject being studied.
In Leslie's class the kids can tryout being a Nazi or a
concentration camp prisoner through role playing.
Thus, I think that my job as the artist in Leslie's
classroom is not necessarily to make the kids better actors,
but rather to facilitate the transference of their knowledge
about the Holocaust into another medium which, I hope, will
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further engage them and cause them to pursue their inquiries.
However, I do want to transfer to Leslie and her students the
basic artistic skills and concepts necessary for them to
continue using art as an effective learning tool after I am
gone.

March 10
I

studio.

Paul
believe that a classroom should be run as an artist's
An artist's studio is set up to facilitate

creativity and discovery.

Artists will pursue questions as

doggedly as they follow visions.
encourage and support risk taking.

Studios are designed to
Since inquiry, creativity

and risk taking are key components of learning, the
relationship between classroom and studio seems natural to
me.
Moreover, a studio is an environment conducive to
maximizing resources.

The classroom should be similarly

structured to offer students the many diverse resources
needed for learning.

Thus, just as artists gather resources

to make art in their studio, students should be able to pull
together classroom resources--books, the teacher, other
students, etc.--to create and pursue learning.

March 9

Dana

The kids now haue some definite ideas about the Holocaust:
the Jews were uictims, the Nazi soldiers were killers, the
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German ciuilians liked what the soldiers did but didn't want to do
it themselues, Hitler conuinced his followers through lies that
Jews were bad, and Hitler used his oratorical skills to gain and
keep power.
So far the children haue absorbed information, but only a
one dimensional perspectiue on the Holocaust and

wm

II. I am

concerned that they see all Germans as euil and all Jews as
uictims. (Euen though the kids know that the Nazis persecuted
groups other than the Jews, when role playing they inuariably
use a Jew as a uictim.)
In today's role play with Paul, in which the children paired
up and conducted interuiews, one student portraying a neutral
interuiewer and the other a character from the Holocaust.
Amanda and Mario created a chilling but typically one-sided
uiew of a German ciuilian. Mario: What do you do? Amanda:
sit around the house and watch people get killed. Mario: You
kill people? Amanda: No, I watch. Mario: Why do you watch?
Amanda: Because I like to see what the German soldiers do to
the Jews. Mario: Would you like to be a German Soldier?
Amanda: No. Mario: Why not? Amanda: Because they kill
people.
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I think its important that the children realize that not
euerything was as clear cut as they think it was. There were
Germans who weren't Nazis and there were Jews who
collaborated with the Nazis.
Despite their lack of a complete picture of the Holocaust,
the kids seemed to make a big jump today in their dramatic
skills. They now create logical dialogues and they seldom fall
out of character.

March 15

Leslie

The kids are working on comic strip-like storyboards.

The

storyboards are Paul's suggestion; he thinks that we may be able to
develop some of them into dramas. So we have asked each student to
create a story or scene related to the issues surrounding WW II and
the Holocaust.

Because we want the children to feel free to break

away from the 1930s-1940s European setting, we have encouraged
them to include the themes we've been discussing within any
framework they want.
I am going to have the kids write down the questions they have
about the Holocaust or other related issues.

I will use these

questions as the basis for setting up inquiry study groups.
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March 18

Leslie

I have been talking with Dana about the intersection between
my emphasis on multiple sign systems and Paul's theory of the
classroom as artist's studio.
very compatible.

Dana thinks that the two ideas are

She views the classroom/studio as a place which

encourages the use of all sign systems because the goal of both
concepts is to promote broader inquiry and the discovery of more
complete, complex answers by students.
I then mentioned to Dana that creativity seems to be at the
core of sign systems and the classroom as studio because it is
creativity, as both product and process, that makes a rich class
environment.

Dana responded that I provide an environment with a

variety of mediums to encourage and support students.

She

commented that generating an artist's studio means making a
specific environment in which students create, not passing on to
them creativity as a discrete skill.

March 23

Dana

The continuing book presentations are really coming along.
The uariety of mediums used and ideas shared has made it
possible for eueryone to stay interested in all the groups'
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offerings. I think Leslie's concept of presentations as a uehicle
for continued learning is being eHemplified in our classroom.
The children who read The Upstairs Room deueloped a
successful presentation. The book chronicles the relationship
between two Jewish girls and the gentile family that hid them
from the Nazis. Rs a way of focusing on the fears of the
characters, Karen, Glenn, Duncan and Lee made a list of things
that in their own liues scared them. When the group first
presented, their introductions and the content of their
presentation were disorganized. The class was uery responsiue
to the presentation, howeuer. Many students asked questions
which helped the group to sort out what they were doing and
why they were doing it. They reworked their presentation and
put together a choral reading of the list, which they presented
and eHplained with confidence.
The students' willingness to offer suggestions to the
Uostairs Room group is representatiue of a new atmosphere in
the class. The kids are beginning to work together more
comfortably. When a presentation isn't going well, the class
offers more constructiue comments from a wider array of kids
than earlier in the semester.
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March 26

Leslie

The students are now very involved in their inquiry projects.
Several kids are learning about Hitler; this is great because the
entire class finds him fascinating.

Other children are studying a

variety of issues including concentration camps, the types of planes
used in WW II, nutrition and starvation, art created during the
Holocaust, how children played in the ghetto and camps, and the
atomic bomb.
interesting.

Derrick's topic is particularly pertinent and

He is comparing Nazi youth groups with gangs.

The only problem we're having is with resources.

Dana and

have been gathering up books at the public and university libraries.
Still, we have had a hard time finding quality materials that the
students can read.

So, we are working with what we've got.

Dana

and I are helping the students negotiate the difficult materials by
reading aloud, and/or picking out accessible parts of the books.

The

children's interest level is so high that they are not intimidated by
the advanced literature, but rather they use the books as best they
can without getting frustrated.

For instance, Donna used as a

resource a very scholarly adult book on play during the Holocaust,
Children and Play in the Holocaust: Games among the shadows. She
focused on the pictures, songs and poems and ignored the more
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difficult text.
None of the kids have begun working on the presentation of
their projects yet, but because of my interest in sign systems,

i am

already stressing to them that they can present using any medium
they like.

March 26

Dana

Paul shared with the class his conceptualization of the
murderer, uictim, bystander, rescuer model. He replaced
murderer with criminal because the latter is a broader, more
inclusiue term.
Paul eHplained the categories to the class and had the
students list Holocaust characters who fit under each one. The
k:ids grasped the concept quite quick:ly. For instance, Donna used
only one sentence to role playa bystander. She eHclaimed,
"Thank: God it wasn't me."

March 31

Dana

leslie and I have been talk:ing about how we can continue
using the criminal, uictim, rescuer, bystander classifications. UJe
think: that they may be helpful in loosening up the k:ids' limited
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view of the Holocaust (all Germans were bad, etc.). For instance,
we could perhaps discuss how these terms apply to the Jews
who ran and policed the ghettos, and to Germans or other
Europeans who, in order to protect their families, joined the
Nazi party or refused to help those persecuted by the Nazis.

April 1

Paul

Leslie and Dana shared with me their thoughts about
using the criminal, victim, rescuer, bystander categories to
push the children's thinking about the Holocaust to a more
sophisticated level.

So today I began by asking the kids why

a Jew would be a guard/policeman in the ghetto.

The students

immediately came up with a perceptive list of reasons:

to

get money, to get food, to get respect, and to get power.
I then asked if the children would be friends with
someone who turned against his or her people as those Jews
who worked with the Nazis in the ghettos or those who turned
in other Jews did.

The class said no.

So I then asked if

the Holocaust came to Tucson today, would it be acceptable if
the students' parents turned others in to the Nazis to save
their families.
and bad."

Gabe,

Mitchell responded that it would be "good
said,

"It's a good decision.

you're safe, you don't care about anybody else."

As long as
I asked

Gabe if he really believed what he just said and he replied,
"Sometimes."
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Our discussion then moved to the Nazis and how they
could stomach committing such atrocities.
came up with thoughtful suggestions.
they did it to get power.

Again the kids

For instance, Gabe said

Derrick said that the soldiers did

it to keep from being killed themselves and James said of the
Nazis,

"They couldn't go to sleep just like thati I'm sure

they had nightmares."
After our discussion, I had the kids pick one of the
four categories--criminal, victim, rescuer, or bystander--and
create a character to fit it by writing three or four
sentences about the character's situation and state of mind.
Some of the students acted out their characters.
I think the session today was very successful.

The

children expressed ideas that we hadn't heard before, and
they seem to be viewing the participants in the Holocaust as
complex characters.

Rpril 1

Dana

Today leslie and I pulled together a group of picture books
and one short story relating to the issues the class has been
discussing in the Holocaust study. leslie is going to use the
books as a read aloud teHt set that will serue as the final part of
the study.
Originally, leslie intended to haue only one read aloud
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book, Journey of the Sparrows. Since beginning the study of the
Holocaust, howeuer, she found her plans changing according to
the needs and interests of her students. After reading Journey
of the Sparrows to the class, she read The Girl who Loued
Caterpillars. This is a picture book about a girl
in 12th Century Japan who refused to conform to the feminine
standards of the time. Leslie chose the bool< because the
choices made by the main character parallel on a smaller scale
the choices made by the indiuiduals who refused to follow the
Nazis in 20th Century Europe.
Leslie followed this up with the picture book, The Children
We Remember which prouides an oueruiew of the liues of Jewish
children during WW II, Hiroshima No Pika, a picture book about
the dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima, and The Boys Who
SalJed the Children, the story of a group of Jewish boys in a
ghetto who deuise a plan to preuent the ghetto children from
being sent to a concentration camp. Leslie read these three
books to prouide the class with more information about WW II
and the Holocaust. The students discussed each book after they
had finished hearing it, sharing their questions and comments,
just as they would in smaller literature circles.
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Since there are still many picture books that the students
haue looked at but not read, we decided that it would be
appropriate to use some of these books as the basis for the
closing of the study. We heme put the books into a sequence
(Terrible Things, Faithful Elephants, The Friendship, Rose Blanche,
Rn Rngel For Solomon Singer, Let the Celebrations Begin, and The
Great Peace March) which we hope will suggest to the class a
positiue note upon which to end the unit.
Each book will be read aloud by LeSlie, after which there
will be a class discussion. Then all the read alouds will be
discussed as a set, pulling out important issues or themes.
Finally, the kids will split into small groups to eHplore specific
topics and prepare presentations, just as they did for Journey.

Rpril 15

Dana

The inquiry projects are coming along. Most of the
students haue finished their research and their projects appear
to be taking a uariety of forms -- stories, diaries, drawings,
reports, poems and dioramas.
James and Melanie are building a model of what they think
Hitler's home looked like. Jessica and Rmanda are making a
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replica of a concentration camp. Both groups also haue an
accompanying report or diary. The four of them are now
considering placing their dioramas neHt to one another and
presenting jointly to show the contrast between Hitler's
lifestyle and life in a concentration camp.
The two groups' awareness of what the other is dOing and
their willingness to combine to mal<e a more interesting
presentation are just two eHamples of the recent increase in
positiue interaction among the students; they seem to be
deueloping a new degree of respect for one another.

April 27

Leslie

We have been having good discussions about the books I've been
reading aloud.

Several of the works have taken us beyond the

Holocaust per se by placing issues we've been studying in a different
context.

For instance, in The Friendship, an Anglo shopkeeper in the

Jim Crow South shoots an African American man because the African
American had called him by his first name. The Anglo man is goaded
into the shooting by a group of Anglo men.
Gabe summed up the shopkeeper's actions by explaining, "It's
like when you're fighting and you don't want to throw that punch and
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they encourage you and you do it anyway." And Evan compared the
story to the Holocaust, stating, "Before the Holocaust, the Jews
were friends with all kinds of people and then those people went
against them."
And today we read An Angel For Solomon Singer, a picture book
about a lonely man living in New York City who finds companionship
and his dreams in a cafe. The kids really picked up on the idea that
dreams and friendship can keep an individual afloat when times are
hard.

Moreover, the students related this concept to the Holocaust

by noting that dreams and hope were essential to the survival of
many people placed in concentration camps.

April 29

Leslie

We have finished all the read alouds.

Today I recorded the kids'

comments about the books, just as I did with their ideas about our
first read aloud, Journey of the Sparrows. Then I had the students
organize the ideas into the categories they will be exploring in
small groups.

They had a bit of a hard time at first, but they

ultimately came up with five classifications --hope/freedom, war,
power, death and Jews/children.
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May 3

Dana

Paul met with the class in the afternoon. After leslie
suggested that he work with the read aloud groups on dramas
relating to their themes, he had each group quickly deuelop a
location, characters and a scene or euent that tied in with their
topic.
The pieces the kids put together were good. They are now
adept at efficiently pulling together a complete story and
portraying it competently. The most impressiue skit was done
by the "power group," James, Gabe, Cedric and Dale. They
chillingly recreated the beating of Reginald Denny during the LA.
riots. They closed the scene with the following line spoken by
one of the attackers to Denny as he stood ouer ouer him after
the beating: "Don't you feel better? I do."
Power has definitely deueloped into a big issue for the kids
during the Holocaust study. They haue always included it in their
lists of motiuating factors for the Nazis as a group, and they
haue been trying to pick Hitler apart to learn how he obtained so
much power. I am not sure why this fascination with power
eHists, but it may stem from the fact that the kids feel shut out
of the power structure that they see controlling their liues. In
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any euent, it's great to see them grapple with an issue that
means so much to them.

May 7

Leslie
The inquiry groups are now presenting their projects.

As with

the earlier presentations, the kids are being exposed to a vast
amount of information because of the variety of topics.

For

instance, Gabe studied the art created during the Holocaust and
presented his findings by displaying the art that he created after
doing his research.

Donna created a poster about how children

played in the ghettos and camps. She read two poems aloud, one
taken from a book about the games children played during the
Holocaust and one which she wrote about the games she plays.
The kids are really concentrating on speaking clearly, loudly
and coherently.

Paul's presence in the class has made a tremendous

difference in both the students' surface drama skills and in their
ability to use presentations as tools creating deeper understanding
of the topic being presented.
Today was Paul's last visit to the class.

We concluded his

sessions by continuing the read aloud dramas that we began on
Monday. The dramas seemed to help the kids explore their chosen
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subjects.

The students have been practicing their pieces all week

and they produced their best dramatic work this afternoon.

May 14

Leslie

The Holocaust study and the school year are coming to a close
too quickly. The read aloud groups have begun presenting, and
although they really need a bit more time, we have to finish before
the end of school next week.

Despite the rush, the students are

working quite efficiently together.

I think their ability to focus

intently on their work is the result of the new feeling of mutual
respect and trust that has developed among the kids over the course
of the semester.

Conclusion
The hallmark of this experience for us has been the vast
amount of explicit communication that continued throughout the
planning and implementation of the study.

Leslie planned the class

schedule so that she and Dana had time for a 20 minute talk on the
days Dana was in the classroom.

Similarly,

Dana, Leslie and Paul

met whenever Paul visited the class as well as several times
outside of class.
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Our communication developed into a cycle of collaboration.

We

would meet and share our ideas, go off and ruminate on what we'd
discussed, maybe do some reading or writing related to our
In this fashion, we shaped the

discussion, and then meet again.

Holocaust study stretching our ideas about the Holocaust, the
teaching of the Holocaust, and teaching in general.
For instance, Leslie deepened her understanding of the use of
multiple sign systems by comparing this concept with Paul's notion
of the classroom as artist's studio.

Her review then led her to

consider more carefully the place where she felt the two ideas
intersect, that being creativity.

Also Leslie's thinking impacted her

teaching; she became more intent on inviting the students to use
multiple sign systems and she began examining new ways to
encourage creativity in her classroom.
Communication and collaboration were also hallmarks of the
students' experience.

The Holocaust study itself was really several

small communication/collaboration processes rolled into one big
one.

In each of the four major components of the study--the

literature circles, the Journey of the Sparrows groups, the inquiry
projects, and the read aloud groups--the students would convey
their ideas to their classmates though discussions and
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presentations.

These ideas took new form as the kids received

comments from us and one another, did reading or writing, and then
returned to the discussion or presentation forum.

In essence, the

children's method of examining the Holocaust mirrored our own
process.
This collaborative cycle allowed the students· to actively seek
answers to their questions.

But perhaps more important, it

generated an environment that was conducive to learning--one of
trust, respect, comfort and enthusiasm.

As the students acted in

concert to share their queries and theories about the Holocaust, they
grew together.

The classroom developed into a true community in

which each member had value and a voice.
Paul refers to such a community as the ensemble.

Just as

artists meet and mix to build a group performance, a classroom
ensemble comes together to share a learning experience in which the
individual is nurtured, consensus is discovered and success is
shared.
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CHAPTERS
MATH TALK

This chapter will explore the mathematical (math) talk my
students used to discuss literature in whole class and small group
discussions.

The analysis addressed the question I had about the

kinds of mathematical connections the students might have in
informal discussions as part of class read aloud experiences.

It also

addressed my question about the students' use of mathematics in
literature presentations.
The data collected on the math talk included:

audio tapes of

read aloud experiences and class discussions, field notes of small
literature group discussions, videotapes and artifacts of literature
presentations, my reflective teaching journal, and the students'
literature logs and math logs.

Audio tapes provided the most

significant contributions to this analysis.
The three read alouds produced many audio tapes, some of
which were transcribed.

Three read aloud discussions were

transcribed from Building Blocks (Voigt,1984), a story about a boy
who travels back in time to visit with his father as a child and how
that encounter changes their relationship.

Three discussions were
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transcribed from Journey of the Sparrows

(Buss, 1991) which

portrays the struggle of a family of illegal immigrants trying to
survive in Chicago.

Two discussions were transcribed from a set of

books on the Holocaust, The Boys who Saved the Children (Baldwin,
1981) depicting life in the Lodz ghetto and a group of boys' efforts
to keep children from being sent to concentration camps and
Hiroshima No Pika (Maruki, 1980) a picture book telling the story of
the bombing of Hiroshima and its aftermath.

Additionally, I

transcribed an audio tape of four students participating in a
literature discussion group and their subsequent literature
presentation regarding

The Cay (Taylor, 1969) a novel which takes

place during WW II and focuses on the survival of an Anglo boy and an
older West Indian man when they are shipwrecked on an uninhabited
island.
In the analysis of the transcripts, I focused on the student
math talk and used the constant comparative method (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967) to develop categories within which talk related to
math could be placed.

I read and reread the transcripts to see what

patterns of talk emerged.

With other colleagues also interested in

children's math talk, I shared the transcripts and asked them to
identify math talk.

Then together we talked through a transcript of
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a class discussion and a presentation to determine in what way
statements reflected broad math concepts.

Finally I looked at all of

the transcripts and applied the potential categories to the
transcripts to determine which statements best represented the
categories.
In the discussion below I have described the categories and
subthemes of the student talk.

Out of the numerous statements

which included math talk, two categories emerged:

math vocabulary

and constructs, and problem solving strategies. Within each category
many subthemes were identified.
Two fellow teacher researchers, Gloria Kauffman and Terri
Tarkoff, also interested in "how the math talk might look in my
class",

supported my initial observations of the transcripts by

reading and dialoguing with me about them. We were surprised by the
number of times I had made comments and this intrigue caused me to
look at my voice in the class discussion.

It seemed natural to

examine my comments, because taking the students' talk in
isolation, without the classroom context, would not provide as
complete a picture of the mathematics in my classroom.

This

enabled me address the question on how the teacher supports
mathematical talk during whole class discussions following read
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alouds.

Therefore, I also looked at responses that I made which used

math and created broad categories for my math talk.

I begin this

section with the brief look at my math talk and continue with a more
extensive analysis of the student talk surrounding math.
Teacher Talk:

Clarification and Anomalies

Participation in total class and small group discussions was
an integral part of my classroom. Frequently, I brought math
naturally into the conversation, because I often saw possible
connections with math to events and places in my life.

I hoped this

inclusion of math in my talk would be reflected in my students' talk
as well and that it would become part of their thinking.
Following the daily read aloud experience, I had an active role
in facilitating the discussion.

So, it appeared at times that I did

most of the talking and the class became a vacuum into which my
words disappeared.

Creating an environment that was conducive to

talk for everyone was a challenge and required different kinds of
responses from me to maintain the class dialogue.
There were two ways in which I responded to my students'
comments that included math;

clarifying the students' comment in

the discussion or clarifying my questions and/or uncertainties
within the discussion.

The first type of response used the students'
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comment as the basis of the response by adding information to a
student comment, affirming or restating the comment and/or by
elaborating on the comment to push the students' thinking.

The

second type of response that I made included my questions or
uncertainties that I wanted to share with the class.

The teacher

talk is shown below.
A.

Clarification:
1.

Information giving

2.

Reflective listening or Restating

3.

Elaboration by teacher: trying to stretch
the students

B. Anomaly: Expressing my own anomaly

Clarification: Information Giving
In this category, math talk involved using math to respond to
questions the students had in reference to the books we were
reading.

My statements provided additional information to the

students, clarified misconceptions and/or continued the discussion.
Sometimes these statements used objects in the classroom to
reflect size or shape.
broader sense,

Other times these statements used math in a

alluding to geographic distance or time passing to
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support the discussion.
Jeff: What kind of crate is it, Ms. Kahn?
Kahn: Like they have crates the size of these four desks
together. Now if you imagine that, the crate could be
this big, but it could be smaller and you're in the back of
a truck and you have been riding since night, through the
day. That is a long time. (Journey of the Sparrows.
1/5/93)
Mical: I weigh 92.
Kahn: Now imagine if your dad weighed the same as you?
Cecil: (Laughing.)
(The whole class is talking at once, as if the idea is just too
outrageous to consider.)
Gabe: Like that movie, that came, out "Alien 3", she's all
weird.
Kahn:
She got paid millions for that. That's all for effect.
John:
I wouldn't do that.
Kahn:
OK. I think we're ready to continue, and as I was saying
that guy, those people in that photograph are earlier in
the concentration camp, rather than later. And you can
tell that they're earlier, because they look heavier. Now
I am not saying that any of those people are overweight.
But, I am saying that those people were not in the
concentration camps for months and months and months
and you can tell because they've got some meat on their
bones. (The Boys Who Saved the Children. 3/30/93)
Tony: Were they still in the cave?
Kahn: They scrambled out of there.
Tony: No when you began reading.
Kahn: Yeah, when I started reading this chapter they were still
in tight. What got them out? This is a wonderful chapter
to be finishing this last part on. We're more than half
way done, we're on chapter 5. There are only three more
chapters and the story is really kind of, uhm, it's reached
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a point and now it's moving on the other side of it.
(Building Blocks, 9/30/92)
Gabe:

Either that or the border patrol will catch him and send
him back.
Kahn: You can't confuse the border patrol which is down here.
So in Chicago it's called Immigration or Custom's Office.
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/13/93)

Clarification: Reflective Listening or Restating
In this category, my comments involved repeating, restating
and/or affirming a student's comment.

My responses included

phrases used in problem solving and reflected broader math
concepts.
Eric:

... 1 wouldn't run away...... He's uncomfortable, but I
wouldn't run away.
Kahn: So, that's your prediction. You're predicting that what
this kid does is run away. (Building Blocks. 9/13/92)
Tony:

They knew that the Americans were winning and they
weren't happy for them. And the Jews they thought
that they were losing so they were getting ticked off.
They didn't try harder to fight back. Instead of fighting
the Americans with most of their army and stuff. Well,
they did, but they used some of their army to kill the
Jews instead of using all of their army to kill.
Kahn:
So are you saying that the Nazis thought that time was
passing quicker once they started realizing that they
were losing? (The Boys Who Saved the Children.
3/30/93)
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Gabe:

Oh, yeah, did he have any cows, sheep and chickens on
the farm?
Kahn: You know that's a really good question. We don't know
that. We don't know what animals are out there and we
don't know how big the farm is. ( Building Blocks.
9/13/92)
Abigail:

I think they heard that Americans speak then. That
couldn't have been that fast.
Kahn: I think you're right. I think the story started earlier
than we picked up on it. I think we picked up right here,
but I think they started down here where the parakeets
are at, in the Tropics. But we picked up the story right
here. That's a really good point. Time passing is,
that's a really good point. (Journey of the Sparrows,
1/5/93)

Clarification: Elaboration
As I responded to students, sometimes my comments added to
the students' comments, but also offered the possibility of shifting
the focus to a slightly different perspective.

My responses pushed

them to think more broadly by including ways to explain things using
mathematics, including time, distance, economics, and comparisons.
Gabe: What I don't understand is that when you cross that
bridge, isn't that all part of Mexico all the way down?
Kahn: Mexico is part of North America. Mexico stops right
here and South America starts right here. It's all part
of the Latino influence, they all speak Spanish. (pause)
So we don't know how far they have come from, we just
know that they are coming to America right here. We
know that because they are speaking English. If they
were going from this border to that border they would
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still be speaking Spanish. But they're not and you're
probably right, Gabe, I think when you hit the Tropic
of Cancer. I mean here's the Tropic of Cancer and the
equator. They came from somewhere in here where
parrots fly free. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)
Miguel: I think they should just sell the farm and make money
out of it.
Kahn: So you think that the farm is probably worth like ten
times as much as the house and then they could buy a
house and we have don't have any reason to think why
they shouldn't do that. You know. Those are
Eric?
possibilities. Those are all possibilities.
(Building Blocks, 9/13/93)
Kahn reading from book: "I'll show you how big you are. Hold
up your hands against mine. We pressed our damp hands
together in the coolness of the shed, but the difference
in color was the difference between the sun and the
shadows and I turned my face away from my sister."
(Buss, 1991, pg. 11)
Kahn: So she's thinking back, but this is not thinking, she's
sleeping. She's dreaming. What did she notice about
that comparison of her hand to her sister's hand? What
was her sister doing by doing that? What do you do
when you compare your hand to somebody else? Like if
I put my hand up to. Put your hand up to mine I want to
see if my hand is bigger than yours. OK. My hand is 1/4
inch, my fingers are a 1/4 inch longer, but when we
stand up together he's my height. He's close to my
height.
Students: He's taller than you.
Kahn: And his hands are littler. So maybe it means his hands
are going to grow. And when I do that with my sisters
I am comparing my hands to their hands. So when she
compared her hand to her sisters hand what is Julia
trying to do for her sister?
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John:
Kahn:

She's trying to make her feel older.
She's trying to say, "Hey, you know, you're growing up.
Soon boys are going to like you. But her sister doesn't
see that. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)

Kahn:

... What about Oscar, does he have a good chance of
getting caught?
Krystal: No.
Kahn:
How come, Krystal?
Krystal: He doesn't qualify.
Kahn: Yeah he's just 6 or 7 he's too young. He can't go by
himself anywhere. he's just stuck there. so his risk is
pretty low, pretty low. So all along their risk has been,
and this is something that Gabriel was saying, is their
risk has been high. They had to risk getting out of their
country, getting through Mexico, getting through the
American border, getting through living through the
crate and now their risk is still high. Everyday of their
lives their risk is way up there of getting caught or
getting sent back. You know, all of that stuff. Not
having their food. (Journey of the Sparrows. 1/25/93)
Jeff: Well we could do a rabbit and a bloodhound.
Gabe: That's going to be hard to draw.
Kahn: Well it could be anything that's different coming
together and then changing. (The Cay, 3/23/93)
Anomaly:

Expressing My Own Anomalies

These statements reflected my uncertainties and connections
during the discussion.

At times the comments changed the way we

thought about the issue being discussed.

The distinction between

this category and the previous one is that these statements were
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ones that were "real" questions and new connections for me.
Sometimes my questions were about the book and other times I was
trying to understand a student.
Gabe:

I think Mical did a good job. Like if you look different
and like say you want to look like him and you can't you
don't get jobs. That's a part of prejudice and like this.
(Taps Mical's panels)
Kahn: Would you be prejudiced against somebody that's the
same race?
Mical and Gabe: Yes.
Kahn: So they can look just like you and could you still be
prejudiced against them or racist against them?
All:
Yes.
Kahn: Like how does that work? (The Cay, 3/23/93)
Gabe: You'd still be prejudiced for what he does. You see
prejudice to me doesn't mean if you're a different race,
or anything, it matters what you think of a person.
Like let's say me and Mical (African American), you
know, and if I meet somebody else and they're Mexican
and he gets along with me than I like take him to meet
this guy and he doesn't like me. Then that's prejudice
right there because he doesn't like me for what I do.
Kahn: So is it based on what you do or is it based on who you
like? (The Cay, 3/23/93)
Kahn:

You know how it is when you smell something in the
house that's really good to eat and your Mom says. "5
minutes. Just give me 5 minutes."
Gabe: I go crazy.
Kahn:
How does that 5 minutes feel?
Cecil: 5 years.
Davy: Like an hour.
Kahn: Do you think time Do you think they did that on purpose?
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Do you think that the Nazis slowed time down on
purpose? Can you talk to me about that? What do you
think about that, about that idea? (The Boys Who Saved
the Children. 3/30/93)
Marie: That's why they dropped the chemical.
Kahn: That's right, because when they dropped these bombs.
Diane: It was a big warning sign.
It wasn't a warning sign, it was "It's over sign." It's
Kahn:
over, you lost. We won. Are you still going to fight
after we're bombing your city to shreds and totally
destroying your country? They said no and shortly
after that the war was over. So, there are two. Think
of it as a giant scale. You've got lives and destruction
and the killing of all sorts of things, including animals
on one side. But what do you have on the other side?
(Hiroshima No Pika, 3/24/93)
Discussion and Summary of Teacher Math Talk Categories
In this section I focused on my math talk in whole class
discussions with students in three read aloud experiences and a
literature presentation created from a novel, The Cay (Taylor, 1969).
While I saw myself primarily as a facilitator of these discussions,
was concerned with the large amount of talking that I did during
these discussions.

The transcripts also revealed, however, that as

the teacher, I played a variety of roles which accounted for the
quantity of my talk;

to maintain the conversations and to push the

students in their understandings of the literature.

So prior to
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analyzing the students' math talk, I chose to reflect on my math
talk, those responses with math and/or math concepts.

I found my

math talk occurred in three types of responses to the students which
clarified their thinking: (1) providing information, (2) affirming the
students in their responses, and (3) elaborating on the students'
responses.
First, in those responses that provided information, I gave the
students information using math that helped them grasp a situation
more visually, using physical dimensions "like they have crates the
size of these four desks together" or think about starvation as a
function of time, "... those people in that photograph are earlier in
the concentration camp, rather than later... because they look
heavier."

By encouraging their ability to visualize or see changes

over time, I prompted them to make comparisons and in doing so
possibly broadened their powers of observation.
Some of my responses assisted the students in finding their
voice.

The class found it difficult to speak in front of each other

and their responses were often hesitant and tentative.

In the second

type of my math responses, which were more facilitative,

J

the student by restating what they said to the class at large.

affirmed
In

doing so, I acknowledged the importance of their responses and
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encouraged more students to take the risk within the classroom
community.

My responses used different math terminology to affirm

the student's idea and/or related it to a math concept.

"So you're

saying the Nazis thought that time was passing more quickly when
they started realizing that they were losing?"

"I think you're

right. .. I think the story started earlier that we picked up on.

think

we picked up right here, but I think they started down here ... in the
Tropics."
The third category, where I followed the students' comments
with a response that built on what the student said, enabled me to
elaborate and also slightly shift the class' focus to a different point
of view.

In my response to Krystal, I took the concept of a child too

young to work not getting caught easily and asked the class to
reflect on risks and probabilities.

"Yeah, he's just 6 or 7 ... so his

risk (of getting caught) is pretty low ... and this is something that
Gabe was saying, is that their risk has been high."
An additional type of response in the transcripts, anomalies
involved me as an active participant in the discussions.

I asked

questions to better understand my students' comments and also
reflected on my ideas and responses to the literature aloud with the
class.

asked questions to clarify my thinking about what students
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had posed, "Would you be prejudiced against somebody that's the
same race?"

"So they can look just like you and could you still be

prejudiced against them or racist against them? Like how does that
work?"

However, when I presented an analogy that described the

ramifications of war, the students did not
helped me.

(the bombing of Hiroshima)

look at it). Think of it as a giant scale.

engage, even though it
"So there are two (ways to

You've got lives and

destruction and the killing of all sorts of things, including animals
on one side. But what do you have on the other side?" While John
responded with, "The bomb", the class moved on to discuss other
things.
Read aloud discussions required more of a teacher voice and
initially I was uncomfortable with this discovery.

Yet, even though

concentrated on an analysis of responses that involved math talk, I
was aware of my affective responses which were embedded in this
math talk.

In the aforementioned analogy comparing war and peace

used the concept of comparison, a scale, to "weigh" the worth of
each.

I recognized my use of mathematical frameworks to explore

the affective responses.
As I valued the cognitive and
did so in the students.

affective responses in myself, I

I engaged the students in powerful
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discussions of issues reflected in the literature.

My responses to

the students prompted them to express their point of view, and
sometimes to use a mathematical framework, in building on their
affective response to a piece of literature.

Had I not been aware

that students used mathematics as a tool for much broader avenues
of thinking than computation, I would have not understood the
students' decisions to use this sign system to think through issues
of prejudice.

I believe the students responded to the literature

affectively, and used math to frame their responses.
In the literature presentation of The Cay, for example, the
students explored the issue of prejudice, and used shapes to
represent scenarios in which prejudice takes a toll.

The students

created story boards, a technique borrowed from video arts, which
included four panels with a picture and a caption representing their
understandings of The Cay. While the story boards used the
geometrical shapes the students painted, the group did not focus on
geometry, but used it to make a point.

I encouraged this line of

thinking.
Gabe:

Jeff:

We could draw a square and a circle but then the square
becomes the circle. [More points on the square the
closer it is to a circle. Kahn field notes] Well it's going
to be hard to do.
Well we could do a rabbit and a bloodhound.
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Gabe:
Kahn:
Eric:

That's going to be hard to draw.
Well it could be anything that's different coming
together and then changing.
Like a circle and a line. You know the line could be like
this, (bends finger), and become a circle. The circle
teaches the line how to bend. (The Cay, 3/23/93)

When Gabe reflected on the issues of prejudice in the book
during the groups' literature presentation, he brought his insights to
the discussion.

My questions prompted him to be more articulate,

but did not in any way imply that geometric shapes were meant for
mathematics class and could not be used elsewhere.

The students'

willingness to use mathematics in this broad concept reflected the
atmosphere of acceptance in the classroom for this kind of
exploration.
Eric: ... Like if they look the same, but one of them had maybe
like glasses or something and they didn't like him
because he had glasses then that would be prejudice.
Gabe:
Like if one person hangs with a different race ... they
get. ..
Kahn: So you think if one kid hangs with a kid that's in your
race, but he hangs with another race ... what was that??
I missed the second part.
Gabe: You'd still be prejudiced for what he does. You see
prejudice to me doesn't mean if you're a different race,
or anything, it matters what you think of a person. Like
let's say me and Mical (African American), you know,
and if I meet somebody else and they're Mexican and he
gets along with me than I like take him to meet this
guy and he doesn't like me. Then that's prejudice right
there because he doesn't like me for what I do.
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Kahn:
All:
Jeff:
Kahn:

So is it based on what you do or is it based on who you
like?
Both.
And also on attitude.
And also on attitude. (The Cay, 3/23/93)

Reverend Jesse Jackson talked of prejudice in these broad
terms as well and he reflected an adults' perspective on the same
situation.

In addressing a group of students he asked them to think

about racism in their lives.
But how can you be so alert, on the one hand, to a phantom of
the past (the Klu Klux Klan), and be so very vulnerable, even
complicitious, to the present threat? Killing is not about
color, it's about character. (Parade Magazine, 1993, p. 4)
Mathematics enabled this group of students to talk about
prejudice in terms that were real to them and real to the world at
large.

Because math was a natural part of many discussions, the

students' comfort level in using mathematics as a tool for thinking
was more evident.
I would have liked to have had a structure in my room that
collected students' math talk and connections from our whole group
literature discussions.

Had I kept an on-going list of connections or

developed an area of the room that invited these continuous
explorations, I believe both the mathematical and literature
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understandings would have grown.

Many opportunities were lost that

could have been fully explored if the students had had continuous
access to the tools they needed to develop those ideas generated
during the class discussions.
In supporting the students in their math talk during and
following daily read aloud experiences, I provided them with
information, affirmed their responses, and elaborated on their
responses.

My talk also included math talk that reflected my own

anomalies in response to the read alouds. Though the math talk
created an avenue for exploration, we did not use it to its fullest
potential throughout the year.
were lost.

Ideas were not written down and

Ideas were not examined more fully through related

mathematical experiences.

However, all this being said and done,

can say that the students did see mathematics as more than a period
in the day that ended with an assignment for the following day.
In the sections which follow the focus shifts to the students'
math talk during the whole class read alouds and literature
presentations.

The first section of this analysis looks at the

students' responses within the math vocabulary and constructs
category and its subthemes.

The next section is an analysis of the

students' math talk in problem solving strategies.

Math vocabulary
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and constructs are defined as the terminology and ideas found in the
students' responses that relate to mathematical ideas.
Student Talk: Math Vocabulary and Constructs
The Mathematical Association (1987) found 'mathematics talk'
in interactions that were teacher-led, child-teacher and in
discussions between children.

Some categories of words were noted

for their potential for mathematical development:

attribute words,

position words, comparison words, question words and connectives.
These words reflect the vocabulary inherent in many mathematical
ideas or constructs.
Some words have a special meaning in mathematics which is
different from the meaning in everyday usage, e.g. face, table,
volume; some words have more than one meaning within
mathematics, e.g. base, difference, light, square.
(The Mathematical Association, 1987, p.5)
Gawned (1993) suggests a framework about language learning
and its integration with mathematical learning.

Within her

framework the language of mathematics has been differentiated into
four components:

the language of reasoning (or problem solving

language), the language of the mathematics curriculum, activity
specific language and the literacy of mathematics.

Although her

framework includes reflective language, the use of reflective nouns
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(idea, thought) and verbs (think, wonder) to describe the reflective
process within the component of the language of reasoning, for this
analysis the reflective language and verbs will be considered
problem solving in the next section.

This section will primarily

address the mathematical ideas as vocabulary and constructs.
The following categories and related subthemes were
identified:

A. Math Vocabulary and Constructs:
1. Numeric references
2. Monetary Concerns
3. Probability
4. Directionality and Orientation ((geographic location))
5. Time
6. Intersection and Union ((: with the combined events
both are true, or = one end of the statement is true.
Relates to probability. with "or" the larger the set
of events that occur the more probable if it's or
than and the likelihood increases.))
7. Transitive property ((: getting a piece of the action,
a=b, b=c, therefore a=c $ to parents, kid to parents,
$ to kid))
B.

Problem Solving Strategies:
1. Using visual references: geography locations
2. Using mathematical symbols to puzzle out life
situations
3. Comparisons: value, fairness, differences
4. Problem posing: an anomaly, to clarify, to suggest
possibilities
5. Predicting
6. Hypothesizing: student offers support.
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Students used numbers to clarify their responses and explain
themselves.

While these numeric references were noted, more

importantly, broad concepts which identified math in its broadest
sense were also identified.

The students mentioned the following

broad concepts associated with mathematics:
probability, directionality/orientation and time.

numbers, money,
Apart from

revealing the many references to math, I also noted the way in which
some of their statements were worded, because also embedded in
their talk were statements that can be defined as conditionals in
logic.
The students also used math talk in various problem solving
strategies to better understand the literature.

In this section I have

separated the categories of math vocabulary and constructs from the
category problem solving strategies.

This first section will focus

on the category, "Math Vocabulary and Constructs".

The section to

follow will focus on the category, "Problem Solving Strategies".
In this section I have organized students' responses into math
vocabulary and math constructs.

These categories reference student

responses that include talk that reflect general mathematical
terminology and ideas; numbers, money, probability, directionality
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and orientation, and time.

Further they identify conditional

statements which were identified by how the responses are phrased.
In this way I was able to identify some of the ways in which the
students used math talk.

Math Vocabulary and Constructs:

Numeric References

In this category the students used a number to quantify their
responses.
Gabe:

It must be at least 3 stories. (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)

Mical: I weigh 92. (The Boys Who Saved the Children, 3/30/93)
Math Vocabulary and Constructs:

Monetary Concerns

In this category the students referred to money and/or
economic concerns in their responses as in property purchased or
sold, job opportunities or other statements in which money was

involved in some ways.
Diane: The family be more richer if he sold the farm.
Miguel: They should sell the farm, so they have more money.
Gabe: It's not going to be his money. It's going to be his
parents. (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)
Dawn: She's going to get somebody to teach her English so she
can get a better job.(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/13/93)
Gabe:
Gabe:

Does she own it or is she renting?
I mean maybe somebody would catch them, but money
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isn't that big over there. I've heard that if you get a
job and you're homeless or something then you go to a
shelter or something. (Journey of the Sparrows,
1/25/93)
Tony:
Kahn:

Then why do we still get stuff from Japan, when Japan
probably just hates our guts 'cause we bombed them?
A lot of people still hate Japan's guts for bombing
Pearl Harbor. (Hiroshima No Pika, 3/24/93)

Oh, yeah? Did he have any cows, sheep and chickens on
the farm?
Kahn: You know that's a really good question. We don't know
that. We don't know what animals are out there.
Gabe: They could sell the herd for maybe $2,000.
(Building Blocks. 9/13/93)
Gabe:

Math Vocabulary and Constructs: Probability
In this category the students responded to the literature with
statements about the possibility that an event would occur.

These

responses indicated that they saw a risk or chance and their
statements reflected this uncertainty.

Though they used the words

"probably and risk" in some statements, other statements suggested
an assumption that not everything would work out well.
Gabe:

He was probably got knocked out when he was playing
where those blocks were. You know the wall probably
fell on him and knocked him out and he hadn't woke up
yet. (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)

Cecil:

They'll probably be put up for adoption.
Sparrows_, 1/5/93)

(Journey of the
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Gabe:

I'm almost positive he's going to die. (Journey of the
Sparrows, 1/13/93)

Marie:

Everybody that works with her could get caught.
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

Luis:

Oscar, if he gets sick and he has to go to the doctor or
something like that, and he dies? I mean that's a risk
too. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

John:

Because they haven't got caught yet. They might, I don't
know, but I think to them they figure at least they have
a choice, they can go to that one lady that gives them
stuff. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

Math Vocabulary and Constructs:

Directionality and Orientation

The students talked about the direction or orientation in space.
They specifically made reference to the characters getting lost,
disoriented or traveling to somewhere else.
Diane:
Diane:

He's trying to find his way out of the cave.
Probably got so nervous that he forgot which way to go
and stuff. (Building Blocks, 9/30/93)

Luis:

You know like if there's three ways and the voice
comes out of one, but really it's another one. You could
get lost, really lost. (Building Blocks, 9/30/93)

Gabe: Like from here to Canada is almost $1,000 in gas. It
might get them across the border to some state.
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)
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Math Vocabulary and Constructs: Time
In this category the students noted changes that were time
specific.

They indicated past and the present periods of time and

reflected on how something in the beginning of a period of time
changed later on within that same period.

The responses also

included events which involved time like echoes and suffering.

The

students' sense of time allowed them to analyze how the author
organized the telling of the story.
Tony:

Because he's finding out what, like the inside of him,
how he was back then. It's like he's better in the past,
than in the present. He's finding out what his dad does.
(Building Blocks, 9/30/93)

Marie: He's found out how his dad lived when he was younger
and why he always says, "fate" and stuff because his
brothers and sisters were always so bratty. And at the
beginning he didn't know where he was and then he
found out it was his dad and now they were in the cave
and got out. (BUilding Blocks, 9/30/93)
Gabe: He could be at the bottom of the cave and calls Kevin
and after a few seconds he hears the echo. (Building
Blocks, 9/30/93)
Abigail:

I think the story started earlier than when we picked
it up (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)

Diane:

They didn't want to take time. They wanted to get rid
of them. They don't waste time. (The Boys Who Saved
the Children, 3/30/93)
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Davy: No, over weeks. Just to make them suffer. (The Boys
Who Saved the Children. 3/30/93)
Tony:

Days got quicker for the Jews and stuff. (The Boys Who
Saved the Children. 3/30/93)

John:

When the people were starving and they wanted food it
seemed like two days or three days and it's really only
one day. (The Boys Who Saved the Children. 3/30/93)

Math Vocabulary and Constructs: Transitive Property
In this category, the student worded their sentences in such a
way that math was an inherent part of it.

The transitive property,

one of a set of algebraic properties of equality, indicated a transfer
of something from one person to another.

The math talk existed in

the logic of the statement, a=b, b=c, therefore a=c.
That's what Gabe is asking. What good will it do the
kid? Will the kid get more money?
Gabe: It's not going to be his money. It's going to be his
parents.
Kahn: His mom and dad.
Gabe: If anything, what- a bigger allowance? (Building
Blocks, 9/13/93)
Kahn:

Math Vocabulary and Constructs:

Conditional in Logic

In this category the students responded with a conditional in
logic.

In some of the statements "if, then" phrases demonstrated
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reasoning, while in others it was implied. The students' statements
reflected that they understood that certain conditions had to be met
for the whole statement to be true.

Further, if the student used "or"

then, the student provided more possibilities with less conditions
that needed to be met.
Jacqueline: Why don't they just sell their house and then they
could buy a cheaper farm, because the farm's worth
more? (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)
Cecil:

If they never would have gotten stuck in there, he never
would have wished for his father.
Marie: If he listens to the voice, follows the voice, maybe
he'll get out. (Building Blocks, 9/30/93)
Diane: How could they get those? They have to stay in the
house. They don't go to school. (Journey of the
Sparrows, 1/13/93)
Gabe:

Yeah they could have stayed and survived there, but like
it wasn't worth coming to the states. They get killed
over there or they die of starvation over here. What's
the difference? (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

Gabe: Like from here to Canada is almost $1,000 in gas. It
might get them across the border to some state. They
might die anyways. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)
Discussion and Summary of
Student Talk: Math Vocabulary and Constructs
In this section I listed and gave examples of math talk that
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demonstrated how students used math vocabulary and constructs
throughout their literature discussions.

The students used math in

broad ways within the natural flow of these discussions, sometimes
specifically referring to math through citing numbers, but also using
the language of logic to make statements about a book. They
directly used numbers and referred to money.

They suggested

probability, and commented on directionality and orientation.

The

notion of time in their responses to the literature discussion took
many forms.

Also embedded in their responses were statements

which reflected the transitive property and conditionals in logic.
The students did not seek math terminology or purposefully
set out to use logic in their statements, but used the math as a tool
to make themselves better understood.

I think that the more

involved they became in discussing issues which allowed math to
play a part, the more math
their lives.

naturally occupied an important place in

An awareness of money in real world situations made it

possible for them to make educated guesses about broad economic
concerns beyond counting money.

It also implied an affective stance

as well. When Dawn said: "She's going to get somebody to teach her
English so she can get a better job."(Journey of the Sparrows,
1/13/93), she tacitly acknowledged that quality living is tied to the
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job opportunity.

Further she hoped that the job opportunity would

happen, or she would not have made the comment. Tony's query about
trade issues suggested a relationship between two countries.
Risk and probability are related concepts.

The students did not

relate the numerical statistics of the risk, but they had knowledge
of risks and their inability to be certain of events in the characters
lives.

They talked in tentative voices about what might happen,

speculated on the risks involved and implied how some things happen
by chance. When Luis said "Oscar, if he gets sick and he has to go to
the doctor or something like that, and he dies.

I mean that's a risk

too." He acknowledged that some risks have to be taken.

Yet when

Gabe said he was "almost positive" that Oscar was going to die, he
reflected an understanding of risk.

This response seemed to

demonstrate a sense of worry or concern, though Gabe may not have
acknowledged the concern.
When I first looked at the transcripts I invited two colleagues,
Janice Weichert and Don Holp who currently teach math, to join me.
In looking at math with them I became aware that the wording of
sentences signaled mathematical thinking.

Cecil understood that

Brann and Kevin had to become trapped in the cave before Kevin
changed his opinion of his father.

"If they never would have gotten
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stuck in there, he never would have wished for his father."
determined that one event was dependent on another.

Cecil

Understanding

the logic in "cause and effect" patterns might indicate
mathematical thinking.
Gabe:

Like from here to Canada is almost $1,000 in gas. It
might get them across the border to some state. They
might die anyways. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

Gabe, though, implied a range of possibilities that were not as
dependent on each other; the family might make it to safety, or they
might not.

Math is embedded in this kind of talk.

Talk that includes the math vocabulary and constructs can be
identified by specific mathematical ideas, money and time for
example, and/or the logic of conditional statements.

These

statements pointed out the variety of ways the students used
mathematics in their daily responses.

By looking at these initial

findings, I was able to then concentrate on the ways in which the
students used mathematics to pose questions and solve problems.
The section that follows looks at students' math talk in problem
solving strategies.
Student Talk:

Problem Solving Strategies

In the analysis of the transcripts of my students' responses
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during three read aloud experiences and a literature presentation,
some of the transactions reflected the students' mathematical
thinking in their problem solving strategies.

For the purpose of this

analysis those statements reflecting math talk in problem solving
were selected and coded.
Baker and Baker (1990) remind us that "mathematics itself is
a problem to be solved, an investigation into the unknown" (p. 165).
In Gardner's (1985) theory of intelligences, "the ability to solve
problems, or create products" includes the Logical-Mathematical
Intelligence.

He recognizes the importance of being able to identify

the problem, "At the center of mathematical prowess lies the
ability to recognize significant problems and then to solve them"
(p.143).

Tom Sallee, in the forward of Problem Solving Strategies:

Crossing the River with Dogs, reminds us that students' problem
solving

"... involves getting in and tinkering with the very way that

the student structures reality" (Herr and Johnson, 1994, p. V).

His

definition of a problem solver is one who knows more than a
collection of methods; they are "people who know what to do when
they don't know exactly what to do".
One of the most clearly delineated descriptions on problem
solving was established by The National Council of Teachers of
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Mathematics in its Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics (1989). Mathematics as Problem Solving is the first
standard to be addressed in each of the grades.
In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include
numerous and varied experiences with problem solving as a
method of inquiry and application so that students canuse problem-solving approaches to investigate and understand
mathematical content; formulate problems from situations
within and outside mathematics; develop and apply a variety of
strategies to solve problems, with emphasis on multistep and
nonroutine problems; verify and interpret results with respect
to the original problem situation; generalize solutions and
strategies to new problem situations; acquire confidence in
using mathematics meaningfully. (NCTM, 1989, p. 75)

Students problem solve throughout their day in many different
contexts in and out of school.

While reading literature, for example,

students become involved with novels that are often set in real life
situations, providing students with a lived-through experience of
people solving problems.

Students bring their life experiences to

the novel and a transaction occurs which may include the students'
ideas or feelings about a problem to be solved.
Students' transactions with text differ based on their stance
or purpose as readers (Rosenblatt,1978).

For example, a student

responds to story problems or number situations presented through
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pictures differently than literature.

In the former the student

focuses on the deliberate mathematics embedded in the text.

In the

latter the student transacts more fully and though a mathematical
response may be a result of the transaction, the student is not
forced to make such a connection.

The story problems below do not

give the students an opportunity to engage in the text or to create
their own mathematical connections.
This morning 3 centimeters of snow fell. This afternoon it
snowed another 4 centimeters. How much snow fell? (Fuys and
Tischler, 1979, p. 199)
Seven people in a group want to rent motor scooters to tour
Martha's Vineyard. Two can ride on a scooter. How many
scooters must they rent? (Fuys and Tischler, 1979, p. 205)

Problem solving requires thinking through a situation to a
solution by whatever means best fits the situation.

Herr and

Johnson (1994) separate problem solving into three major
categories:

(1) organizing information through diagrams, charts, and

systematic lists; (2) developing spatial organizations through acting
it out, creating models, and with the use of manipulatives; and (3)
changing the focus of the problem through the use of subproblems
and finding solutions to an easier related problem.

My students

engaged in mathematical talk that may be found within these
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categories during literature discussions.
As the readers of literature, students are given more
opportunities to create a mathematical context that is real for them
from their own experiences.

Problem solving implies that the

student was engaged deeply enough in the literature to speculate
about what was going to happen to the. characters.

The students'

transactions with the text enabled them to identify complex
problems and offer possible solutions along with the characters.
Some of the ways in which literature is related to
mathematics is found in specific book lists that pair mathematical
concepts with related titles and authors.

However, students would

develop their understandings of literature more deeply through an
increased awareness of the mathematical ideas resulting from their
transactions with the text when they view books and mathematics
as part of life instead of something to study separately.

The

students' responses to the literature establish the direction of
inquiry in which literature and mathematics may be explored more
deeply, but without forcing or predetermining particular
mathematical connections.
The students engaged in problem solving because of their
transactions with the texts.

Their mathematical thinking
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demonstrated their attempts to solve problems, clarify confusions
and make predictions. In this section I offer the problem solving
strategies these students used within their math talk based on my
own experiences from working with them.

Problem solving is

defined as working toward a solution of a recognized problem.

In

this study the students used these strategies to recognize and work
toward a solution for the proposed problem:

using visual cues and

geometric symbols, making comparisons and posing questions, and
predicting and offering hypotheses.
Problem Solving Strategies: Using Visual References
The students created a visual image to understand an event or
setting in the story.

They explained or asked questions and tried to

slip into the characters' point of view.

They also referred to the

visual memory of the characters.
Tony: He must know the house real well.
Kahn: Who must know the house real well?
Tony: Kevin, because he told Brann how many steps there were.
(Building Blocks. 9/13/93)
Marie: (They found their way out of the cave ) By his dad's
memory, Kevin's memory, that's how they got out.
Because he remembered how the tunnel was. (Building
Blocks. 9/30/93)
Cecil: When you get something in the U.S. mail it comes in a
big, old crate. (Journey of the Sparrows. 1/5/93)
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Gabe: What I don't understand is that when you cross that
bridge, isn't that all part of Mexico all the way down?
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)
Problem Solving Strategies: Using Mathematical Symbols to Puzzle
Out Life Situations
In this category the students created analogies with geometric
symbols, circles, squares, and triangles to represent prejudice. This
group explored similarities and differences among people (see
Appendix A for examples of the illustrations).
Jeff: The book we read was The Cay. We were trying. These
drawings represent like prejudice and what we think
that might prejudice might mean to us. But instead of
using human people and drawing figures like that we just
decided to use shapes.
Eric:

All right, well. I did the same thing I just I did it like
for prejudice to each other in the book. That's all it was
a boy and a man were prejudice against each other and so
I thought it would be better instead of making like the
man. We were going to make puppets, but no one ... ,
puppets. So we decided to do the shapes.

Eric: Ok. In the first one circle and line don't get along and in
the second one circle and square, the circle likes square
better than the line so the line starts getting jealous. So
he makes a triangle and then the line makes another
triangle and it makes a star. So then circle likes line.
And circle and line become good friends because he has
different patterns.
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Mical:

Well, I did mine. This is what I thought would happen if
somebody was prejudiced and like the circle and the
square are talking and the square likes the circle and
then all three, the zigzag and the circle and the square
are talking. Circle is always talking to square, but not
to zigzag line. So zigzag line gets mad and straightens
out and square and zigzag line get into a fight and then
zigzag line kills them both. (The Cay, 3/23/93)

Problem Solving Strategies:

Comparisons

In this category the students made comparisons.

They

compared the value of property, how people changed over time,
whether or not the right decisions were made, and made judgments
based on their understandings.
John: Why can't they keep the farm because the farm is worth a
lot of money? That way they'd get more money.
(Building Blocks. 9/13/93)
Tony:

Because he's finding out what, like the inside of him,
how he was back then. It's like he's better in the past,
than in the present. He's finding out what his dad does.
(Building Blocks, 9/30/93)

Kahn reading aloud: "Maria soon boys will notice you. Hold
your hand up against mine ... The difference in color is the
difference between the sun and shadows."
John: She's trying to make her feel older. (Journey of the
Sparrows, 1/5/93, pg. 11)
Marie:

She's very uncomfortable and it's getting worse by the
day. (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/13/93)

Gabe:

It wouldn't be worth immigration's time.
the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

(Journey of
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Marie to Mical: Why did you have the line just kill both of them
instead of just walking away and never seeing each other
again? (The Cay, 3/23/93)
Tony:

But that's really stupid. If they know that an atomic
bomb is going to be dropped and the radiation hasn't
come to them yet, why don't they just move out or go to
another country or something? (Hiroshima No Pika,
3/24/93 )

Problem Solving Strategies:

Problem Posing

In this category the students asked questions.

Some questions

cleared up misunderstandings, while others were more rhetorical
and represented a totally different way of responding to the
literature.

By posing questions

the class had an opportunity to

frame the story a slightly different way.
Dawn:

What if they sell both of them and just bought a house?
(Building Blocks, 9/13/93)

Gabe: What would happen to Brann if he sold the farm? I mean
what would be good for him? (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)
Diane:

Why doesn't he tell his dad to tell his mother ... to tell
his dad to tell his feelings towards the mother?
(Building Blocks, 9/13/93)

Abigail: I think he can't find it (the way out), but it can't just
end there. (Building Blocks. 9/30/93)
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Gabe:

Do you think his dad will remember this?
Blocks. 9/30/93)

(Building

Gabe: Well then, why are they trying to get into the U.S.? Why
aren't they staying there? (Journey of the Sparrows,
1/5/93)
Diane: Why do they have a bridge? Why don't they just let
people into the United States? (Journey of the Sparrows,
1/5/93)
Diane:

How could they get those (immigration papers)? They
have to stay in the house. They don't go to school.
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/13/93)

Gabe:

If they rent, how come the landlord doesn't turn them
in? (Journey of the Sparrows, 1/25/93)

Gabe:

What if they raped that girl?
1/25/93)

Tony:

Then why do we still get stuff from Japan, when Japan
probably just hates our guts 'cause we bombed them?
(Hiroshima No Pika. 3/24/93)

Seth:

Well, what if someone saw those pictures, would they
take them? (Nazis today seeing Holocaust photographs.)
(The Boys Who Saved the Children. 3/30/93)

Eric:

If Brann would have died, what would have happened in
the future? His dad would have had him, then he died?
(Building Blocks. 9/30/93)

(Jol,Jrney of the Sparrows,
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Problem Solving Strategies: Predicting
In this category the students predicted, or estimated, what
might happen in the story.
Abigail: He may die later, but he'll find his way out.
Blocks. 9/30/93)

(Building

Cecil:

They'll probably be put up for adoption.
Sparrows. 1/5/93)

Gabe:

I think that Immigration could find them somewhere, or
that coyote dude? (Yeah) I think he's going to fink on
them or something? (Journey of the Sparrows. 1/13/93)

(Journey of the

Luis:

I think the baby's going to die. (Journey of the Sparrows.
1/25/93)
Abigail: I think the baby's going to live. And not only that
she's going to school. (Journey of the Sparrows.
1/25/93)
Dawn: I think the Mom's going be unconscious and die, and
Julia's going to take care of her baby. (Journey of the
Sparrows. 1/25/93)
Luis:

I think that most of them are going to learn English and
they're going to have a better job. (Journey of the
Sparrows. 1/25/93)

Problem Solving Strategies: Hypothesizing
The students offered support from their own experiences or
other books when they posed questions.
possible solution or reason.

Further they offered a
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John:

I think he likes his dad. He's just mad at him. Like when
I get mad at my dad and I don't like him, then I get over
it. I think that's what it is. (Building Blocks, 9/13/93)

Jeff:

Well the reason why the kid did want his dad to sell the
farm was because so his mom could go to law school.
(Building Blocks. 9/13/93)

John:

Well he's calling himself a jerk and stuff like that. He's
putting himself down and all he's thinking about is being
lost. He's trying to find his way out, but he can't,
because he's always putting himself down. (Building
Blocks. 9/30/93)

Luis:

You see if it echoes, it bounces off, right, off of the
rocks and everything, you know like in the movie, "The
Name of the Rose", they're in a big giant library and it
echoes in there, like in a maze. You can hear their
voices, but they keep going in different directions and
they can't find each other. (Building Blocks, 9/30/93)

Luis:

I think they're all are going to get caught. If she goes to
the emergency room and they find out and spy on her
where she goes.

(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)

Gabe:

I think Mical did a good job. Like if you look different and
like say you want to look like him and you can't, you
don't get jobs. That's a part of prejudice and like this.
(Taps Mical's panels) (The Cay. 3/23/93)

Tony:

They knew that the Americans were winning and they
weren't happy for them. And the Jews they thought that
they were losing so they were getting ticked off. They
didn't try harder to fight back. Instead of fighting the
Americans with most of their army and stuff well, they
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did, but they used some of their army to kill the Jews
instead of using all of their army to kill. (The Boys Who
Saved the Children. 3/30/93)
Discussion and Summary of Student Talk:
Problem Solving Strategies
In this section I created categories within a broad definition
of problem solving; the recognition of and working toward the
solution of a problem.

The students used math talk strategies to

recognize and identify problems and talk about potential solutions.
While these strategies aided the student in the initial stages of
identifying the problem, they did not necessarily provide a solution.
Some of the students' responses included the math talk from the
previous section.

However, in this section the response was used as

an example only if it was embedded in a type of problem solving
strategy; visualization, using mathematical symbols, comparing,
posing questions, predicting and hypothesizing.
Students used visual images or had questions about visual
images in trying to understand the story.

Cecil had experience with

the size of crates and called on it to explain what he knew to the
class. "When you get something in the U.S. mail it comes in a big,
old crate".

Gabe however, did not have the visual image of Mexico
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and Central America and therefore did not understand political
problems of the countries further south.
Gabe: What I don't understand is that when you cross that
bridge, isn't that all part of Mexico all the way down?
(Journey of the Sparrows, 1/5/93)
The group of students who presented on The Cay used the
geometrical shapes in a visual analogy to explain their
understandings of prejudice.

They recognized the differences in the

shapes and used them to compare differences between people,
recognizing that the focus on the differences between the
characters created conflict in the book.
Another strategy that the students used was in making
comparisons which pointed out discrepancies between amounts or
differences in ideas.

John wondered why the family couldn't keep

one piece of property and not the other, even though the characters
in the book could not see that particular solution to their financial
problems. "Why can't they keep the farm because the farm is worth a
lot of money?"

In making comparisons, they also presented

alternative solutions to be considered.

When Marie asked Mical why

he illustrated the line killing the square and the circle "instead of
just walking away and never seeing each other again?", she was
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pointing out an alternative.
Additionally the strategy of problem posing indicated the
initial phrasing of problems statements in which the students asked
rhetorical questions.

The questions were broadly framed without

obvious solutions in sight " What would happen to Brann if he sold
the farm?" to the more poignant, "Why do they have a bridge?

Why

don't they just let people into the United States?" The students had
begun to inquire.
As the students made predictions and hypothesized about
issues that they determined were problems, they reflected on their
perceptions of the story at that moment.

In Luis' response to the EI

Salvadoran family in Chicago, he expressed his concern and predicted
that the baby was going to die. He could not see any way out of the
bleak situation.

But later, in the same day, he also predicted that

"most of them are going to learn English and they're going to have a
beUer job."

So his predictions changed as we read more.

In the strategy of hypothesizing, students explained why they
took a particular position.

When Gabe explained why someone does

not get a job, he presented the picture of prejudice to the class,
"Like if you look different and like say you want to look like him and
you can't, you don't get jobs." John also explained why he thought
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the children could not get out of the cave in Building Blocks (Voigt,
1984) when he said, "He's trying to find his way out, but he can't,
because he's always putting himself down."
These strategies reflect students' problem solving.

The

students approached the problems of the characters in Building
Blocks (Voigt, 1984), Journey of the Sparrows (Buss, 1991), The
Boys who Saved the Children (BaldWin, 1981) and Hiroshima No Pika
(Maruki, 1980).

While they framed the questions based on their own

perspectives, their attempt to resolve the dilemma demonstrated
that they were engaged in problem solving.
Conclusion
Through the analysis of the teacher math talk I determined
that I engaged in talk that supported the student in three ways by
giving the students information, listening reflectively or restating
their response and by elaborating on their responses.

I also

expressed my own anomalies as a more personal response to the
lite rature.
In the analyses of the students' math talk mathematical
vocabulary or constructs framed their responses.

They also included

analytical phrasing in their sentences which I determined to be
mathematics.

In problem solving the students used many strategies
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to pose questions and work toward solving problems as a result of
the response to the literature.

The analyses demonstrated how math

talk may be a response to literature and how mathematics
represented the students' responses to literature.

Further it

demonstrated how mathematics may be used to foster
understandings of literature in presentations.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter summarizes the study in which I looked at my
classroom environment through systematic and intentional inquiry.
The first section summarizes the study, reveals the questions on
which I based the study and discusses how I collected the
information to

examine possible answers for my questions.

The

next section reflects implications to other educators based on this
teacher research study.

The chapter concludes with areas of

potential further research that have been generated through this
study.
Teachers are conducting systematic and intentional inquiry to
address issues that are important to them (Cochran-Smith and
Lytle,1993).

Through analyses of the teacher research I was able to

step back and take a broad look at the classroom environment to
determine how it supported students' responses to literature.

Also

was able to look at the specific student responses to the literature
through mathematics and other sign systems (Harste & Short with
Burke, 1988).
Summary of the Study
In this study I examined the classroom environment to
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determine the characteristics of that environment over the year and
the ways in which students' responses to literature were supported
through a focus on sign systems and collaboration.

Further I looked

closely at their literature responses to determine the students'
mathematical connections to the literature.
The three read aloud experiences provided the students with an
opportunity to participate in total class discussions.

Following each

read aloud the students formed small literature groups with four to
six other students.

The literature groups were developed based on

the students' connections to the texts that they wanted to explore
further with a small group of peers.

These literature circles (Short

& Pierce, 1990) provided an arena within which the students could

dialogue about their understandings, engage in meaning making and
became more articulate about old or revised understandings.
My interest in looking at students' responses to literature
came from a concern I had about my classroom forming a
collaborative community and whether mathematics would be
explored as a response to texts, instead of a discrete subject.
Because I believed learning through collaboration was powerful,
wanted the classroom environment to be structured to ensure
students had many opportunities to work together.

Similarly,
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because I also viewed mathematics as a natural part of everyday
life, I wanted the students to discover mathematics as a way of
knowing the world and as a sign system through which they could
communicate.
Determining the Questions
To look at literature and mathematical connections I began by
looking at my own responses and connections to literature and
mathematics.

As I often responded to literature by sharing with

others about how the book affected me or what I thought of it,
mathematics was part of this talk.

By including the mathematical

connections embedded in literature, these sharings reaffirmed the
pervasiveness of mathematics in life.

Because

literature imitates

life (Short,1992) my transactions with texts naturally included
responses about the mathematics.

Repeatedly I wondered about time

and money concerns, how particular problems were going to be
resolved, and whether or not I had framed the problem for a
workable solution.

Interested in seeing whether or not the students'

talk about literature with others would reflect mathematics, I
applied Rosenblatt's (1938) theory of reader response to build a
classroom environment where students learned collaboratively and
responded to literature in a variety of ways.

Therefore my questions
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were:
a. How does my classroom learning environment develop and
change over time to support response to literature across sign
systems and with collaboration among adults and students ?
b. How does the teacher support mathematical talk during
whole class discussions following read alouds?
c. What kinds of mathematical connections will students make
in informal discussions as part of class read aloud
experiences?
d. When students plan presentations at the end of the book to
share with others in what ways do they use mathematics to
communicate?
Methodology
To look at the ways in which students responded to literature
through mathematics the students participated in three read aloud
experiences.

After each read aloud the students developed literature

groups to further discuss their connections to the text.

In these

literature groups they were able to explore their understandings of
the text and communicate them to others through presentations.
Though this study primarily focused on the three read alouds, I also
analyzed data from a small literature group within the Holocaust
inquiry.
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Findings
In this section I will address each of the research questions
that I posed and share the findings.
A. How Does My Classroom Learning Environment Develop and Change

Over Time to Support Response Across Sign Systems and with
Collaboration AmongAdults and Students?
The classroom changed and developed to become more
supportive of response across sign systems with collaboration
among adults and students.

To analyze the classroom environment I

revisited the multiple data sources of field notes, teacher and
collaborators' journals, literature presentation artifacts, and audio
and video tapes.

In looking across the data it became clear that

there were major categories that were characteristics of the
classroom and cut across both semesters.

The characteristics or

broad structures of the first semester were creating community,
sign systems, read aloud experiences and literature groups.

The

broad structures for the second semester were drama and
mathematics, read aloud experiences and literature groups, inquiry
groups, and read aloud experiences and literature groups.
In the first semester the class spent a great deal of time
getting to know each other and trying to find ways to communicate
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positively.

They often engaged in negative

~chatter

while students

shared their understandings of literature, discussed how they solved
problems and/or gave opinions.

Because I wanted my students to

feel comfortable using various sign systems to create and share
meaning, I provided support for using different sign systems by
giving the students time to develop ways to express themselves
through the sign systems.

For example, one of the small literature

groups from Building Blocks (Voigt, 1984) presented a "drama" skit
to the class.

This presentation was mediocre, because poor dialogue

and planning caused the students to act ineffectively.

Another

literature group, in a response to Building Blocks. built a replica of
an estate from the novel out of kindergarten blocks.

The class

accepted the literature presentation marginally, not offering
suggestions, just criticism.

For both of these presentations my

field notes revealed that I wondered how to make the presentations
more powerful.

Providing support was not enough.

The students

needed a reason to experience collaborative work and the use of
multiple sign systems as a way of knowing.
The coauthored piece, Chapter 4, reflects in detail how the
students moved from going through the motions of being engaged in
their learning to actual engagement.

In this descriptive analysis,
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Dana Pitt, and Paul Fisher, and I dialogue with one another through
journal entries portraying our planning sessions and the students'
responses to our continuous invitations to the students to be
involved in their education.
In the second semester the students used multiple sign
systems in a more powerful way.

The sign systems became a tool

through which they learned how to express themselves and they
chose the system that best fit what they wanted to express.

As they

learned more within the sign system, this knowledge enabled them
to be more precise in their literature presentation, creating
charcoal portraits that adequately reflected the Holocaust.

This

change to using sign systems more purposefully came about over
time and through deliberate planning.
First of all the context of the classroom changed.

As the

students began the second read aloud, Journey of the Sparrows
(Buss, 1991) they

made connections between their families and

those families in the novel.

The literature groups on Journey

reflected a greater depth of responses through the sign systems,
specifically mathematics.

One literature group used mathematics to

compare the yearly expenses of a refugee family with an American
family.

Another literature group made a mobile.

They wrote all the
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troubles that the refugee family faced on coming to America and
attached it to a long, narrow piece of paper on a wire that spiraled
from a table to the ceiling.

It gave the appearance that the refugee's

troubles never ended.
When the Holocaust inquiry began, the students' resistance
was palpable.
agenda.

They still found reading laborious and not on their

Fortunately the Holocaust inquiry changed their agenda.

The

students found areas of interest that they wanted to understand in
more depth.

As the students took control of their inquiry, they

needed to know how to access the information and share with their
peers.

In the second semester the class worked together to make

everyone's literature presentation have a stronger voice.
received both help and praise to make them more authentic.

Presenters
The

small literature group that presented on The Cay (Taylor, 1969) used
mathematical symbols because this sign system presented the
strongest visual image to depict similarities and differences
between people.
Both analyses of the year portray collaboration among the
students and other adults in the room.

In the first semester my

student teacher and I discussed issues about teaching the class and
in the second semester I collaborated about my students' education
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with an artist, Paul Fisher and a lawyer, Dana Pitt.

We held

"planning to plan" sessions and I could see that the classroom
became "ours"; the students', Paul's, Dana's and mine.

Just as the

students took control of what they wanted to study as a result of
the Holocaust project, the classroom direction shifted with the
collaboration of these other adults.
Dana brought an ability to follow a student's train of thought
and get materials to support their thinking into the classroom.

For

the Sadako and a Thousand Paper Cranes (Coerr, 1977) group she
borrowed Japanese dictionaries and for Gabe she brought in books on
Degenerate Art which, although it was too difficult to read, provided
enough information for his charcoal illustrations to be successful.
Paul pushed the students to think about the reasons behind their
dramatic presentations.

He gave them ways to become more

articulate in front of an audience.
I supported the students to a lesser extent in similar ways to
Paul and Dana and to a greater extent through mathematical
connections.

For example in the second semester our class

conducted and analyzed a school wide survey that indicated that a
majority of students wanted a bike path.

We launched a letter

writing campaign to have the county look into our request and
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included the results of the survey. The students applied this
knowledge to design charts to analyze how time was used as a tool
in the Holocaust and compare how people survived in ghettos,
concentration camps and death camps.

The students in this

environment grew and developed in their ability to collaborate with
each other and communicate through multiple sign systems.
B.

How Does the Teacher Support Mathematical Talk During
Whole Class Discussions Following Read Alouds?

To analyze how I supported the students in their math talk
during and following daily read aloud experiences, I looked at my
math talk during this period of time.

The data analysis confirmed

that I had a role in supporting the math talk of my students.

My

math talk occurred in three types of responses to the students which
served to clarify their thinking: (1) providing information, (2)
affirming the students in their responses, and (3) elaborating on the
students' responses.

By using mathematics to respond to questions

the students had in reference to the books we were reading,

my

statements provided additional information to the students,
clarified misconceptions and/or continued the discussion.

My

comments involved repeating, restating and/or affirming a student's
comment.

Sometimes my comments added to the students'
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comments, but also offered the possibility of shifting the focus to a
slightly different perspective.

Additionally, my talk also included

math talk that reflected my own anomalies in response to the read
alouds.

The statements reflected my uncertainties and connections

during the discussion.
As the teacher, I maintained the conversations and supported
the students in their understandings of the literature.
C.

What Kinds of Mathematical Connections Will Students
Make in Informal Discussions as Part of Class
Read Aloud Experiences?

Students engaged in math talk representing mathematical
connections to literature in two distinct ways as part of informal
discussions.

One type of students' math talk involved mathematics

vocabulary and constructs.

This referred to the use of general

mathematics terminology in sentences such as references to
numbers, money, taking risks, directionality, and time.

The other

kind of math talk involved a type of analytical organization to the
sentence structure itself such as using conditional (if, then)
statements.
Students also engaged in math talk that reflected problem
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solving strategies.

These strategies- helped the students frame

questions about the problem in ways such as by using visual
references, suggesting geometrical shapes to imitate life, making
comparisons, posing problems, making predictions, and/or
hypothesizing.
D. When Students Plan Presentations at the End of the Book to
Share with Others. in What Ways Do They Use
Mathematics to Communicate?
Beginning early in the academic year in my classroom the
students planned to show their peers what they had come to
understand by participating in literature groups generated from a
read aloud.

Although the initial literature presentations included

mathematics that appeared simplistic such as using blocks to build
a house depicted in a novel, they signaled an acceptance of the class
to use mathematics to explain one's thinking.
As the year progressed more and more mathematics was used
to communicate including the creating of a circle graph that
compared the annual expenditures of an American family with the
estimated expenditures of an EI Salvadoran refugee family, creating
maps to scale showing the distances characters had to travel,
estimating the cost of such travel, focusing on the time it takes for
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a person to be killed and how the passing of time is subjective to
the activity in which you are involved, exploring prejudice by using
mathematical shapes to illustrate the differences and similarities
between people.
Based on findings of the research on the classroom
environment and the application of the reader response theory
within this context, I will discuss implications from the study in
the next section.
Implications
conducted teacher research for two purposes.

The first

purpose was to determine how my classroom changed over time to
encourage students' responses to literature while moving toward
collaboration between all members of the classroom community.
The second purpose was to learn how students used multiple sign
systems in their responses to children's literature.

In the following

sections I will describe my understandings and pose implications for
myself and other educators.
Collaboration
In writing the descriptive analysis of the classroom, I realized
how important it was to have a curriculum that meets the needs of
the students and the teacher.

One of the ways in which this
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happened was through the classroom environment of collaboration.
This collaborative classroom provided structures that supported
flexibility in what was being studied and how the studies were being
approached.

The authoring cycle (Harste & Short with Burke, 1988)

and subsequent inquiry cycle exemplified the frameworks used by
most students.

These frameworks

supported the "what" and "how"

of the students' learning and were generative in propelling students
to further inquiries.

The collaborative curriculum necessitated that

students think reflectively about what process they were involved in
and specify how they were going to continue their inquiry following
the presentation.
Through the study I realized that collaboration is more
complicated than it appears and the benefits greatly outweigh the
students' initial resistance.

To foster collaboration, students need

a reason to share ideas to make new connections. Going beyond the
students' individual status in the classroom, positive or negative,
will be possible only if there are structures in place that require
collaboration for success.

Initially I would plan situations that

require collaboration, but I would move towards collaboration as a
valued and intregal aspect of the classroom learning environment.
Collaboration on the professional level seems to offer a great
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advantage for educators.

My ability to communicate grew through

my collaboration on the Holocaust inquiry as I shared and connected
ideas from different perspectives.

By collaborating, I became more

reflective in trying to articulate the educational theory behind my
decisions in the classroom.

Collaborating requires a different kind

of professional communication that fosters growth in ways that I
have only begun to experience.
Classroom as a Community
Accepting Dana and Paul as collaborators for the Holocaust
inquiry and ultimately the entire second semester was a wonderful
experience that needs to go on more and more in our classrooms.

By

sharing ideas and participating in planning to plan meetings with
people outside of my classroom I had an opportunity to dialogue in
ways that made me more articulate.

Further it gave me a broader

perspective on how much more I could expect from my students with
others helping to facilitate their learning.
The students' interactions with each other changed as they
saw how willing Paul, Dana and I were to provide them with the help
they needed.

This interaction encouraged them to ask one another

for help, critique each others' work rather than criticize, and find
other students who were willing to work together.

As they moved
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toward goals of learning how to present through multiple sign
systems, alliances formed between students that met their needs to
be articulate.
As I reflected on the classroom becoming a community, I
realized that encouraging diversity made our classroom community
stronger.

Professionally, though, I had to learn how to strike a

balance between facilitating the students' learning and manipulating
what they learned.

It became important to see each student keep

their individuality while they were becoming learners.

The more the

classroom supported the students without trying to eliminate their
differences, the more they were able to add to the community.
One Aspect of the Authoring Cycle:

Presentation

In the beginning of the year students offered literature
presentations that did not fully engage them.

Their presentations

included sharing information about the novels, but did not push the
students' engagement in meaning making experiences.

The students

did not realize that engaging in the process of meaning making was
important in and of itself.

The students focused on the product like

the skit, chart, or poster, but could not articulate the processes they
had engaged in to have created that particular literature
presentation artifact.

Like the authoring cycle, the students'
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learning had to become recursive, from presentation to
understanding, to new explorations and learning, to presentation
again.
The students did not fully engage in the process until they
knew that to be an effective presenter they had to do more than
share information.

The presentations had to come from discussions

where they made connections to the text and moved beyond the text
into a transaction, or the creation of a "poem."

When the students

transacted with the text, their presentations offered a depth that
spoke to the audience. Presenting became a deep engagement and as
they presented the understandings of the literature group again and
again, the students became more articulate in their knowledge of
themselves.

Their confidence increased and they could speak

strongly about what they knew and how they had come to know it.
Presenting interested students enough to work to make them
successful.

They read more and cooperated better.

Large societal

issues like the EI Salvadoran refugees, homelessness and war
fostered growth.

The Holocaust inquiry project fulfilled these sixth

graders' needs to understand world wide conflict and explore how
they felt about it as they immersed themselves in it and related
topics.
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Preserrtations, as demonstrated by this study, can be powerful
tools when used within a supportive classroom structure.
have to be taught how to present.

Students

As the students' initial attempts

at presenting fared poorly, I had to alter the learning environment to
support their growth in two areas simultaneously:

learning how to

present what they knew and how to use presentations as a vehicle
for change.

Presenting seems to be a process of articulating their

process of thinking such as explaining how they solved problems or
how they moved from one idea to another and includes making
choices repeatedly to best inform oneself and others.
Mathematics as an Alternative Sign System
Students' discussions about literature in a literature based
classroom is supported through structures that make dialoguing and
engaging in meaning making an integral part of the curriculum.
Whole class discussions and small group discussions, the use of
literature logs and presenting provided avenues to express what the
students had come to understand many times and in many ways to
various audiences.

Students responded to the literature in total group discussions
following class read alouds and in small literature groups with
shared texts.

In some responses math talk emerged as the students
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problem solved and used mathematical concepts as they engaged in
the story.

Through mathematics, students' responses to literature

expressed compassion for the characters and demonstrated
engagement in the stories heard during the read aloud experiences.
Through

mathematics, the students expressed concern and

attempted to frame problems.

Mathematics, using mathematics

vocabulary or constructs and problem solving, helped students
connect more deeply with literature.
Mathematics enabled the students to connect the literature and
their lives, and to present their understandings in ways that were
powerful for them.

For some students it was the first time they

responded to literature in ways that accentuated their strength in
the classroom.
expression.

It was a validated form of understanding and

Mathematics supported them in their inquiries as it

sometimes was the thread that the students were following as they
explored issues related to the Holocaust or related areas of interest.
While the teacher research addressed questions I had about
how the students would respond mathematically, I still wonder
about the ways in which mathematics can be taught using literature.
David Whitin and Sandra Wilde use literature to support
mathematical learning by pairing specific mathematical concepts to
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specific pieces of literature "we want to encourage you to use
children's literature, both fiction and nonfiction, to expand and
enrich your student's mathematical knowledge" (p.17).

Because

used literature and focused on reader response, specifically
mathematics, I appreciated their connections to specific literature.
Though our focus differs we both are addressing the field of
mathematics, how its addressed in the classroom and how it may be
taught in holistic ways.
Although it was not the intent of my teacher research to find
different ways to teach mathematics, the students used
mathematics as a way to understand the world around them.

The

classroom environment supported mathematical thinking by my tacit
acceptance of mathematics in everyday life and in all aspects of our
classroom.

Had I not included mathematics in our approach to

addressing societal issues such as the food drive, understanding
overpopulation of cats, dogs and other pets, and getting a bike path
for Warren Elementary, the students may not have seen the role
mathematics could play in their lives.

Mathematically, the students

grew in their thinking and ability to understand society through
literature.
However, I did not always have as broad a definition of
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mathematics as I do now having completed the data analyses.

For

example, I had not anticipated the making predictions, a problem
solving strategy, would be so powerful to the students to think
about their literature.

In the Building Blocks groups almost every

one of them started by talking about "I wonder what would have
happened if Brann, Kevin or the mother had done something or other".
It got to the point that I worried that the students' would not be
able to share their understandings, because they were so engrossed
in the "what ifs" that they appeared to be unfocused.

Kathy Short

calls this "mucking about" and I was uncomfortable with it.

That

early in the year I did not see it as playing with mathematics and/or
creating mathematical meaning.
Teaching mathematics has to come from a different reference
point if it is going to be framed in a more holistic way.

As a teacher

with a yen for mathematics and one that enjoyed story in all of its
forms, I tended to see the world mathematically.
encouraged my students to do the same thing.

This had

As teachers become

more aware of their potential for understanding mathematics in
their lives in less usual ways, they will discover more and more
mathematics and redefine the term for themselves.
In student talk I listened for the "I wonders" by setting up
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conversations and discussions that encourage students to describe
their thinking.

As the students engaged in small literature circles

and large group discussions, they commented on the anomalies, the
questions that propel them to wondering.

By looking for connections

across broad areas and by relaxing about mathematics we, as
students and teachers could begin to play with concepts:
of pottery could become intertwined with volume;

the study

a pottery study

could become a study on packaging practices in the present day
world.

Mathematics became a personal toy.

It engaged our minds

and pushed our understandings.
As teachers we need to start relating to mathematics in
personal and intimate ways if mathematics is ever going to be more
than a discrete subjects in our students' lives.

Mathematics has

been for too long a matter of product, with an answer that is right
or wrong.

If we do not redefine mathematics as a process, a form of

communication with infinite possibilities, our students will
continue to sit as jury and judge on their abilities to communicate
their mathematical understandings.

Some will envision themselves

as mathematicians while others will walk away and never look back.
In this study the students explored the many ways in which to
respond to literature.

Through sign systems they became articulate
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about their responses.

Although they primarily explored

mathematics and drama, I hope to examine students' use of other
sign systems such as music and art to respond to literature.
Because it was difficult for the students to initially value
mathematical responses I would speculate with the students on the
possible ways to respond early in the year to provide the most
amount of time for the students to engage in response through sign
systems.
My questions persist about the use of sign systems in the
classroom.

It seems that the class just began in-depth explorations

when the school year ended.
response to literature.

I am still interested in math talk as a

I am also interested in how mathematics

may be experienced in the classroom through everyday life.
Teacher Research and Further Inquiries
have understood more about this group of students with
whom I conducted teacher research than other groups.
teacher research in my classroom,

By conducting

and subsequently writing about

it, I uncovered the inner workings of the classroom environment.
hindsight I understand now that my students and I would have
benefitted from the insights derived by analyzing the data had
begun the process earlier in the year.

In
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Teacher research, while "systematic and intentional inquiry"
(Cochran-Smith and Lytle, 1993) is inherently a creative endeavor
and offers teachers the gift of self knowledge.

It invites teachers

to make time and pursue something they really want to know about
their practice, classroom environment, or learn about children
through a focused $tudy on one child.

It provides an opportunity to

follow through on a creation of a research design.

Teachers involved

in teacher research focus on what they need to do and are not willing
to give it up, even though programs are thrust upon us and our daily
routines are out of our control.

There is creativity in negotiating

with the school and principal how teachers research in our schools.
In conducting teacher research, teachers describe their
classroom, because the data teachers collect does not exist in a
vacuum.

The classroom environment becomes one area that teachers

can really begin to see themselves and their students one step
removed from their everyday teaching.
Analyzing the data requires the most amount of creativity.
Looking through multiple data sources, we jot copious notes on what
we think is important and develop a potential framework.

We play

with the ideas, arranging and rearranging the data to create patterns
that answer our questions, that satisfy our need to know something
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from our data.

We find immediate answers to some questions and

push ourselves to change the questions (perhaps) and create new
patterns that talk to more poignant needs, the "why" we did
something.

It is a creative process, rich in all of the possibilities

of self discovery.
Conclusion
The classroom became a place where they could learn through sign
systems and negotiate the curriculum, and as a result the students
became engaged as learners. They had created a learning
environment that best suited their abilities and their interests.
While I had provided some of the structures that supported their
learning, the students' drive to answer questions that they had
generated brought them into a successful learning cycle.

I was

moved by the amount of growth I observed, individually and as a
class.
This teacher research reflected a year long study of children's
responses to literature in a classroom environment that encouraged
collaboration and exploration of multiple sign systems.

Based on

this research, classrooms following the reader response theory and
the authoring cycle as an overall framework have great potential for
students' exploration of literature and mathematical connections.
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APPENDIX A
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ERIC'S RESPONSE TO THE CAY
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These illustrations reflect Eric's response to The Cay using
geometrical shapes to depict prejudice.
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